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In an operational sense, satellite clock time oﬀset prediction (SCTOP) is a
fundamental requirement in global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) tech-
nology. SCTOP uncertainty is a signiﬁcant component of the uncertainty
budget of the basic GNSS pseudorange measurements used in standard (i.e
not high-precision), single-receiver applications. In real-time, this prediction
uncertainty contributes directly to GNSS-based positioning, navigation and
timing (PNT) uncertainty. In short, GNSS performance in intrinsically linked
to satellite clock predictability. Now, satellite clock predictability is aﬀected
by two factors: (i) the clock itself (i.e. the oscillator, the frequency standard
etc.) and (ii) the prediction algorithm. This research focuses on aspects of the
latter.
Using satellite clock data—spanning across several years, corresponding to
multiple systems (GPS and GLONASS) and derived from real measurements—
this thesis ﬁrst presents the results of a detailed study into the characteristics
of GNSS satellite clocks. This leads onto the development of strategies for
modelling and estimating the time-oﬀset of those clocks from system time
better, with the ﬁnal aim of predicting those oﬀsets better. The satellite clock
prediction scheme of the International GNSS Service (IGS) is analysed, and
the results of this prediction scheme are used to evaluate the performance of
new methods developed herein. The research presented in this thesis makes a
contribution to knowledge in each of the areas of characterisation, modelling
and prediction of GNSS satellite clocks.
Regarding characterisation of GNSS satellite clocks, the space-borne clocks
of GPS and GLONASS are studied. In terms of frequency stability—and
thus predictability—it is generally the case that the GPS clocks out-perform
GLONASS clocks at prediction lengths ranging from several minutes up to
one day ahead. There are three features in the GPS clocks—linear frequency
drift, periodic signals and and complex underlying noise processes—that are
not observable in the GLONASS clocks. The standard clock model does not
capture these features. This study shows that better prediction accuracy can
be obtained by an extension to the standard clock model.
The results of the characterisation and modelling study are combined in a
Kalman ﬁlter framework, set up to output satellite clock predictions at a range
of prediction intervals. In this part of the study, only GPS satellite clocks are
considered. In most, but not all cases, the developed prediction method out-
performs the IGS prediction scheme, by between 10% to 30%. The magnitude
of the improvement is mainly dependent upon clock type.Acknowledgements
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Introduction
The work presented in this thesis addresses aspects of the satellite clock time oﬀset pre-
diction (SCTOP)—or satellite clock prediction (SCP)—problem in the ﬁeld of global nav-
igation satellite systems (GNSS) technology. Here, this problem is broken down into four
distinct components—characterisation, modelling, estimation and prediction—but there
is considerable feedback and overlap between them.
In this chapter, the concept of satellite clock time oﬀset (SCTO)in GNSS is introduced
and with it the motivation for this research. The aims of this project along with the
methods adopted to fulﬁl those aims are presented. An outline of the following chapters
of the thesis follows.
1.1 Background
This section introduces the satellite clock time oﬀset, and its role in GNSS. The purpose
is to provide some of the background required to appreciate the context and motivation of
the research that is presented in this thesis. Some of this work could be applied to clock
prediction generally, i.e. outside of the GNSS context.
1.1.1 Satellite clock time oﬀset (SCTO) as a problem in GNSS
Precise timing, at the nanoseconds level, is a critical requirement in GNSS. The basic
GNSS measurement, the pseudorange, is essentially a time–of–ﬂight (TOF) measurement,
of the diﬀerence in time between when the wavefront of an electromagnetic (EM) signal is
emitted from a navigation spacecraft’s antenna to when that same wavefront is received
at the user’s antenna. In theory, the product of this TOF quantity and the speed of light
in vacuum, gives the distance, or geometric range, between the spacecraft’s antenna and
the user’s antenna. In reality however, a number of factors aﬀect the receiver’s ability to
make accurate geometric range measurements. One of these factors is the satellite clock
time oﬀset (SCTO), which limits the receiver’s ability to know the time of EM signal
transmission.
In GNSS, the SCTO is the oﬀset from system time of the time according to the clocks
in orbit and on board GNSS spacecraft. Each GNSS has its own system time, which
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is the reference timescale that enables the time–tagging of all time–varying phenomenon
associated with that system. Assuming, for now, that system time represents true time
then because the perfect clock does not exist, the SCTO for any satellite clock is always
non–zero, at some level. For GPS and GLONASS satellite clocks, the typical value of
the SCTO ranges from several nanoseconds to several microseconds, i.e. large enough to
be problematic if unaccounted for. As such, the methods associated with knowing, with
suﬃcient accuracy, the SCTO and the time–evolution of the SCTO, for all active satellite
clocks in a constellation are fundamental to GNSS operation. Fundamental in the sense
that satellite clock time prediction error is intrinsically linked to error in the modelling of
the basic GNSS pseudorange measurement. There is an oft-quoted relationship between
timing error and pseudorange modelling error—1 ns of timing uncertainty maps directly
onto 30 cm error in modelled pseudorange. And depending on the number of measurements
available and the geometry, pseudorange errors impact directly upon GNSS-based position,
velocity and timing (PVT) solutions. The entire purpose for determining the SCTO, is
to correct the satellite clock time measurements to make them agree with system time,
i.e. to synchronise the satellite clock with the reference timescale. Thus, the problem of
determining SCTO, for all clocks in a constellation, with suﬃcient accuracy, is sometimes
referred to as the satellite clock time synchronisation (SCTS) problem, and this term is
used here also. For this reason, the SCTO is also commonly referred to as the satellite
clock correction (SCC).
There are several core components to the SCTS problem, which include:
• The performance of precise timing technologies that operate in space. This
relates to the physical devices that generate the timing signal onboard the GNSS
spacecraft. Usually, these are quartz oscillators with their frequency controlled by
an atomic frequency standard (AFS) [Prestage & Weaver, 2007]. The ability to ﬂy
such ultra-stable atomic clocks in the space environment is one of the basic enabling
factors of GNSS technology as it exists today. Here, a precise timing technology, or
an ultra-stable atomic clock, is deﬁned as a clock that is capable of keeping time with
accuracy at the level of a few nanoseconds, or better, at a period of up to one day
since its time was compared and synchronised to a reference timescale or another
clock. Alongside the agencies that are responsible for providing the time–keeping
systems for current and future GNSS satellites, there are several fundamental science
missions that are driving the development of newer, better-performing (in terms
of frequency stability, power, weight etc.), space–ready precise timing technologies
[Cacciapuoti & Salomon, 2009; Prestage & Weaver, 2007].
• The characterisation of SCTO, which describes the process of studying and
reporting on observations of actual satellite clock behaviour1—in essence a data
analysis and statistical inference exercise. This can be conducted on the ground,
e.g. at the test bed phase, to aid in the design and development of the clocks that
eventually will form a component of the satellite ﬂight hardware [Rawicz et al., 1993].
1Here, satellite clock behaviour refers to the time–evolution of SCTO, for a single clock.
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Or, there is in–orbit characterisation [Senior et al., 2008; Waller et al., 2010], which
is the study of satellite clock behaviour when the satellite is in orbit. Of course, it
is the in–orbit characteristics of the satellite clocks that aﬀect GNSS performance,
and therefore these are the focus in this study. Characterisation can be short–
term (several seconds) [Griggs et al., 2013; Hauschild et al., 2013; Hesselbarth &
Wanniger, 2008], medium–term (several minutes up to one day ahead) [Senior et al.,
2008; Waller et al., 2010] or long–term (several days up to one month ahead) [Zhang
et al., 2007]. The scope of this project is limited to the study of the medium–term
characteristics of GNSS satellite clock behaviours.
• The modelling of SCTO, which is the process of developing a suitable mathemat-
ical description of satellite clock behaviour. Models of SCTO are usually referred
to simply as clock models. Typically, in the precise time and frequency metrology
(PTFM) community, clock models are ﬁrst–order linear stochastic diﬀerential equa-
tions [Galleani & Tavella, 2010], where the model parameters for a single clock are
determined from a characterisation based on observations of the past behaviour of
that same clock. In GNSS, in the case of the satellite clocks, there is an additional
element to the modelling problem, which arises from the need to compare the in–
orbit satellite clocks with ground–based terrestrial clocks or timescales1. This is the
relativistic component of the SCTO modelling problem, which consists primarily of
the phenomena of velocity time dilation and gravitational time dilation, due to the
relative motion and the diﬀerences in gravitational potential, respectively, between
the satellites and ground observers [Ashby, 2008]. The consequence of these rela-
tivistic phenomena for ground users is an apparent frequency shift of the satellite
clocks that is dependent on the relative satellite–user position and velocity, which
must be accounted for. An in–depth study of the impact of these relativistic eﬀects
in GNSS, presented in Chapter 7, forms a core component of this research.
• The estimation of SCTO, which is the problem of estimating SCTO from GNSS
observational data. From the ground, the signal generated by a GNSS satellite clock
can not be observed directly. Instead, the SCTO is usually inferred from satellite–
receiver range measurements ( e.g. GNSS pseudoranges ). These measurements are
collected at a distributed network of satellite tracking stations, and then sent to
a central facility, where the data is processed and estimated values of the SCTO
quantity, for all satellites in the system, are produced. As a result of inevitable
delays arising from the data collection and data processing stages, SCTO estimates
can not be disseminated to GNSS users in real-time. However, systems capable of
disseminating SCTO estimates in near real-time ( i.e. with latency at the order of
tens of seconds or less ) have begun to emerge in recent years. Most are set up as
commercial services [Leandro et al., 2011; Rocken et al., 2011], but the International
GNSS Service Real-Time (IGS-RT) Service, which is free, is also now available[Caissy
et al., 2011]. In this study, in relation to the topic of SCTO estimation in GNSS,
1In the case of all GNSS, system time is a real–time realisation of terrestrial time (TT), see Chapter
2 for details relating to the timescales in GNSS.
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the developed prediction method centres around the use of the IGS precise satellite
clock combination as input data for a Kalman ﬁlter estimator. The concept of SCTO
estimation is developed further in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 and 8.
• The prediction of SCTO, which is the problem of obtaining a value of SCTO
quantity in the future, based on past estimates of SCTO. For real-time users of (
single-receiver i.e. non-diﬀerential ) GNSS, predictions of the SCTO quantity are
crucial, as for such users there is a direct link between SCTOP error and position,
velocity and time (PVT) estimation error. Satellite clock time prediction algorithms
can be simple or sophisticated. Usually, the performance of a satellite clock predic-
tion algorithm is highly dependent upon prediction length. Prediction algorithms
rely upon the characterisation of satellite clock behaviour based on historical data.
Mathematical models and estimation algorithms are also important components of
a satellite clock time predictor.
1.1.2 Satellite clock time oﬀset predictions
It requires careful consideration of each of the components listed in Subsection 1.1.1 to fully
appreciate the intrinsic link between satellite clock behaviour and GNSS performance, in
terms of accuracy and reliability both, and some of these aspects are developed further in
the following chapters. But clearly, this is a vast jigsaw puzzle, for which this research has
focussed on only some of the pieces. If there is an overarching theme however, which holds
together all of the ﬁndings reported herein, then this is topic of satellite clock prediction
(SCP) in GNSS, and so this is covered in more detail in this section.
SCTOP and GNSS performance
The impact of uncertainty in the determination of the SCTO quantity is strongest in
applications that rely upon measurements collected with a single receiver only. This is in
contrast to diﬀerential GNSS, where there are two or more receivers, with the location
of at least one of those receivers known exactly, and the eﬀects of SCTO uncertainty on
PVT estimation in the roving receiver is cancelled to a large extent (details in Chapter
2). Further, in single–receiver scenarios where a real–time PVT estimate is required, users
must rely upon a predicted value of the SCTO quantity. In such scenarios, the performance
of a satellite clock predictor directly aﬀects overall GNSS performance,
• in accuracy terms, because of the direct link between SCTO prediction error and
GNSS measurement modelling error.
• in reliability terms, i.e. integrity, continuity and availability through the reduction
of failure detection thresholds.
The dissemination of SCTO predictions in real–time
SCTO predictions or estimates are disseminated to users in various forms (e.g. via infor-
mation modulated onto an EM signal, via an ascii data ﬁle, etc). This can be in real–time
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(predictions) or with a certain latency (estimates). Collectively, these SCTO predictions
or estimates, which are packaged (in some way) for dissemination to the user community
are referred to as satellite clock products.
As far as satellite clock prediction products are concerned, there are two broad cate-
gories available to users today:
• The near real-time, low latency (LL) predictions, which are satellite clock
predictions based on satellite clock estimates determined using data from several
seconds up to several tens of seconds in the past. These are a relatively new class
of predicted clock product that has become available to real-time users in recent
times, motivated largely by advances in the real-time precise point positioning (RT-
PPP) data processing strategy, see Rizos et al. [2012]. In essence, the LL prediction
products exist to enable real-time sub-decimetre level positioning using the PPP
data processing method. But as LL–type prediction products are not built into the
basic receiver interface speciﬁcation of the current GNSS, additional hardware and
software capabilities are required to use them.
• The navigation message type, high latency (HL) predictions, are satellite
clock predictions that are computed using SCTO estimates based on data from sev-
eral minutes (usually at least 15 minutes) up to twenty-four hours in the past. These
are the prediction products which are computed by the GNSS operation control seg-
ments, and delivered to users via a modulation scheme on the TOF ranging signals.
These HL predictions are written in the GNSS receiver–signal interface speciﬁca-
tion Department of Defense, United States of America [2008]; Galileo ICD [2006];
GLONASS ICD [1998], which means the positioning algorithms of most GNSS–
enabled receivers rely upon this type of prediction. The research in this thesis
focuses on this category of prediction.
1.2 Objectives and methodology
A statement of the general objective of this research, which is the project’s overarching
goal is presented in Subsection 1.2.1. Subsection 1.2.2 outlines the key components of the
prediction method that is developed to address the general objective. Subsection 1.2.3
gives a statement of the detailed objectives of this study. These are research tasks to be
conducted with the general objective in mind. Subsection 1.2.4 details the motivating
factors that underpin the detailed objectives.
1.2.1 Statement of general objective
The general objective of this work is to develop an enhanced satellite clock time oﬀset
prediction method, based on a modelling strategy that is led by a detailed study of real
clock behaviour data. To validate this approach, a GNSS satellite clock time oﬀset pre-
diction scheme is tested in software, and this simulates an anticipated real–time process.
This simulation enables the comparison of this newly developed prediction method with the
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prediction method of the International GNSS Service (IGS)—a well-respected and highly
inﬂuential scientiﬁc GNSS organisation—in a variety of scenarios.
1.2.2 Prediction method
Broadly speaking, satellite clock time oﬀset prediction (SCTOP) methods in GNSS can
be separated into two categories, based on the input data that the method demands.
The ﬁrst type of SCTOP method uses GNSS measurements (e.g. code or carrier phase
pseudoranges) as input data. The second type works with SCTO estimates as input.
The ﬁrst type of method is a simple one–stage process: GNSS measurements in, SCTO
predictions out. The second type of method is the second–stage of a two–stage process,
this is the method adopted in this study. In theory, as far as SCTOP performance is
concerned, there should be no diﬀerence between the two methods, as the underlying
GNSS measurement information is the same.
In practice however, there are several advantages to the second approach with regards
to data quality and tractability of method, which are described in detail in later chapters.
Brieﬂy, the second method allows for using the IGS clock combination products, a high–
quality, well–documented and widely–used satellite clock data set. In turn, this enables the
research to focus on the study of satellite clock behaviours, rather than getting involved
in accounting for the other error sources that aﬀect the GNSS measurements1.
In this method, each satellite clock is considered on a case-by-case basis. The method
starts with clock characterisation using one month of satellite clock estimate data. Here,
characterisation is done using a combination of time–domain (e.g. Allan variance) and
frequency domain (e.g. FFT–based power spectral density diagrams) stability analysis
techniques. The results of characterisation are used to initialise the parameters of the
standard clock model, for that clock. This is essentially a ﬁrst–order linear stochastic dif-
ferential equation, with three parameters in the deterministic component that correspond
to the clock time oﬀset, frequency oﬀset and linear frequency drift. Based on the results
of this analysis, an appropriate model is chosen for that satellite clock. This model is
implemented in a Kalman ﬁlter, which is set up to output SCTO predictions over a range
of desired prediction intervals.
1.2.3 Statement of detailed objectives
In this section, the detailed objectives of this project are outlined. These are research
tasks, designed with the general objective in mind, and these include:
• A systematic study of GPS and GLONASS clock behaviour using several years of
precise satellite clock data, and considering the full constellation of satellites, to gain
an understanding of the characteristics of current in–orbit clocks. Precise satellite
1At some level, the IGS clock products are aﬀected by mismodelling or estimation inaccuracy in the
parameters partially correlated to the clock models, e.g. satellite orbit related errors. However, given the
extent of the IGS tracking network and the maturity of the estimation schemes used by the IGS, these
correlations are likely to be at worst a second order eﬀect.
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clock data is the name given to the post–processed estimates of satellite clock time
oﬀsets that are generated by the leading GNSS data analysis centres.
• An analysis of existing, operational prediction schemes to quantify current perfor-
mance over a range of prediction lengths, in order to determine the key factors that
are likely to be limiting their performance.
• An investigation into the general implications of using a more rigorous model for the
relativistic component of the satellite clock time oﬀset model, based on the use of
precise satellite–receiver relative velocity data along with a detailed description of
gravitational potential diﬀerences using the Earth Gravity Model 2008 (EGM08) to
degree and order 20.
• The performance testing and analysis of the developed SCTO prediction method.
• The development and testing of a set of software tools (C++/MATLAB) that will
enable experiments to be conducted in order to test and validate a new prediction
method.
1.2.4 Motivation
In this section, the line of reasoning that led to the formulation of the research tasks as
they are outlined in Subsection 1.2.3 is given.
A study of GPS and GLONASS in–orbit satellite clock characteristics
A satellite clock prediction algorithm can not be built without an intuitive understanding
of the in–orbit behaviour of GNSS clocks, which can only be achieved by looking at
real data. There is literature reporting on the characteristics of the in–orbit behaviour
of GNSS clocks[Senior et al., 2008; Waller et al., 2010], but these were published over
three years ago, using data from over ﬁve years ago, and cover only the GPS and Galileo
satellite clocks1, respectively. A detailed report on the characteristics of GLONASS in–
orbit clocks, based on the analysis of real data, does not exist in the literature, but there
are a variety of GLONASS SCTO data products which are now publicly available. Also,
since 2010, newer satellites equipped with updated precise timing technologies have been
launched (four GPS satellites, four Galileo In–Orbit Validation (IOV) satellites, eleven
GLONASS satellites). With all of this is mind, it makes sense that this project should
start with a report on the analysis of the best data sets that can be obtained for the two
fully operational GNSS (in 2013), which are GPS and GLONASS. The result of such an
analysis is presented in Chapter 5, and certainly in the GLONASS case this ﬁlls a clear
gap in the existing literature.
1In the form of a detailed in–orbit assessment of the clocks on the GIOVE-A and GIOVE-B satel-
lites[Waller et al., 2010].
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A study of an operational GNSS SCTO prediction scheme
As mentioned before, SCTO predictions are fundamental for GNSS operation, and as such,
every GNSS must operate its own SCTO prediction scheme of some kind. However, in
the existing literature, the SCTO prediction strategies of GPS and GLONASS—the two
fully operational GNSS (2013)—are barely mentioned in any real depth; perhaps because
they are both military systems. The performance of the GPS SCTO prediction scheme is
monitored and regularly reported by the IGS [Dow et al., 2009] at http://acc.igs.org/
media/Gmt_sum_ultcmp_all_clk_smooth_ALL.gif, where the (Root Mean Square) RMS
prediction error of the GPS broadcast clock product is shown to be ≈ 4 ns (when comparing
against the IGS rapid timescale, see Chapter 2)1, which is ∼ 1.2m of ranging error. While
this analysis is useful because it gives a sense of the typical value of the uncertainty in
the GPS broadcast SCTO prediction, it does not provide any meaningful insight into the
underlying prediction strategy. Crucially, the relationship between SCTO prediction error
and prediction length is not emphasised in this reporting. This is a critical point. It makes
intuitive sense that prediction error should increase as the prediction interval increases.
Therefore, without an idea of the prediction intervals associated with these published
SCTO prediction error values, it is diﬃcult to make a meaningful inference of the actual
performance of these prediction schemes.
A more rigorous model of the relativistic time transformation
As far back as 2000, Ray [2000] reported that periodic signals could be observed in GPS
satellite clock behaviour. Then in 2002, Kouba [2002] presented the results of an in-
vestigation into the GPS conventional relativistic time transformation (RTT), which is
used by GPS receivers to compute the relativistic component of the GPS SCTO on the
recommendation of the GPS Directorate in its GPS Interface Control Document (ICD)
[IS-GPS-200E, 2010]2. Kouba [2002] and the follow–up paper[Kouba, 2004], showed that
this conventional method for implementing the relativistic time transformation was in er-
ror at a rate of up to 0.2 ns per day, with cyclic variations of up to 0.2 ns and 0.07 ns
of period 14 days and 6 hours, respectively, and the cause was attributed to numerical
approximation (or truncation) error.
The GPS conventional RTT is an simpliﬁed version of the analytical model for the
GPS RTT. A ﬁrst–principles derivation of the analytical GPS RTT is found in Ashby
[2008]. This analytical model captures the eﬀects of velocity time dilation and gravita-
tional time dilation on the SCTO. In the analytical model, the relativistic time transfor-
mation is a function of the relative satellite–receiver gravitational potential ( and thus,
relative position) and relative satellite–receiver velocity. The approximation errors in the
conventional RTT that [Kouba, 2004] found in the satellite clock data arose from the use
of a ﬁrst–order model of Earth gravity ﬁeld (which treats the Earth as a point mass)
to calculate the satellite–receiver gravitational potential diﬀerence. Kouba [2004] used
1In the GLONASS case, such a performance report does not exist.
2The SCTO model in the GPS ICD is often referred to as the GPS broadcast clock model, and the
relativistic component is the GPS relativity correction or (in the terminology of Kouba [2002]) the GPS
conventional relativistic time transformation.
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a second–order model, which considers the eﬀects of modelling the Earth as an oblate
spheroid on the GPS satellite orbits and on the GPS RTT directly. Kouba [2004] noticed
RTT approximation errors with 14 days and 6 hours period when comparing satellite clock
models using this improved RTT were compared with models using the GPS conventional
RTT.
The idea for this component of the project is to take this line of inquiry one step
further, by using the highest–quality (precise) GPS orbit solutions and a more complete
description of the gravitational potential variations using the Earth Gravity Model 2008
(EGM08) (up to degree and order 20). The objective is to assess the impact of an even
more rigorous RTT in the modelling of GNSS SCTO’s, and to determine whether such an
approach could contribute to an improved prediction method.
The development and testing of an SCTO prediction system
There are features in the SCTO signals of many GPS satellite clocks that are not accounted
for by the standard clock model, which is presented in Chapter 3. But, there are alternative
models that can be explored, and as there are many applications (e.g. prediction of the
satellite clock parameters in the GNSS navigation messages, precise point positioning
(PPP)—a single–receiver technique, low–latency (or real–time) GNSS time–transfer etc.)
that would beneﬁt from interpolated or extrapolated clock values of the highest quality,
it is worthwhile to do so.
In this work, extension to the standard clock model (SCM) is presented. Here, this
will be referred to as the extended clock model (ECM). The ECM accounts for periodic
signals, present in many of the GPS satellite clocks, and deals with ﬂicker noise processes
(FPM and FFM), as seen in GPS and GLONASS satellite clocks, which are diﬃcult
to model analytically. The ECM also includes a component, known here as the reference
timescale oﬀset term, which allows for clock information of diﬀerent types, or from diﬀerent
sources, to be combined. The KF implementation of the extended clock model forms the
core component of a new GPS satellite clock prediction strategy, which uses IGS GPS
satellite clock data as input. This prediction system was designed in such a way that
it is compatible with current IGS products—to slot into the existing framework. The
prediction method that is tested here is a partial implementation of a potentially more
complete prediction scheme.
1.3 Thesis outline
This section provides a brief description of the following chapters of this thesis. Chapter
2 further establishes the motivation for this research in the GNSS context by introducing
the aspects of GNSS that are relevant to satellite clock time oﬀset prediction. Chapter
3 contains all of the key concepts, deﬁnitions and methods that are fundamental in the
ﬁeld of time and frequency metrology, but are also relied upon heavily in this research.
Chapter 4 provides an in–depth review of the key works that ultimately inﬂuenced the
direction and scope of this research project. Also, the data sources used for this research
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are described here, along with some details of the software tools used to carry out the
research. Chapter 5 presents a study of the characteristic of GPS and GLONASS satellite
clocks, based around the analysis of the full set of GPS and GLONASS satellite clock data
over a period of several years. Chapter 6 centres around a performance analysis of the
IGS prediction scheme for the GPS satellite clocks. The product of the IGS prediction
are archived and publicly available, and for this reason the IGS predictions provides a rich
source of data for studying existing GNSS satellite clock prediction methods. Chapter 7
presents a study of relativistic time transformation (RTT) modelling and considers how
RTT modelling ﬁts into the broader context of SCTO prediction in GNSS. Chapter 8
presents a new, data–driven method for GPS satellite clock time oﬀset prediction that
is compared in performance terms against the outputs of the IGS GPS satellite clock
prediction algorithm. Chapter 9 is the ﬁnal chapter of this thesis. Here, the conclusions
of this project are given along with a discussion of implications of the results in a broader
context.
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Aspects of GNSS that are relevant
to satellite clock prediction
Chapter outline
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce global navigation satellite systems, describing
brieﬂy the science and engineering underlying the technology as it exists today, setting the
scene for the in-depth study of GNSS satellite clocks presented in later chapters. There
are several excellent texts on the topic of GNSS, but Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. [2008],
Groves [2013] and Misra & Enge [2011], together, provide a fairly comprehensive overview
of the ﬁeld, and were used often in preparing this chapter.
The problem of satellite clock estimation and prediction in GNSS is complicated.
Often, the connection between a physical on-board timekeeping device in a navigation
spacecraft, and the performance of a GNSS receiver on the ground, is diﬃcult to imag-
ine. Thus, a particular emphasis is given here to describing the hardware, software and
mathematical models associated with satellite clocks in GNSS, and the interplay between
them. From this, a clearer picture should emerge of what it means to characterise, model,
and predict GNSS space clocks—in the sense of how these terms are deﬁned in Chapter
1—and why these are important in the GNSS context. The characterisation, modelling
and prediction of GNSS satellite clock time oﬀsets is the primary focus of the following
chapters of this thesis.
2.1 An overview of the relevant aspects of GNSS theory
This section presents a basic introduction to the theory of GNSS, which was written for
a speciﬁc purpose. Here, the aim is not to give a full description of how an operational
GNSS works, but rather to establish the key ideas that are necessary to start a meaningful
discussion on the topic of satellite clocks in GNSS. The treatment of all other aspects
are kept to a minimum, or avoided entirely. As such, the section focuses speciﬁcally
on the following topics: spatial reference frames and timescales, the satellite clock time
and satellite orbit determination problem and also, the mathematical model of the basic
GNSS pseudorange measurement and the contribution of the satellite clock time oﬀset in
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it. These components of GNSS theory are critical for understanding—and deﬁning—the
satellite clock problem in GNSS. Other important aspects of GNSS theory—the signals, the
measurement combinations1, the position, velocity and time (PVT) estimation algorithms,
and so on—are not directly relevant and so they are not covered here.
2.1.1 Spatial reference frames and timescales
Two basic foundations for any GNSS are the spatial reference system and the time reference
system or reference timescale. These are the sets of rules for assigning co-ordinates to each
point in space and for labelling instances in time, respectively.
Earth-centred Inertial and Earth-centred Earth-ﬁxed reference frames
For dealing with space, there are two classes of reference system that are relevant, which
are labelled inertial, i.e. non-accelerating, or non-inertial. In GNSS, both are necessary.
This is mainly because the theory of spacecraft motion (astrodynamics), which is more
or less based upon classical Newtonian mechanics, is expressed in its most natural form
with equations describing motion in inertial space. But for users, most who are ﬁxed on
the surface of the Earth, a non-inertial rotating reference frame with rotation rate equal
to the Earth’s rotation rate is required. As these are Earth-based positioning systems,
the natural choice for the origin is the Earth’s centre of mass. So, Earth-centred inertial
(ECI) reference systems and Earth-centred Earth-ﬁxed (ECEF) reference systems are two
basic requirements for GNSS.
Proper time, co-ordinate time and satellite clock time
In dealing with time, the concepts of proper time (PT) and coordinate time (CT) are help-
ful. Proper time is time according to a single perfect clock where the time measurements
are observed in the body frame of that clock. By contrast, co-ordinate time is time ac-
cording to a perfect clock at rest in a speciﬁc and fully deﬁned inertial coordinate system.
For GNSS users, as mentioned previously such a coordinate system is naturally an ECI
system. Proper time and co-ordinate time are concepts that originate from the theory of
space and time based on General Relativity (GR), but at this stage it is not necessary to
go into the ideas behind in any more detail.
Although similar in several ways to the concept of proper time, it is useful to intro-
duce the notion of satellite clock time (SCT), or simply satellite time (ST). SCT is time
according to the active clock onboard an orbiting satellite, in the body frame of the satel-
lite, and as such it is an approximation of a proper time. The essential diﬀerence between
a proper time and satellite clock time is that the latter is time according to a real clock.
1The so–called ionosphere–free observable does crop up at several point later on in the thesis, although
the underlying principles behind it are not covered. Without going into more detail than is required,
the ionosphere–free observable is a mathematical quantity used in various GNSS PNT algorithms that is
formed by combining measurements across two or more frequencies. The most common example of this
is the GPS L1/L2 combination. To ﬁrst order, the GNSS ionosphere–free observable is free from errors
associated with GNSS signal transit delay due to the paths of the signals through the ionosphere.
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The international standards
The science and engineering behind the realisation of usable reference frames and
timescales is quite complex, and the topic continues to evolve, but a good source for
the latest developments in the ﬁeld of reference frame and timescale realisation is the lat-
est version of the International Earth Orientation Service (IERS) Conventions document
[Petit, G. & Luzum, B. (eds), 2010]. In essence, the IERS Conventions are a set of meth-
ods for producing reference frames and timescales that are accepted as standard by the
international scientiﬁc community. These include:
• the International Terrestrial Reference System (ITRS), which provides the
rules for realising an International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF), using
measurements based on the four geodetic techniques of GNSS, Very Long Baseline
Interferometry (VLBI), Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) and Doppler Orbitography
and Radio-positioning Integrated by Satellite (DORIS). ITRF2008 [Altimimi et al.,
2011] is the latest realisation of the ITRS that is oﬃcially available, but there are
plans to release a newer version, ITRF2013, in 2014 [Altimimi et al., 2013]. An ITRF
provides its users with an ECEF reference frame suitable for the most demanding
applications that require measurements on or near the Earth’s surface.
• the International Celestial Reference System (ICRS), which gives the rules
for realising an International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF), which is the
standard international ECI reference for applications on or near the Earth.
• Geocentric Coordinated Time (TCG), which is a timescale that is deﬁned so
as to be consistent to GR theory, in the neighbourhood of a non-rotating Earth i.e.
this is deﬁned in ECI terms. Because of this, TCG is not directly observable, and
is of limited use in GNSS, besides in providing a standard, underlying relativistic
co–ordinate timescale. In one sense, it can be thought of as a theoretical abstraction
that enables aspects of GNSS theory, especially in terms of the timescales, to be
expressed within the framework of GR theory.
• Terrestrial Time (TT), a theoretical but physically realisable proper time system.
The TT rate (time–interval), dTT is related to TCG rate, dTCG by a scale factor,






where W0 = 62636857 m2s−2, a fundamental constant, is the Earth’s gravitational
potential at mean sea level (i.e. on the geoid.) TT provides the theoretical framework
for realising International Atomic Time (TAI), an atomic timescale based on
time according to an ensemble of primary frequency standards located at various
sites across the globe, with the Systemé International (SI) second as its fundamental
time interval. The SI second is formally deﬁned as [BIPM, 1969]:
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the duration of 9,192,631,770 periods of the radiation corresponding to the transition
between two hyperﬁne levels of the ground state of the caesium 133 atom, with the
caesium atom at rest, on the rotating geoid, at a temperature of 0 K.
TAI is closely related to Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), the time used
today for civil timekeeping purposes. They are related in the sense that TAI is the
frequency standard for UTC. The only diﬀerence between them is the intermittent
introduction of leap seconds to UTC so that UTC diﬀers from TAI by an integer
number of seconds. Without this the link between UTC and the Earth’s rotation
rate would gradually disappear as the continuous and uniform TAI timescale diverges
indeﬁnitely from Universal Time (UT1), a timescale deﬁned by the Earth’s rota-
tion [Audoin & Guinot, 2001]. The origin of TAI was set to satisfy Tut1−Ttai = 0 on
0000 of 1 January 1958. TAI is computed at the BIPM using clock measurements
from about 400 atomic clocks running in timing laboratories across the globe. Due
to the procedures and algorithms related to the collecting and combining of these
measurements, TAI is only available to users with a latency of about thirty days,
although eﬀorts are ongoing to reduce this to seven days, see Petit et al. [2012] and
Whibberley et al. [2011].
The relationship between UTC and TAI is deﬁned by the following expression:
Tutc − Ttai = l (2.2)
which reads time according to UTC minus time according to TAI, where l is an
integer that represents leap seconds introduced to UTC. On 1 January 1972, l was
ten. As of 6 August 2013, l is thirty-ﬁve, and will remain so until 30 June 2014.
The IERS is the organisation responsible for the introduction of leap seconds when
it is necessary. An up-to-date record of the date and time when leap seconds were
introduced to UTC is maintained by the BIPM at http://hpiers.obspm.fr/iers/
bul/bulc/Leap_Second_History.dat. [Arias et al., 2011] provides greater detail
on the method involved in generation of UTC and TAI at the BIPM, along with an
analysis of the performance of these timescales in a frequency stability sense.
GNSS reference frames and timescales
For GNSS purposes, a key issue is that the standard reference frame and timescale, ITRF
and TAI (or UTC), respectively, are not accessible in real-time. Thus, it is necessary that
each GNSS generate its own realisation of ITRS and TAI to enable day-to-day operation.
As a result, there are several diﬀerent reference frames and timescales in GNSS.
For GPS, the World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84) is adopted as the system
reference frame. The relevant timescales are GPS System Time (GPST) and the real-
isation of UTC at the United States Naval Observatory (UTC(USNO)). GPST
is the internal reference timescale for all GPS clocks, both in space and on the ground.
However, unlike UTC and thus UTC(USNO), which are aﬀected by the introduction of
leap seconds, GPST is a continuous timescale. The relationship between GPST and TAI
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UTC − GLONASS Time
Figure 2.1: Time–series for September 2011 of Tutc − Tg(above), the diﬀerence between time
according to UTC and time according to GPS Time, and of Tutc − Tr(bottom), the diﬀerence
between UTC and GLONASS Time. The data used to generate these plots can be acquired from
the BIPM Circular T Bulletin at ftp://ftp2.bipm.org/pub/tai/publication/cirt.285.
is expressed as
Ttai − Tg = 19 + C0 (2.3)
because at the origin (i.e. the zero epoch) of GPST on 0000 hrs of 6 January 1980,
UTC was ahead of TAI by nineteen seconds. Here, C0 <= 1 µs represents the speciﬁed
level of consistency between GPST and UTC(USNO), which is also a good approximation
of the level of agreement between GPST and TAI. In practice the agreement is much
better, at the level of tens of nanoseconds [McCarthy & Seidelmann, 2009]. The top axes
in ﬁgure 2.1 also supports this. Here, in September 2011, the oﬀset between UTC and
GPST (neglecting the leap seconds), which is the C0 quantity, agrees with UTC as the
few nanoseconds level, with a maximum absolute value of the 6 ns throughout the whole
month.
In the GLONASS case, Parametry-Zemli1 1990 (PZ-90.02) is the reference frame
and GLONASS Time is the reference timescale. GLONASS time is kept within one
microsecond of the realisation of UTC at the Institute of Metrology for Space and
Time (IMVP), Russia, often denoted UTC(SU). Unlike GPST, which is continuous,
GLONASS Time is aligned to UTC(SU) and therefore is aﬀected by the introduction of
1Paremetry-Zemli = "the parameters of the Earth"
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UTC and GLONASS Time
TAI
GPST and Galileo Time
Beidou Time
Figure 2.2: The GNSS system timescales: GPS Time, GLONASS Time, Galileo Time and Beidou
Time, and their relationship with UTC and TAI. Here, TAI (red line), being continuous, provides
a sort of fundamental reference timescale.
leap seconds to UTC. The relationship between GLONASS Time and UTC is expressed
as
Tutc(su) − Tr = C1 (2.4)
where C1 <= 1 µs. Similar to the GPS case, the bottom axes in ﬁgure 2.1 supports this
assertion, the variability in the Tutc(su) − Tr quantity is about 10 ns across the January
2011, i.e. well within the 1 µs.
The other two main GNSS, Galileo and Beidou, each have their own independent
realisations of ITRS, which are the Galileo Terrestrial Reference Frame (GTRF) and the
Beidou Terrestrial Reference Frame (BTRF), respectively. Also, they have their own
reference timescales, Galileo System Time (GST) and Beidou System Time (BDT), re-
spectively.
IGS Reference Frame and IGS Time
The reference frames and timescales of the International GNSS Service (IGS) are also
important in this work. The IGS Reference Frame is a realisation of the ITRS and IGS
System Time is a realisation of UTC. The IGS reference frames and the IGS timescale are
evaluated using data collected by the IGS global GNSS data tracking network. The IGS
is introduced in more detail in Chapter 4.
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Practical implications for this research
There are some practical implications that arise due to the variety of reference frame and
timescales that are widely used in GNSS. The main issue is that given a set of data—
e.g. time or position data of a satellite or a receiver—the reference timescale and spatial
reference frame to which the data corresponds is not always immediately apparent. This
information must be available, as some form of metadata, for that data set to be physically
meaningful to the user. There are several independent sources of GNSS satellite clock time
data, and some of the results of this research are based on the analysis and comparison
of data sets where the underlying reference timescales are diﬀerent. The diﬀerence in
timescales must be addressed in the analysis, and this issue is explored in some depth in
Chapter 6. A key aspect of this project is the development of a method to account for
timescale diﬀerences in a satellite clock prediction algorithm. The development of this
method enables the prediction algorithm to use all the available satellite clock data and
is presented in Chapter 8.
2.1.2 Satellite orbit and satellite clock time determination
The estimation of a user’s position and time from GNSS measurements requires that
the satellite position and satellite clock time are quantities known to the user. To meet
this requirement there are two processes involved. The ﬁrst process is orbit determina-
tion and time synchronisation (ODTS). This is an estimation procedure, which means
that parameters associated with the satellite orbits and clocks are determined using ac-
tual observations of satellite–receiver ranges from a distributed network of GNSS satellite
tracking stations. The second process is satellite orbit and clock prediction. In this pro-
cess, parameters associated with the satellite orbit and satellite clock, which are outputs
from an ODTS process, are extrapolated using mathematical models that describe the
time–evolution of those parameters. In many real–time applications, users rely upon the
outputs of this second process to estimate their current position and time using GNSS.
Thus, it is a basic feature of GNSS technology that the satellite position and satellite clock
time are predictable. Here, predictable means that the satellite position and satellite clock
time can be determined accurately—where the accuracy requirement is determined by the
positioning and timing accuracy speciﬁcations of the system, or the end–user.
The predictability of satellite orbits and satellite clock time
For satellite orbits, predictability is closely related to the ﬁdelity of the mathematical
modelling of the conservative and non-conservative forces acting on the satellite and by
the observability of the initial conditions of position and velocity. It is a similar story for
the satellite clocks, where predictability is determined by the ﬁdelity of the mathematical
model for SCTO and the the observability of the initial conditions of those clock model
parameters. Here, the key diﬀerence between the two cases is that the clock model repre-
sents the performance of a physical on–board timekeeping device, and this physical device
experiences signiﬁcant random frequency ﬂuctuations. Ultimately, it is these stochastic
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variations, i.e. the inherent clock noise, that limit satellite clock time predictability. An in–
depth look at the deterministic and stochastic characteristics of the GPS and GLONASS
satellite clocks is presented in Chapter 5.
The ODTS process
A broad description of the satellite orbit and satellite clock time determination process,
in the case of GPS, is given in Zumberge & Bertiger [1996]. Satellite orbit and clock
time determination for GLONASS, Galileo and Beidou also follow similar methods, see
Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. [2008].
Brieﬂy, this is how the ODTS process works. The GNSS ground control segment—
the component of a GNSS that maintains and operates the system’s ground-based
infrastructure—has a distributed network of satellite monitor stations. At these monitor-
ing stations, code and phase pseudo-range data are collected, across multiple frequencies.
The multiple frequencies allow for the eﬀects of the ionosphere to be accounted for. The
transit time of a GNSS signal is delayed in its path through the ionosphere, but the mag-
nitude of the delay depends upon the signal’s frequency and this frequency dependency
enables the formation of the so-called ionosphere-free observables wherein the ionospheric
delay is substantially modelled out. The monitor station receivers are equipped with
atomic clocks for timing purposes. In principle, with the monitoring station position
known exactly, and known to be stationary in an ECEF reference frame, and with station
clock time known with good accuracy, then the satellite orbit and clock parameters, for a
single satellite, might be determined either by combining observations of satellite–receiver
ranges over multiple epochs, or, where observations to the same satellite are made from
multiple tracking stations, the geometry of the tracking network, which is known and
ﬁxed, might be used to constrain the estimated orbit and clock parameters.
So, in a nutshell this describes the ODTS process. A lot of details have been left
out here. However, as far as this research is concerned, the key point is that in GNSS
the satellite clock parameter estimates are determined directly from GNSS measurements.
The number of tracking stations may vary, the exact data processing methods and software
may vary, the way in which the outputs of the ODTS process are distributed to users may
vary, but fundamentally, all ODTS processes based on GNSS measurements are carried
out in the way that is described in this section. The signiﬁcance of this is that satellite
clock behaviour is not observed directly, rather it is inferred from pseudorange data. Due
to various errors sources associated with the pseudorange measurement process and the
ODTS clock parameter estimation process, satellite clock data that is obtained in the way
is sometimes referred to as apparent clock data, see Section 2.2.
2.1.3 The pseudorange measurement
Once the spatial reference frame and the reference timescale are established, and the
satellite position and satellite clock time are known, it is possible to start building a
mathematical model of the basic GNSS pseudorange measurement. It is possible also to
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discuss the impact of the SCTO on measurement modelling uncertainty here, by studying
a very basic, and general, version of the GNSS pseudorange equation
Ps
r(t) = ρ(t) + c(δtr(t) − δts(t − τ)) + ε(t) (2.5)
where Ps
r(t) is the pseudorange from user receiver antenna labelled with subscript r to
navigation spacecraft antenna labelled with superscript s, ρ(t) = c(tr(t) − ts(t − τ)) =
|xr(t)−Xs(t−τ)| is the geometric range—Xs(t−τ) is satellite position at time t−τ and
xr is ground receiver position at time t—τ is the time-of-ﬂight of the ranging signal, tr(t)
is time of signal reception according to the receiver clock, ts(t − τ) is the time of signal
transmission according to the satellite clock, δts(t − τ) is satellite clock time-oﬀset from
system time at time t − τ and δtr(t) is receiver clock time-oﬀset. In this expression, the
term ε(t) is a catch-all error term which captures the contributions of all other factors
that contribute to the bias, noise or uncertainty in the measured pseudorange. Among
these, the main factors are commonly broken down into three components—satellite–side
factors, signal propagation related factors and the receiver-side factors. The satellite–
side factors comprise bias or uncertainties in the modelled values of the Xs(t − τ) and
δts(t−τ) quantities. The signal propagation related factors are separated into ionospheric
and tropospheric delay components. The receiver-side factors comprise multipath, non–
line–of–sight (NLOS) reception, receiver hardware delay, receiver clock oﬀset and more.
Although these are labelled as receiver–side error factors, not all of these errors (e.g.
multipath and NLOS reception) are errors caused by the receiver equipment, rather they
are caused by the local environment of the receiver. The combination of the receiver clock
oﬀset and the receiver hardware delay are estimated in the receiver software.
In table 2.1, the typical contribution of several of these error sources to the pseudor-
ange measurement error, often called the user equivalent range error (UERE), using values
published in Conley et al. [2006], that correspond to GPS-based measurements using the
GPS standard positioning service—i.e. the C/A code only. For now, if we make an assump-
tion that all error sources are independent, then the sum of the variances of each individual
error source is equal to the variance of the UERE. These typical error values and their
contribution the UERE error budget are designed to be used as simple tools for analysing
the impact of individual error sources on the total accuracy of the range measurement. As
mentioned in Groves [2013], all such published error budgets make varying assumptions
about system performance, user equipment, number of satellites and so on. As such, this
approach for analysing the impact of individual error sources should be used carefully. In
short, UERE error budget analyses can be used to aid in analysis, but should not be used
to make scenario-speciﬁc claims about GNSS pseudorange measurement performance.
The ionosphere errors tend to be highly correlated (spatially and temporally), so the
ionosphere delay error won’t necessarily contribute to the position error with quite the
impact that it would appear–that is, the resulting position may be biased but not noisy,
with the bias-like eﬀect changing slowly (e.g. circa 1 dm over a few tens of seconds).
But, after this, in the case where measurements are available from a single–receiver only,
the satellite clock time oﬀset estimation/prediction error provides the most signiﬁcant
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Error source 1σ error (m)
Satellite clock oﬀset 1.1




Receiver tracking noise 0.1
Multipath 0.2
UERE 7.1
Table 2.1: Pseudorange measurement error budget for a GPS standard positioning service (SPS)
scenario. This table is mostly adapted from Conley et al. [2006].
contribution to the pseudorange uncertainty budget. However, those users that require
high accuracy positioning with GNSS can use some form of diﬀerential data processing
technique where estimates of the satellite clock time oﬀset at another receiver at a known
location (the reference station) are used to correct for the satellite clock time oﬀset at
the user’s (roving) receiver, but, the need for additional data processing capabilities and
a communication link with the reference station creates additional software and hardware
requirements for user’s receiver. Therefore, user equipment with diﬀerential capabilities
tends to be more expensive, bulkier due to additional hardware components and require
a greater level of expertise to operate.
2.2 Satellite clock time oﬀset in GNSS
With the relevant GNSS background established, it is now possible to focus more specif-
ically on the processes of SCTO estimation and prediction in GNSS. First, it is useful to
clarify further about the actual physical quantity being estimated here, which is the time
oﬀset of the apparent clock from system time. In this section, some of the terms frequently
used in the GNSS community, such as satellite clock correction (SCC) and satellite clock
error (SCE) that relate to the apparent clock are also introduced.
2.2.1 The apparent clock
Usually, in a timing standards laboratory for example, the outputs of a physical clock
in the form of time or frequency measurements are directly observable. This is not the
case with GNSS in-orbit clocks, which can not be observed directly. Instead, it is the
apparent clock which is observed by the GNSS user. This term, the apparent clock,
ﬁrst appears in the literature in Waller et al. [2010], and it is nicely described in Senior
et al. [2008] as"encompassing not only onboard atomic frequency standards, but also the
integrated non-dispersive [and un-modelled] eﬀects of all satellite components as observed
from the ground", although the exact term itself is not used in that paper.
In this sense, the apparent clock can only observed be as a virtual estimated clock. The
extent to which this estimated clock represents the true behaviour of the on-board clock
is limited by the performance of the mathematical models and the estimation algorithms
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that perform the estimation.
2.2.2 The satellite clock time oﬀset parameter, the δts(t − τ) term.
In the context of GNSS algorithms and data processing for PNT determination, the ap-
parent clock is represented by the satellite clock time oﬀset parameter, δts, in the mathe-
matical model of the pseudorange (see equation 2.5).
Sometimes, the SCTO parameter is referred to as satellite clock error (SCE). It is
called the satellite clock error because, mathematically at least, it represents the extent of
the mis-synchronisation between the satellite clock and the reference timescale. Speciﬁ-
cally, what this means is that the reference timescale is assumed to represent correct time,
and the satellite clock error term in the pseudorange captures the diﬀerence in time accord-
ing to the satellite clock and correct time according to the reference timescale. In many
cases, δts, is simply called the satellite clock term, and the same meaning is understood.
Also, the SCTO is often known as the satellite clock correction (SCC). This is because
when the value of the product of the SCTO and the speed of light is subtracted from the
value of the measured pseudorange, the result is a corrected pseudorange. In theory, the
SCTO is fully accounted for in this corrected pseudorange.
2.2.3 Satellite clock models in GNSS
In GNSS, as far as the modelling of satellite clock behaviour is concerned, there are two
classes of model that are relevant: the broadcast models and the high–performance models.
In this project, the main focus in on the high–performance class of models. But, in terms
of GNSS operations, both classes of model are inherently linked. As such, both classes of
model are considered in this section. The relativistic time transformation (RTT) is a key
component in SCTO models, and a major focus of this project. Thus, this is covered in
more depth in its own Section (2.2.4).
The broadcast models
The most widely used satellite clock models in GNSS are models that are based upon
values broadcast in the navigation messages, usually known as the broadcast models.
These models are purely deterministic. They are applied at the user end (i.e. by the
receiver) to compute values for the SCTO. In the case of GPS and Galileo, the SCTO
is parametrised in the form of a second-order polynomial (plus a relativistic component),
see IS-GPS-200E [2010] and Galileo ICD [2006]. For GLONASS, a ﬁrst-order polynomial
(with no relativistic component) is used, see GLONASS ICD [1998].
Generally, the family of broadcast satellite clock models can be expressed
∆x(t) = a0(toc) + a1(t − toc) + a2(t − toc)2 + ∆trel(t) (2.6)
where ∆x(t) is the value of the SCTO at time t; and a0, a1 and a2 are the parameters that
represent the time oﬀset, frequency oﬀset and linear frequency drift, respectively, at time
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toc (often called the time–of–clock). In all cases, the underlying reference timescale is the
system time of the relevant GNSS (i.e. GPST for GPS, GLONASS Time for GLONASS
etc). In the case of GLONASS, the a2 coeﬃcient does not exist in the navigation message,
and the ∆trel correction, which is discussed in more detail in section 2.2.4, is probably1
accounted for by the GLONASS operational control segment.
The performance of these broadcast models are limited by two factors: approxima-
tion (or truncation) errors (e.g. no higher–order components, no periodic components)
and quantisation errors (due to the maximum precision of the clock parameters in the
navigation messages). The origin of both factors is the same, which is that the number of
bits allocated to the satellite clock parameters in the navigation message are limited. In
GPS, 46 bits [IS-GPS-200E, 2010] are allocated to the three parameters (a0, a1 and a2) of
the GPS broadcast SCTO model, with only 8 bits for the a2 parameter; in the GLONASS
case, 33 bits [GLONASS ICD, 1998] are allocated to the two parameters (a0 and a1) of the
GLONASS broadcast SCTO model. For GPS, the signal–in–space (SIS) error, which is a
measure of uncertainty in computed range due to orbit and clock uncertainty combined
(but it dominated by satellite clock uncertainty [Heng et al., 2011]), was 3 ns (0.9 m) in
2011 [Groves, 2013] ; for GLONASS it was just over 5 ns (1.6 m) in 2011 [Revnivykh,
2011].
High–performance models
Besides the broadcast SCTO models, there are another class of SCTO models in GNSS,
let’s call them the high–performance models. High–performance because, unlike the broad-
cast models, which are subject to precision constraints due to operational limitations, the
key purpose of these models is to accurately describe observed clock behaviour. As such,
here there is scope for increased complexity in the model creation process, where it is jus-
tiﬁed. In essence then, the distinction between broadcast models and high–performance
models lies in their complexity: broadcast models (simple, low–complexity) and high–
performance models (detailed, high–complexity).
Periodic signals in the GPS satellite clocks. At least in the GPS case, the re-
quirement for high–performance models is driven by the presence of deterministic features
(periodic signals) Senior et al. [2008] in the GPS satellite clocks, which were ﬁrst reported
in [Ray, 2000], where Captain Steven Hutsell of the United State Naval Observatory
(USNO), Colorado Springs is accredited with their discovery. Following the discovery of
these periodic signals, for GPS applications demanding the highest levels of accuracy the
following modelling approach was recommended for the GPS satellite clocks in [Ray, 2000].
For GPS satellite clocks with their active clock controlled by a Caesium (Cs) atomic
frequency standard (AFS), they suggested
∆x(t) = a0(t0) + a1(t − t0) + sinusoid (2.7)
where ∆x(t), a0 and a1 are as deﬁned in Equation 2.6, and sinusoid indicates the periodic
1Probably, because the documentation/veriﬁcation of the approach has not been found.
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component of the model for describing the observed cyclic variations. And, for GPS
satellite clocks with a Rubidium (Rb) AFS controlling their active clocks, they suggested
∆x(t) = a0(t0) + a1(t − t0) + a2(t − t0)2 + sinusoid (2.8)
where all terms are as deﬁned in Equations 2.6 and 2.7. As far as these periodic features
in the GPS satellite clocks are concerned, they have been conﬁrmed and studied by sev-
eral groups [Heo et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2013; Montenbruck et al., 2011], and in the
high–accuracy applications of GNSS it is accepted that they must be accounted for in
SCTO modelling [Senior et al., 2008]. What is lacking however, is a set of standards, or
conventions, guiding GNSS developers (algorithms, software) on how to best capture these
periodic signals in their models.
The stochastic model. If the broadcast models are purely deterministic, then the high–
performance models comprise both a deterministic component and a stochastic component.
So, the output from an SCTO computation using a high–performance model are value for
each of the deterministic model parameters, but also values for the uncertainty in each of
the computed parameters, which is described by the stochastic model.
2.2.4 Modelling the relativistic time transformation (RTT)
In the context of SCTO modelling in GNSS there is an additional element in the modelling
problem, which is of particular importance in applications that rely upon the comparison
of space–based clocks with ground–based clocks. This is the relativistic component of
the SCTO modelling problem, denoted in Equation 2.6 by the symbol ∆trel, and often
referred to as the relativistic clock correction (RCC) within the GNSS community. The
relativistic clock correction is derived from the relativistic time transformation (RTT), and
the modelling the RTT is a core focus of this research. In this section, the topic of RTT
modelling, along with its application in GNSS SCTO modelling is introduced. A review of
the relevant literature on the topic of RTT modelling for in–orbit clocks is given in Section
4.1.3. The work within the project in exploring alternative methods for accounting for the
RTT, in the GNSS SCTO modelling context, is presented in Chapter 7.
The relativistic time transformation (RTT) is a mathematical operation that must
be performed on a measurement of satellite clock time—i.e proper time as deﬁned in
Subsection 2.1.1—to enable that time measurement to be expressed with respect to a
terrestrial (ground–based) timescale as reference. Basically, the RTT enables comparisons
between in–orbit clocks and ground clocks, in a way that is consistent with the theory of
General Relativity (GR).
The analytical relativistic time transformation.
Now, the theoretical foundation of RTT modelling in GNSS today is the Schwarzschild
metric, a solution of the Einstein ﬁeld equations that describes (to a good enough approxi-
mation), the properties of space and time—or spacetime—in the vicinity of a slowly rotat-
ing mass (e.g. the Earth, the Sun etc.). Speciﬁcally, an approximation of the Schwarzschild
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Figure 2.3: The GNSS relativistic time transformation process.
metric is used, where terms below order −2 with respect to the the quantity c are neglected;
call this the analytical relativistic time transformation. The properties of such an analyti-
cal relativistic time transformation are described in Petit & Wolf [1997]. According to this
analytical RTT, which is precise at the 10−18 seconds level, the relationship between satel-
lite time and terrestrial time (TT)—all GNSS timescales (e.g. GPST, GLONASS Time





V (x,y,z) − W0 + ∆V (x,y,z) + v2
2
c2 (2.9)
where V is the Earth’s gravitational potential, ∆V is the sum of the tidal potentials i.e. the
resultant gravitational potential due to the moon, sun and planets, at the clock position
(x,y,z) and v is the clock’s velocity. W0 is the Earth’s gravitational potential at mean
sea level as deﬁned in Chapter 2. The relativistic component of the GNSS broadcast clock
model (Equation 2.6), call them the conventional GNSS RTT’s, are simpliﬁed versions of
the analytical RTT (Equation 2.9).
From this line of thinking, there is a question that arises, which this research aims to
address. If the analytical RTT [Petit & Wolf, 1997] is precise at the 10−18 level, what then
are the precision level of the conventional GNSS RTT models? To answer this requires
a closer study of the link between the analytical GNSS RTT and the conventional GNSS
RTT. Here, this is done by focussing on the assumptions and approximations that are
made in the case of the GPS conventional RTT models.
The precision of the GPS conventional RTT.
GPS broadcast SCTO models are designed to be accurate (and precise) at or below the
nanoseconds level; any less accurate and the contribution of SCTO uncertainty to the
total pseudorange uncertainty budget—i.e. the UERE budget—would be unacceptably
large, as discussed in Chapter 2. And, as far as precise SCTO (post–processed) estimates
are concerned, the best GPS SCTO solutions are accurate at the 0.1 ns level. With these
numbers in mind, in GPS (and GNSS more generally), the accuracy/precision that is re-
quired in the RTT ranges from the tens of picoseconds (10−11) level, for the post–processed
high–accuracy application scenarios, to the nanosecond (10−9) level, in the real–time cases
where SCTO is computed using navigation message data. Thus, in the established GPS
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data processing algorithms, the factors that contribute to the GPS RTT below the pi-
cosecond level are considered negligible, and are omitted from the RTT computation.
In both the conventional GPS RTT and the high–performance GPS RTT, the direct
eﬀects of the tidal potential, ∆V (x,y,z), can be safely neglected [Kouba, 2004]. But, the
eﬀects of the Earth’s gravity ﬁeld has a more signiﬁcant eﬀect: indirectly through the eﬀect
that it has on the satellite’s orbit [Kouba, 2004] and directly, through the contribution
of V (x,y,z) in the full, analytical RTT. In this study, the objective is to investigate the
direct eﬀects of Earth gravity ﬁeld modelling on the performance of GPS RTT models.
The satellite clock constant relativistic frequency adjustment.
It turns out that the bulk of the GNSS RTT can be accounted for by a constant frequency
adjustment of the in–orbit clock, which to ﬁrst–order with respect to the model for Earth
gravity, approximates the contribution of time dilation due to relative velocity and grav-
itational potential diﬀerence, both. In this case, a point mass model of the Earth that
assumes perfectly circular orbits is used to compute the values of the frequency adjustment






where a = 26561400 m is the mean satellite orbit radius, ME = 5.9742 × 1024 kg is the
Earth’s mass, G = 6.673×10−11m3kg−1s−2 is the gravitational constant, W0 is the geoidal
potential as deﬁned in Chapter 2. The symbol ∆trel(k) is used here to denote this constant
relativistic frequency adjustment; the (k) signiﬁes that this value is a constant, although
its value is system–speciﬁc.
In the case of GPS and GLONASS, this constant frequency adjustment occurs on
the ground, prior to satellite launch. For this reason, this frequency adjustment is often
referred to as the satellite clock relativistic factory frequency oﬀset (RFFO). However, in
the case of the GALILEO satellite clocks, no such on–ground factory frequency oﬀset is
planned [Galileo ICD, 2006].
In ﬁgure 2.4, the values of ∆trel(c) are plotted for a range of mean orbital radii, a, values,
and in table 2.2 the values of the RFFO for each system along with values for Geostationary
Earth Orbit (GEO) and Low Earth Orbit (LEO).
The eccentricity correction.
The model used to derive the satellite clock constant relativistic frequency adjustment
assumes a perfectly circular orbit. GPS orbits are not circular, and for this reason there
is an additional term, the satellite clock relativistic eccentricity correction, ∆trel(e), which
is is added to the constant term (Equation 2.10), to provide a more complete physical
description of the GPS RTT. In the GPS Interface Control Document [IS-GPS-200E,
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where from Equation 2.11, a is the orbit semi-major axis, e is the orbit eccentricity and E
is the eccentric anomaly. This is a representation of the GPS orbits based on Keplerian
elements, the speciﬁc details of this are laid out in IS-GPS-200E [2010]1. From Equation
2.12, r and v are the spacecraft’s position and velocity, respectively, in and Earth-centred
inertial (ECI) reference frame. Mathematically, both of these forms of the eccentricity
correction are equivalent. But, the parameters required to compute the trel(eu) quantity
of Equation 2.11 are broadcast to GPS users in the navigation message. And so, the
trel(eu) quantity should be read as "the GPS relativistic eccentricity correction applied in
the user equipment". Thus, this is the form used within GPS receivers for computing the
eccentricity correction in real–time. The second form, the trel(eo) quantity of Equation
2.12, is used by the GPS operational control segment in its data processing software.
This, in this form, the trel(eo) quantity should be read as "the GPS relativistic eccentricity
correction applied by the operational control segment".
In GPS, the additive eﬀects of the combination of the frequency oﬀset correction and
the eccentricity correction forms what the so-called conventional GPS relativistic satellite
clock correction. The development of this approach to dealing with the relativistic eﬀects
on the satellite clocks, is described in Ashby & Spilker Jr. [1996]. The research in this
thesis explores the impact of using an alternative, high–ﬁdelity relativistic satellite clock
correction which uses a more detailed model of Earth gravity, and the results of that work
are presented in Chapter 7.
1For a comprehensive overview of the models and methods underlying this description of spacecraft
motion in GNSS, Montenbruck & Gill [2000] is highly recommended.
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System Orbital radius (km) RFFO (×10−10) Rate (
µs
day)
GPS 26,600 −4.46 −38.6
GLONASS 25,500 −4.36 −37.7
GALILEO 29,600 −4.72 −40.8
GEO 42,200 −5.39 −46.6
LEO < 8000 > +1.35 > +11.6
Table 2.2: Values for the satellite clock relativistic fractional frequency oﬀset based on a ﬁrst–
order approximation w.r.t. Earth gravity modelling. The values in the RFFO (second) column
are obtained by using Equation 2.10. Computed in this way, this value represents the number of
seconds lost or gained per second as a result of the frequency shift due to the combined eﬀects of
relative velocity time dilation and relative gravitational potential time dilation, to ﬁrst order. The
values in the Rate (third) column are computed by multiplying the values in the RFFO column
by 86400s. Thus, these values represent the time oﬀset between two clocks (one on the Earth’s
surface and the other in orbit with radius value of the ﬁrst column), after a single day due to the
ﬁrst–order relativistic time dilation, if these clocks were perfectly synchronised at the start of the
day. The values given here are precise to 3 signiﬁcant ﬁgures.
2.2.5 Satellite clock time oﬀset predictions
The satellite clock time oﬀset (SCTO) is satellite–speciﬁc, and for this reason for users
that require real-time GNSS based positioning, satellite clock predictions are essential.
Predictions are the means by which the real–time users account for SCTO. As far as the
delivery of satellite clock predictions to users is concerned, there are two basic approaches,
which we discuss in this section; both use predictions based on past clock behaviour. The
fundamental diﬀerence is latency1. This particular concept of latency is closely related—
almost interchangeable—with the concept of prediction length. That is to say, if a user
requires a satellite clock correction now, but the latency to the last available observation-
based correction is one hour, then the user must use a predicted value of the satellite
correction, and that prediction length is one hour. Ultimately, the performance of any
satellite clock prediction scheme is a function of prediction length. Due to the stochastic
nature of the satellite clock variation, in general it is true that, as prediction length grows,
the expected prediction error grows also.
The navigation message type, high latency (HL) predictions
Approach one, the method adopted by GPS operational control, uses clock predictions up
to a prediction length of around 24 hours, but typically around 2–4 hours, see IS-GPS-
200E [2010]. These predictions are extrapolated values based on clock parameter estimates
obtained using observations from the previous twenty-four hours. The parameters corre-
sponding to time-oﬀset, frequency oﬀset and linear frequency drift are broadcast in the
navigation message, and from these the satellite clock correction is calculated in real-
time at the user-end. Although there are minor diﬀerences, the other GNSS—GLONASS,
1Here, the intended meaning of latency is best described with an example. Say the current time is
0100 hrs, but the time of the last available satellite clock estimates based on real observations is 0000 hrs.
In this case, the latency is one hour. What this means is that we must predict the satellite clock correction
for the current time based on an extrapolation of the clock behaviour we observed at 0000 hrs, and that
the prediction length is one hour.
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Galileo and Beidou—also use the same approach in generating the predicted satellite clock
corrections that are broadcast in their navigation messages. As an example, GLONASS
operational control estimate and upload satellite clock correction values to the satellite, for
broadcasting to the users, twice a day according to GLONASS ICD [1998]. This implies
a maximum predictions length of around twelve hours. This approach is illustrated, to
some extent, by ﬁgure 2.5.
Another relevant factor here is the format of the navigation message, speciﬁcally
the bit allocation to the broadcast clock parameters. For example, one instance of the
GPS navigation message is made up of 1500 bits, and of this 46 bits are allocated to the
broadcast clock parameters: 22 bits, 16 bits and 8 bits associated with the time-oﬀset,
frequency oﬀset and linear frequency drift parameters, respectively IS-GPS-200E [2010].
The consequence of this is quantisation error where the broadcast SCTO is concerned—
that is, the control segment may be able to compute SCTO very precisely, but the bit
allocation fails to capture the precision of that prediction. This is particularly relevant
where the linear frequency drift parameter is concerned.
Figure 2.5: The standard method for delivering the predicted satellite clock correction to the user
is via the broadcast navigation message. The parameters to compute the satellite clock correction
are directly available via signal-in-space—the red line—to any user that has decoded the navigation
message.
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The near real-time, low latency (LL) predictions
The second approach is to use near real-time estimates, based on a real-time tracking
infrastructure that is able to monitor actual clock behaviour, to generate low-latency
clock predictions. Here, low-latency typically means several seconds, or tens of seconds.
The salient features of this method are presented in ﬁgure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: The so-called real-time service providers deliver low-latency satellite clock predictions
to users.
The essential diﬀerence between the two approaches is latency. With approach one,
the latency can range for tens of minutes up to around twenty-four hours, but with ap-
proach two latency is limited at tens of seconds. For this reason, in terms of positioning
performance, the low-latency class of clock product, the second type, is always going to be
the winner. This, along with recent advances in the precise point positioning technique,
see Zumberge et al. [1997], Bisnath & Gao [2009] , has meant that in recent years, the
GNSS community has largely focused on the real-time satellite clock estimation—the per-
formance of real-time estimates and low-latency corrections would be comparable. On the
topics of real-time estimated clocks speciﬁcally, Hauschild & Montenbruck [2009], Zhang
et al. [2010], Huang & Zhang [2012] and Ge et al. [2012] have made advances. The satellite
clock prediction problem, of the ﬁrst type, ﬁgure 2.5, has to a large extent, been ignored.
However, there are disadvantages to the real-time, low-latency approach. At the
systems side, the main challenges are related to the extra demands of real-time data
processing. At the user side, there are limitations in terms of hardware, software and
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algorithms capable of providing high-performance1, real-time solutions based on these
near-real time clock products.
As far as positioning applications are concerned, the research presented in Chapter 6
addresses the systems (operations) side of scenarios of the ﬁrst type, where the prediction
lengths are typically at the order of several hours up to a maximum of around twenty-four
hours. Further, analyses based on the properties of clock prediction error, are a powerful
method of characterising clock performance, we discuss this is more detail also.
2.3 The status of the GNSS’s (GPS and GLONASS)—2013
In this section, some details are given on the status of the global navigation satellite
systems during the period 2011 through to June 2013. This information is important
in this research, mainly because the characteristics of satellite clocks can be categorised
according to system (GPS or GLONASS), or clock-type (rubidium or caesium or hydrogen
maser), or clock-age as identiﬁed by satellite block (IIA or IIR or IIF for GPS, M or K for
GLONASS). This is explored in greater depth in chapter 5.
Of the four GNSS—GPS (US), GLONASS (Russia), Galileo (EU) and Beidou(China)—
only two are fully operational today (June 2013). The approach developed for this research
is dependent upon the availability of high-quality, precise satellite clock estimates over a
period of several months. These data sets are available for GPS, and to a lesser extent
GLONASS, but not for Galileo and Beidou. For this reason, this study looks at GPS and
GLONASS satellite clocks only, with a greater emphasis of GPS satellite clocks; Galileo
and Beidou are not included.
2.3.1 NAVSTAR Global Positioning System
The NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS) is a global navigation satellite system
managed by the 2nd Space Operations Squadron (2 SOPS)—a division of the United States
Air Force. Originally, the system was designed to provide military users with position,
velocity and time in a common reference system, anywhere on or near the Earth on a
continuous basis. Today, GPS remains a military technology, but it is without doubt that
civilian applications of GPS far outnumber military applications—and GPS has become
an integral part of modern society—socially and economically. Table 2.3 gives information
relating to the components of the GPS space segment and operational control segment, as
of January 2013, that are relevant, in that they are referred to in later chapters. This is
a reference table summarising the status of GPS during the time period of our analysis.
For an up-to-date summary table of the GPS system status, the GPS constellation status
ﬁle, a component of JPL’s GIPSY–OASIS data processing software, which can be accessed
from ftp://sideshow.jpl.nasa.gov/pub/gipsy_files/gipsy_params/PRN_GPS.gz, is
recommended. This was the main source for GPS satellite constellation status information
in this study. It is particularly useful because it holds the full GPS constellation status
1High-performance in terms of the standard performance criteria of accuracy, integrity, availability and
integrity.
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dating back to 1978.
Feature Status (2011-2013)
No. satellites 30
In-orbit satellite types Blocks IIA, IIR(IIR-M) and IIF
Satellite identiﬁer Satellite Vehicle Number (SVN)
Age range of satellites Oldest—SVN 39 launched 1993
Newest—SVN 65 launched 2012
Satellite clock types Rubidium or Caesium
System reference frame WGS-84
System timescale GPS System Time
Table 2.3: Relevant aspects of the NAVSTAR GPS space and operational control segments (2011–
2013). In this period, the nominal size of the GPS constellation was 24 satellites, but about 30
spacecraft were active (or mostly active) and broadcasting a navigation signal during that time.
2.3.2 The GPS satellite clocks (2012)
There are two main features of GPS satellite clocks that can provide a ﬁrst indication of
satellite clock performance: (i) age, (ii) clock type. Satellite clock age is closely linked
to the GPS satellite development programme (i.e. block) that the satellite belongs to.
There have been ﬁve GPS satellite blocks: Block I, Block II, Block IIA (ﬁrst satellite
launched in 1990), Block IIR (ﬁrst successful launch in 1997), Block IIR–M (ﬁrst launch
2005) and Block IIF (ﬁrst launch 2010). Satellite clock type refers to the element used
by the onboard atomic frequency (i.e. Rubidium or Caesium). In table 2.4, these features
of GPS satellite clocks are listed. In total, during the year 2012, the data relating to 30
satellites, is considered. In PRN slots, 24 and 27, there are satellite changes as well as
long periods of missing data. For this reason, those PRN slots are ignored. Also, there
are only four caesium in–orbit clocks, and all of these clocks belong to the older Block IIA
generation. Most of the GPS satellite clock data used in this research is from 2012, which
is why this information is presented here.
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PRN (SVN) IIA IIR/IIR–M IIF Rb Cs
1 (63) X X
2 (61) X X
3 (33) X X
4 (34) X X
5 (50) X X
6 (36) X X
7 (48) X X
8 (38) X X
9 (39) X X
10 (40) X X
11 (46) X X
12 (58) X X
13 (43) X X
14 (41) X X
15 (55) X X
16 (56) X X
17 (53) X X
18 (54) X X
19 (59) X X
20 (51) X X
21 (45) X X
22 (47) X X
23 (60) X X
24 (—)
25 (65) X X
26 (26) X X
27 (—)
28 (44) X X
29 (57) X X
30 (35) X X
31 (52) X X
32 (23) X X
Total 9 19 (7) 2 26 4
Table 2.4: Features of GPS satellites relevant to the study of the in–orbit clocks (2012 only).
The X symbol to indicates IIR-M satellite.
2.3.3 GLONASS
GLONASS (Global’naya Navigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema) is a global navigation
satellite system developed and operated by Russia. Like GPS, GLONASS is a military
technology, which was initially designed to provide military users with continuous PNT
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services across the globe. In table 2.5, the details relating to the key elements of the
GLONASS space segment and operational control segment are given.
2.3.4 The GLONASS space segment
Feature Status (2011-2013)
No. satellites 24
In-orbit satellite types Blocks M and K
Satellite identiﬁer GLONASS Number (GN)
Age range of satellites Oldest—GN 715 launched 2006
Newest—GN 801 launched 2012
Satellite clock types Caesium
System reference frame PZ-90.02
System timescale GLONASS System Time
Table 2.5: Relevant aspects of the GLONASS space and operational control segments (2011-2013)
As with the GPS case, it is expected that GLONASS satellite clock performance should
be determined in part by clock age and clock type. But unlike GPS, there is no immediate
diﬀerence in the overall speciﬁcation of the satellites that constitute the GLONASS constel-
lation. In 2012, all of the (active) GLONASS satellite clocks belong to the GLONASS–M
(ﬁrst launch 2003) development block. The ﬁrst of the newer generation GLONASS–K
satellites was launched in 2011, but for most of 2012 this satellite was not actively broad-
casting a ranging signal to users. In terms of clock type, all GLONASS satellite clocks are
based upon Caesium atomic frequency standards.
Summary
In this chapter, the satellite clock prediction problem in GNSS is introduced, in some detail.
In short, this is the problem of characterising, modelling, estimating and predicting the
apparent clock—this is the δts(t − τ) quantity in the mathematical model of the basic
GNSS pseudorange measurement.
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Methods from precise time and
frequency metrology
Chapter outline
In this chapter, the concept of clock modelling is introduced. Then, methods for character-
ising and estimating the behaviour of clocks driven by precision oscillators are presented.
This is followed by a description of how the results of characterisation and estimation
inform the development of the so–called precise clock models. It is the key set of ideas
and results supporting these techniques that this research is built around. In GNSS, a
key concern is the application of precise clock models for clock prediction. Thus, the
implementation of clock models in prediction algorithms is also discussed.
Typically, a precise clock is modelled as a ﬁrst-order linear stochastic diﬀerential equa-
tion, and where clock measurements are available the Kalman ﬁlter technique is sometimes
used for optimal estimation of these model parameters. One such model, which is referred
to herein as the standard precise clock model, is introduced in this chapter, and the im-
plementation of this model in a Kalman ﬁlter is demonstrated.
The methods of precise clock theory are well-established in the time and frequency
community, but somewhat less well-known in the GNSS community. Therefore, although
the ideas presented in this chapter are not new, the intention has been to adopt a delib-
erate, didactic approach. The aim with this is to keep this research thesis self-contained,
in as much as it is possible, but also to set the scene for later discussions on the strengths
and the limitations of these better established methods that have been used in the study.
For a much broader overview of clock models and the Kalman ﬁlter technique Galleani
& Tavella [2010] is recommended. The behaviour of a clock must be characterised before
any attempt is made to model it. In the literature, precise clock characterisation methods
are also known as frequency stability analysis techniques. Sullivan et al. [1990] is a good,
comprehensive reference on the topic of frequency stability analysis, while Riley [2008] was
found to be a useful resource in terms of the application of frequency stability analysis to
a given set of precise clock data. A tutorial-type discussion on the topic of clock modelling
in a GNSS context is given in Percival [2004], and is highly recommended.
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3.1 What is a clock model?
A clock model is a mathematical description of the time-evolution of the time oﬀset of a
sequence of clock measurements from a reference timescale, TR. Although less descriptive,
this is often referred to simply as a mathematical model of clock behaviour. The reference
timescale, TR, might simply be another clock or a weighted ensemble of a collection of
other clocks. Usually however, the performance of the reference timsecale, in time-keeping
terms, far exceeds the performance the clock being modelled. Thus, in so far as we
are concerned only about the clock that we wish to model, the reference timescale can be
assumed to provide a good approximation to true time. With a suitable reference timescale
in place then, clock models provide not only a means for assessing the time-keeping ability
of individual clocks, but also a mathematical tool for using a single clock to access the
underlying reference timescale, at some level.
Mathematically, this can be expressed in one of two ways. For a clock labelled i, the
clock behaviour as a function of time might be formulated as either
xRi(t) = TR(t) − ci(t) (3.1)
or




where xRi(t) is the diﬀerence between time according to the reference timescale TR and
ci, which is time according to reading on clock i at time t where the independent time-
argument t is based upon TR; xRi0 = xRi(t = t0) is the time-oﬀset of clock i at some initial
time t0, again according to TR, and yRi is the is the normalised frequency oﬀset of clock
i, which is a quantity that is introduced in greater depth in Section 3.1.2.
3.1.1 Two ways of thinking about clock models
Equations 3.1—call this the time-series representation of a clock model—and 3.2—call this
the frequency stability description of a clock model—are two alternative but equivalent
ways of thinking about the clock modelling problem. According to equation 3.1, a clock
model is essentially a time-series of the diﬀerence between a pair of clock measurements,
where one clock is the reference timescale and the other is the clock whose behaviour
is modelled. This is subtly diﬀerent to equation 3.2, where the inﬂuence of TR is not
explicitly apparent. Rather, in this form, the emphasis is on the frequency stability of
clock i, as represented by y(τ)dτ, which in this case is clearly the underlying dynamical
phenomenon driving the clock behaviour.
Figure 3.1 is a conceptual diagram that that aims to capture several of the key feature
of clock models, in general, and to show how the two alternative interpretations of clock
models, as described by equations 3.1 and 3.2, are actually the same. In ﬁgure 3.1, the
independent variable is time and is represented by the x-axis. This is time according to














Clock measurements, ci 
Clock offset, xi = TR – ci  
Figure 3.1: Conceptual diagram of a clock model
TR, and true time for the purposes of the clock model. The y-axis represents the time-
oﬀset of clock i, the clock for which the model is built. The straight line drawn across the
set of axes is a representation of the behaviour of clock i, that is the evolution in time of
the oﬀset between TR and clock i. The vertical dashed lines represent instances in time
when measurements from clock i are recorded. The height of the lines represents the oﬀset
TR−ci, the value that is logged. The intercept represents the initial oﬀset between TR and
ci, which for the purpose of clock modelling must be assigned some value by some form of
calibration. The value of the slope of the line, represents the frequency stability of clock
i, and is determined by the clock behaviour. In ﬁgure 3.1, the clock behaviour has been
represented by a straight line. Of course, this is a simpliﬁcation. Real clock behaviour
is not so easily modelled. Typically, clock models are built up as a linear combination of
several deterministic and stochastic components, and such models are introduced in later
part of this chapter. The purpose of this section is to establish what is meant by clock
behaviour and frequency stability, and how they are more or less equivalent concepts. In
other words, the physical, dynamical phenomenon that determines clock performance is
frequency stability, and the purpose of a clock model is to describe this.
3.1.2 Introducing the normalised (or fractional) frequency oﬀset
For a given clock, neither the choice of reference timescale nor the nominal frequency of the
oscillator that is driving the clock directly inﬂuence the timekeeping performance of that
clock. Rather, it is the normalised (or fractional) frequency oﬀset, and it’s evolution in time
that represents the fundamental process that determines the timekeeping performance of
that clock1. Here, the concept of the fractional frequency oﬀset is formally introduced,
although it is re–introduced in the context of the oscillator noise model in Section 3.3.2.
Let x(t) be the instantaneous time oﬀset (or time error) of the clock driven by a
1Fractional frequency oﬀset and normalised frequency oﬀset are equivalent terms, and these terms are
used interchangeably in this thesis. Sometimes, just fractional frequency or normalised frequency is used.
The meaning is the same.
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precision oscillator. The instantaneous frequency of this oscillator, usually denoted ν(t) is
given by
ν(t) = ν0 + ∆ν(t) (3.3)
where ν0 is the nominal frequency of the oscillator and ∆ν(t) is the the oﬀset of the
instantaneous frequency of the oscillator at time t from the nominal frequency. In the
ideal clock, the instantaneous frequency and the nominal frequency are always equal, i.e.
∆ν(t) = 0 ∀t, and in such a case the time error of the clock is always 0. In reality, this is
never the case, and the evolution of the time error for any clock is driven by the fractional









where ν(t) is the instantaneous frequency of the clock’s oscillator at time t, and ν0 is the
nominal (or fundamental) frequency of the oscillator. For precision oscillators that are
sold commercially, the nominal frequency is usually provided by the manufacturer. Note,
that fractional frequency oﬀset is a dimensionless quantity.
3.1.3 Clock modelling in practice
The development of any clock model is based upon time series analyses in both time
and frequency domains, where the raw data are typically measurements of time-oﬀset
(or fractional frequency oﬀset) made sequentially at ﬁxed time intervals. The success
of a clock model is determined retrospectively and based upon statistics describing the
level of agreement between model estimates or predictions and measured clock data. The
performance of any given clock is therefore not determined by the magnitude of its time-
oﬀset from TR but rather by the predictability of the time-oﬀset values at various prediction
lengths.
3.2 Clock modelling in the GNSS context
Regarding clock modelling in the GNSS context, the underlying phenomenon being mod-
elled is the same phenomenon described in section 3.1, i.e. the time evolution of clock
behaviour. But there are some diﬀerences in notation and terminology, but also in the set
of methods associated with the modelling task, which are worth clarifying. This section
aims to address these.
3.2.1 Revisiting the matter of reference timescales
The ﬁrst point relates to the reference timescale, TR. As far as most users are concerned
this is deﬁned by the system time of the the system that is used. So, for GPS users
this is GPS system time (GPST), for GLONASS users this is GLONASS System Time
(RST), and so on. In positioning and navigation applications, where only one GNSS is
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involved, the reference timescale has no appreciable eﬀect on the end result, the position
or navigation solution. As such, users of GNSS for positioning and navigation only, have
little interest in considering the reference timescale issue any further. For users interested
in timing applications of GNSS, for example, time and frequency comparisons of distant
clocks via the common-view method, see Allan & Weiss [1980], the reference timescale is
important. For such methods, the stability of the reference timescale limits the precision
and accuracy of time transfer measurements. Also, for users interested in combining
measurements from two or more GNSS in one solution, the behaviour of the inter-system
timescale diﬀerence might be important, and should be carefully considered.
3.2.2 Terminology and notation
Now, let’s deal with terminology and notation. In the mathematical model of the basic
GNSS pseudorange measurement, there are two clocks—the satellite clock and the receiver
clock—and one reference timescale involved. The dynamics of all time-variable parameters
of the GNSS pseudorange measurement model are described with time according to TR
providing the independent time-argument. The tacit assumption here is that true time
is deﬁned by the reference timescale, and that the receiver clock and satellite clock are
in error, to the extent that they are in disagreement with TR. As such, the parameters
assigned to describe the satellite and receiver clock are referred to in the GNSS literature
as satellite clock corrections, denoted δts, and receiver clock corrections, denoted δtr,
respectively.
Here, the point is that although clock modelling in the time and frequency community
and clock modelling in the GNSS community refer to the same underlying phenomenon
there are important methodological diﬀerence in the way that clock modelling task is
conducted within the two communities. In GNSS, the data from which the clock model
parameters are obtained are the pseudorange and carrier phase measurements. In time
and frequency metrology, time oﬀset and fractional frequency data are used.
Also, in the context of the methods developed within this project, the distinction
between these two mathematical descriptions of satellite clock behaviour, which we present
here, is important. Satellite clock data are typically disseminated to users as time-oﬀsets
relative to some reference timescale, as in the form of equation 3.1. But from equation
3.2, it is clear that satellite clock behaviour is determined only by frequency stability and
not by the choice of reference timescale. This distinction is not always well understood,
and also not immediately apparent, and therefore has been emphasised here. The point
being made here is that, the performance of any single clock, can only be established when
it is compared against another clock of signiﬁcantly better performance, in a frequency
stability sense.
3.3 The standard clock model
In Section 3.1, the general concept of a clock model is introduced. In this section, one
speciﬁc clock model, denoted here as the standard clock model (SCM), is introduced. The
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standard clock model is a linear stochastic diﬀerential equation that is able to model the
deterministic and random elements of observed precise clock behaviour with an elegant
mathematical formulation. The standard clock model, although it is not explicitly referred
to as such in the literature, is a very popular representation of clock behaviour within the
precise time and frequency metrology (PTFM) community. But ﬁrst, it is also worth intro-
ducing the a simpler model of clock behaviour, referred to herein as the basic clock model,
as the shortcomings of the basic clock model motivates the need for the standard clock
model. In GNSS, it is this basic clock model that is used within the receivers to compute
satellite clock time oﬀset values from the broadcast navigation message parameters.
3.3.1 The basic clock model
The basic clock model is a purely deterministic representation of the general clock model
(Equation 3.2) as a second–order, linear diﬀerential equation
¨ x(t) = z(t) (3.5)
with initial values
˙ x(t0) = y(t0) = y0 and x(t0) = x0 (3.6)
such that the solution over the time interval τ = t − t0 is given by




where x0, y0 and z0 represent the initial values associated with the time–oﬀset, fractional
frequency oﬀset and drift in the fractional frequency oﬀset. In general, the parameters
x(t), y(t) and z(t)) are time–dependent.
In much of the older literature, the (fractional) frequency drift parameter, z(t), is
referred to as the clock ageing parameter [Riley, 2008]. This is because the frequency sta-
bility of precise clocks degrade over time as a result of the ageing of the clock’s components.
Here, the z(t) parameter is referred to as the linear frequency drift parameter. This is
because, in the satellite clocks that are encountered in this study, where the precise clock is
driven by a Rubidium frequency standard, there is a deterministic ﬁrst–order (i.e. linear)
frequency drift behaviour that is observable in the data; see Chapter 5. However, there is
no immediately justiﬁable connection between this linear frequency drift (LFD) behaviour
and the age of the clocks. Therefore, the terminology relating the z(t) parameter to clock
ageing is not used in this thesis.
Thus far, as it has been presented in this section, the standard clock model is a purely
deterministic of clock behaviour. To develop the SCM further, it is necessary to consider
the random variations in the frequency of the clock’s oscillator.
3.3.2 The oscillator noise model
In section 3.1, we established that although there are diﬀerent ways to describe what it
means to model clock behaviour, ultimately clock behaviour is determined by frequency
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stability. Intuitively this makes sense. All forms of physical clock are driven by oscillators
in periodic motion, as close as possible to some nominal frequency, f0. Atomic clocks are
no diﬀerent, and as such, there is a way of describing the behaviour of atomic clocks that
has established itself as standard, see IEEE [2009], and is often referred to as the oscillator
noise model.
The oscillator model for a precise clock relates the physical oscillator driving the
timing signal to the observed electronic output. Not only this, but it also provides a nice
description of how clock frequency, and clock phase (or time) measurements are derived
from what is actually observed, the voltage signal. In the time and frequency literature,
this model is almost always the starting point, in the development of further theory in the
time and frequency stability analysis domain. Thus, it is presented here also.
As output, an atomic clock produces an electronic signal. The voltage of this signal
is typically represented as:
V (t) = [V0 + (t)]sin(2πν0t + φ(t)) (3.8)
where V0 is its nominal peak voltage amplitude, ν0 is its nominal frequency, φ(t) represents
random deviations in phase, and (t) represents random deviation in amplitude. Generally,
variations in voltage amplitude have no appreciable inﬂuence on the frequency stability—
i.e. the timing performance—of clock oscillators, so it is acceptable to treat amplitude as
constant here.
Now, the instantaneous clock frequency can be deﬁned as the time derivative of the
phase divided by 2π; the total, accumulated phase giving a measure of time elapsed:









represents instantaneous frequency oﬀset. Now, the timing performance of the
clock oscillator is determined by frequency stability—the extent of the frequency oﬀset
from nominal frequency and how this frequency oﬀset varies—and not total frequency in
any absolute sense. Also, the magnitude of the frequency oﬀset tends to be small. Thus,
in general, the normalised, or fractional frequency, is more meaningful in describing the


















is phase expressed in units of time.
It is the variations of the phase and frequency of precise clocks, as described in this
section, which clock models aim to capture. Typically, these variations are described as a
combination of systematic and random components. The systematic part may comprise
parameters that account for time-oﬀset, normalised frequency oﬀset and linear frequency
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drift, as in the standard clock model which is introduced in section 3.3. In time and
frequency theory, the stochastic part is usually modelled as a linear combination of power
law noise processes. These are described in detail in the Appendix A. Before that, it is
necessary to introduce a class of statistical methods—for now lets call it the Allan variance
class of methods—originating from time and frequency community, which are heavily used
in this research.
3.3.3 The standard clock model as a stochastic diﬀerential equation
The standard clock model (SCM) is the conventional theoretical description of the be-
haviour of precise clocks within the precise time and frequency metrology community,
which describes how precise clocks are driven by oscillators in periodic motion about a
nominal frequency—accepting that the frequency source is subject to both systematic
(or deterministic) bias and random frequency ﬂuctuations. Mathematically, the standard
clock model is represented as a ﬁrst–order linear stochastic diﬀerential equation (SDE).
The development of a two–state (with states representing time–oﬀset and fractional fre-
quency oﬀset) model of clock behaviour in the form of an ﬁrst–order linear SDE is given
in Galleani [2008]; Galleani et al. [2003]. Here, a three–state model (with states corre-
sponding to time–oﬀset, fractional frequency oﬀset and frequency drift) is presented, and
the presentation of the model here closely follows Chaﬀee [1987].










































but can also be given in a compact notation as
dX(t) = AX(t) + dB(t) (3.13)
where x(t), y(t) and z(t) are the time–oﬀset, fractional frequency oﬀset and frequency drift
quantities at time t, and d(t), dζ(t) and dη(t), are modelled as zero–mean Gaussian white
noise processes. In the time and frequency literature, the noise processes (t), ζ(t) and η(t)
are known as white frequency modulation (WFM) noise, random walk frequency modu-
lation (RWFM) noise and random run frequency (RRFM) modulation noise, respectively.
These noise processes are described in greater depth Appendix A.
For those interested in the step–by–step methods through which the solution to this
SDE (Equation 3.12) is obtained, the best place to start is with Chaﬀee [1987] accompanied
with an introductory textbook on the topic of stochastic diﬀerential equations such as
Øksendal [2013]. Here, the solution to Equation 3.12 is given as it presented in Chaﬀee
[1987] as








n! with X(t0) as the initial condition. If the initial
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condition, X(t0) is assumed to be a non–random constant, then X(t) is a Gaussian process
with stationary increments and the time error, x(t) at time t can be evaluated as being
given by
x(t) =












where the integrals are of white noise processes and terms above n = 2 in the expansion for
Φ(t,t0) are excluded. In the Kalman ﬁlter implementation of the standard clock model,
which is introduced in Section 3.5.2, Equation 3.14 deﬁnes the Kalman ﬁlter process model
(see Appendix B), and the matrix Φ(t,t0) is the state–transition matrix with B(t,t0)
(which is denoted as Q(t,t0) in conventional Kalman ﬁlter notation) as the process noise
covariance matrix.
3.4 Stability analysis
The stability of a frequency source determines how good that source might potentially be
for timing purposes. Both phase and frequency are relevant for timing, so stability in this
sense applies to both. Stability analysis is the study of the phase and frequency ﬂuctu-
ations of a frequency source. In this section, the key quantities and methods in precise
clock stability analysis are introduced. These methods are fundamental to the research in
this thesis. Today, the ﬁeld of stability analysis in the time and frequency domain is dom-
inated by several time-domain statistical measures that characterise frequency and phase
variations. Perhaps the most important—certainly the most proliﬁc—of these stability
measures is the Allan variance.
3.4.1 Allan variance
By deﬁnition, the Allan variance is an inﬁnite time average of the the square of the





h(ˆ yk+1 − ˆ yk)2i (3.16)
where h•i is the inﬁnite time average operator, and ˆ yk is frequency at time tk. The ˆ •













The Allan deviation, σy(τ), is the square-root of the Allan variance. The Allan variance,
also known as the two-sample variance, is the default descriptive statistic for time and
frequency measurement data sets. It is in fact formally adopted as a standard, see IEEE
[2009], for characterising and reporting instabilities in measurements of phase, frequency
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or amplitude, in the time domain. In general, the standard variance is not suitable for
these purposes, mostly because of the inherent properties of the random variations that
aﬀect all frequency sources—mainly that these random variations are non-stationary.
The merits of the Allan variance over the standard variance
The Allan variance is closely related to the standard variance(i.e. of the standard devia-
tion); both quantities are measures of data scatter. To compute the standard variance, the
variations from the sample mean, of N data samples, are squared, summed, and divided
by N-1. Calculated in this way, the standard variance is an unbiased estimator of the ex-
pected value of the squared diﬀerence from the mean value. This is why, for added clarity,
the standard variance is sometimes labelled the N-sample variance. This terminology is
especially prominent in the time and frequency community. In this way, the two-sample
in two-sample variance refers to two measurements of frequency. The diﬀerences between
each set of two consecutive frequency measurements are squared, summed, and divided
by 2(M-1), Here, M is equal to N-1, the total number of diﬀerences. Thus, much like
the standard variance, the two-sample Allan variance gives a unbiased estimator for the
expected value of the diﬀerences squared.
The standard deviation, evaluated on a set of frequency measurements, is not a useful
descriptor of the stochastic properties of the physical process generating those measure-
ments, because in general, this process is non-stationary. The expected value—of frequency
and thus phase also—is not constant. Rather, it is time-dependent and sample-dependent.
In such cases, where the mean value is non-convergent, the standard deviation is also non-
convergent and it should not be used. For this reason, the two-sample deviation, the Allan
deviation, is recommended. The Allan deviation converges and gives a meaningful and
sample-independent description of the random variability in data-sets generated by the
type of non-stationary stochastic processes observed in many precise clock measurements.
The Allan variance of a ﬁnite data set
In practice, the inﬁnite time average of equation 3.16 can only be estimated from the








(ˆ yk+1 − ˆ yk)2 (3.18)
where M is the number of frequency measurements. The Allan deviation of a ﬁnite data set
can also be expressed in terms of phase, or time-oﬀset, obtained by substituting equation







(xk+2 − 2xk+1 + xk)2 (3.19)
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The overlapping Allan variance gives an even better estimate of Allan variance by forming







(xk+2m − 2xk+m + xk)2 (3.20)
In most cases, unless stated otherwise, the conventional practise is to present the overlap-
ping Allan deviation statistic. In other words, in reporting stability analysis results, what
is referred to as Allan variance, unless stated otherwise, is usually the overlapping Allan
variance.
3.4.2 Hadamard variance
The Hadamard variance is a measure of dispersion derived from the Hadamard transform,
adapted for used in frequency stability analysis by Baugh [1971]. The best way to de-
scribe the Hadamard variance in relation to how it used in practise for stability analysis
is in direct comparison with the Allan variance. In the same way that the Allan vari-
ance is a statistic that describes the variability of second-diﬀerence phase variations or
ﬁrst-diﬀerence frequency variations, the Hadamard variance is a statistic that summarises
the scatter in the third-diﬀerence phase variations or second-diﬀerence frequency varia-
tions.Unlike the Allan variance, the Hadamard variance statistic is insensitive to linear
frequency drift, a feature that is particularly in clocks with rubidium-based atomic fre-
quency standard. This is important in the GNSS-speciﬁc context because, linear frequency
drift is a prominent feature in the GPS satellite clocks, see chapter 5.
As with the Allan variance, the overlapping version of the Hadamard variance is
usually implemented in practice.






(xk+3m − 3xk+2m + 3xk+m − xk)2 (3.21)
where σH(τ)2 is the Hadamard variance at averaging interval τ, xk is phase value at time
corresponding to the index k and N is equal to the number of phase measurements in the
data set.
3.4.3 Modiﬁed Allan variance
The modiﬁed Allan deviation, see Allan & Barnes [1981], can be used to distinguish
between WPM noise and FPM noise. The Allan deviation can not. This is the main
reason for which modiﬁed variances are used in time and frequency stability analyses.
In terms of phase, the Modiﬁed Allan variance is expressed as
modσy(τ) =
1






(xk+2m − 3xk+m + xk)}2 (3.22)
where modσy(τ)2 is the modiﬁed Allan variance at averaging interval τ, xk is phase value
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at time corresponding to the index k and N is equal to the number of phase measurements
in the data set.
3.4.4 Time–domain stability analysis based on sigma-tau curves
In frequency stability analysis, an Allan (or similar, i.e. Hadamard) variance based analysis
of a set of phase or frequency data is almost always associated with a sigma–tau curve.
This is a curve that is usually plotted on a log–log scale for which the data points are the
computed values of the stability measure (e.g. Allan deviation) at a range of analysis (time)
intervals. So, using the Allan deviation as an example, the x–axis of a sigma–tau curve
is (log) analysis (time) interval for which the Allan deviation statistic is calculated and
the y–axis is (log) Allan deviation corresponding each of the analysis intervals considered.
These analysis time intervals are often referred to simply as analysis intervals, but they
also as known as averaging intervals. The smallest averaging interval is the time interval at
which the phase or frequency data from the frequency source being analysed is recorded,
i.e. the basic measurement sampling rate. The main purpose of stability analysis based
on sigma–tau is to determine the nature of the relationship between average interval and
the variance of the clock measurements, and this relationship reveals the properties of the
underlying random processes driving clock behaviour.
Given a set of frequency data, the longest averaging interval is the time span of the
entire data set. Given a set of phase data, the largest interval is half the time span of
the entire data set. But, at this longest averaging interval, the computed Allan deviation
statistic is not reliable, as only one sample of its value is available. Thus, the rule–of–thumb
applied in this research, where the data sets are phase quantities rather than frequency,
limits the length of the longest averaging interval to one tenth of the time span of the entire
data set. This means that in the case of an (ordinary) Allan deviation computation, at
least eight samples of the Allan deviation can be computed.
Error bars on sigma–tau curves
There are various methods for computing error bars for computed Allan deviation (and
similar) statistics [Greenhall & Riley, 2003; Riley, 2008], but such error bars are not con-
sidered in this research, as the error bars even at the longer averaging intervals considered
are relatively small. For example, the simplest method for approximating the conﬁdence
intervals on computed values of an Allan deviation (or similar) sets the ±1σ error bars
at ±
σy(τ) √
N , where N is the numbers of samples used to compute the value of that statistic
[Riley, 2008]. In this research, because of the rule–of–thumb applied, which limits the
length of the longest averaging interval to one tenth of the total time span, then even in
the worst–case (i.e. with only 8 samples available) the error bars on the computed Allan
deviation–type statistics will not exceed ±1.5% of the value of the statistic itself, and in
most cases will be much less.

















































































Figure 3.2: Sigma-tau and modiﬁed sigma-tau diagrams. This is a conceptual diagram and as
such the values on the axes are not intended to be physically meaningful here. They merely serve
an instructional purpose. The slopes on the curves of Allan deviation and modiﬁed Allan devia-
tion curves against averaging interval, τ, can be used to identify the presence of, and distinguish
between diﬀerent power law noise processes that are commonly observed in time and frequency
measurements.
Interpretation of a sigma–tau curve
The power–law noise processes (Appendix A), which are a common features in precise
clock data sets can be identiﬁed using sigma–tau curves. Figure 3.2 indicates how a
sigma–tau diagram based on the Allan–deviation statistic or the Modiﬁed Allan deviation
statistic can be used to determine the properties of the noise processes that are inﬂuencing
the clock measurements. As an example, for a given set of clock measurements, at the
averaging intervals where sigma–tau curve based on the Allan–deviation statistic has a
slope of −1 on a log–log scale, then the dominant noise process inﬂuencing the clock’s
frequency stability at those range of averaging intervals are either white phase noise of
ﬂicker phase noise processes. In this case, if a sigma–tau curve based on the Modiﬁed
Allan deviation statistic is used, then it will be possible to distinguish between those two
noise types.
3.4.5 Dynamic (time–domain) frequency stability analysis
Time–domain stability analysis using a single sigma–tau curve, as described in the previous
section (3.4.4), provides a good means of characterising the behaviour of a clock at a
snapshot in time. To determine the evolution of the characteristics of a clock’s behaviour
over time, i.e. variations in the clock’s frequency stability, then dynamic frequency stability
analysis methods are recommended. The Allan variance based dynamic frequency stability
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analysis, introduced in Galleani & Tavella [2009], is one popular dynamic stability analysis
technique.
In essence, the results of a dynamic stability analysis comprises a sliding sequence of
sigma–tau curves, which are plotted alongside each other on a 3-d plot. But, for a full
appreciation of the dynamic frequency stability analysis technique, careful consideration
of a speciﬁc example is recommended. In this work, dynamic frequency stability analysis
based on the Hadamard deviation statistic is used to determine the time–evolution of
the properties of periodic signals and random variations that are observed in the GPS
satellite clocks. A full description of the analysis method and the results of are presented
in Chapter 5, Section 5.3.
3.5 The Kalman ﬁlter for clock estimation and prediction
The discrete form of the Kalman ﬁlter technique is adopted for the clock estimation and
prediction work presented in this thesis. In this section, it is explained why the Kalman
ﬁlter is applicable, and well-suited, to the clock estimation problem, in general.
The standard Kalman ﬁlter equations, and algorithms for the implementation of the
Kalman ﬁlter in estimation and prediction mode, separately, are given in detail in Ap-
pendix B. In this section, it is demonstrated how the standard clock model might be
expressed in Kalman ﬁlter form. Here, this is labelled the standard clock Kalman ﬁlter
(SCKF). The fundamental components—the basic building blocks—of the standard clock
KF are given.
3.5.1 The Kalman ﬁlter as estimator of choice
The basic Kalman ﬁlter, as ﬁrst described in Kalman [1960] (although Brown Jr. [1991],
Groves [2013] and several other texts are much more accessible on the topic), is a step-
by-step recursive method for the optimal estimation of state-vector parameters. Optimal
is used here in the sense that the mean-square estimation error is minimised. The appeal
of the Kalman ﬁlter technique, particularly in applications in the precise time/frequency
domain, comes from the following features.
• The method is recursive. The recursive nature of the Kalman ﬁlter makes it prac-
tical in a computational sense—only results from the previous step are required to
compute parameter estimates for the current step—and thus, naturally suitable in
real-time applications.
• The technique is stable and robust (to outliers, large measurement errors etc) in
a statistical sense, because it combines measurements with predicted state–vector
projection in compute the state–vector estimates.
• The method assumes that the errors of the modelled process are systematic, white
noise, or Gauss–Markov processes. Or, a linear combination or integral of such
processes. Here, this is important as this means that the Kalman ﬁlter method can
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accommodate non–stationary processes of the type that are typically observed in
clock oﬀset data.
In previous work, Davis et al. [2005a] and Stein [1988], among others, have adopted the
Kalman ﬁlter successfully for the purposes of precise clock prediction.
3.5.2 A Kalman ﬁlter implementation of the standard clock model
The basic components of all estimation problems expressed in KF form are: the state
propagation matrix (Φk), the process noise covariance matrix (Qk), the measurement
matrix (Hk) and the measurement noise covariance matrix (Rk). The components of the
process model, Φk and Qk, use knowledge of the underlying dynamics of the process to
estimate the state, xk+1, of the system at time tk+1, based on an estimate of the state of
the process, xk, at time tk. The components of measurement model, Hk and Rk relates
xk to the measurements at time tk. So in theory, the process model and measurement
model components are time-varying. In a practical implementation, this is usually not the
case. The standard clock model can be expressed in KF form by determining each of these
components. Here, these components are given in the following sections, for the speciﬁc
case of the standard clock model.
The state-vector and the state error covariance matrix
The state vector, xk, of a Kalman ﬁlter is the component that holds the unknown coef-
ﬁcients of a deterministic model of the system. In the standard clock model this would
include parameters associated with the time-oﬀset (phase), normalised frequency oﬀset














xk Time-oﬀset at time tk
yk Normalised frequency oﬀset quantity at time tk
zk Linear frequency drift quantity at time tk
The state transition matrix


















τ Time-interval in seconds between tk and tk+1
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The process noise covariance matrix
The process noise covariance matrix describes the intrinsic stochastic variations of the
state-vector components. For the SCKF, the process noise covariance, which is derived in









































WFM Variance of WFM noise at tk
σ2
RWFM Variance of RWFM noise at tk
σ2
RRFM Variance of RRFM noise at tk
τ Time-interval in seconds between tk and tk+1
The measurement matrix and the measurement noise covariance matrix
In precise time and frequency metrology, the measurements data sets that are analysed
are time–series of either clock time oﬀsets or frequency oﬀsets. The measurement data
sets used in this research project are of the former type. So, in this case the measurement






The measurement noise covariance matrix, R, in the SCKF case is a single scalar quantity
that represents noise in the measurements of clock time oﬀset.
Kalman ﬁlter initialisation
To initialise the Kalman ﬁlter the physical state vector components should be set to real-
istic estimates, and the leading diagonal elements of the associated state error covariance
matrix should be set to values that represent the variance of these estimates. Non-diagonal
elements of the state error covariance matrix should be set to 0. An algorithm for initial-
ising the state vector and state error covariance matrix in the case where a minimum of
three time-oﬀset measurements are available is given in Stein [1988].
Estimating the process noise parameters
Estimating the process noise covariance matrix is more of a challenge, and the process
is diﬃcult to automate. In the simplest Kalman ﬁlter implementation of the standard
clock model, the noise parameters of the process noise covariance are held constant. The
values of these parameters are usually estimated using a suﬃcient set of past data and the
combination of several techniques. Here, the techniques used include:
• Incrementally adjusting the parameters until prediction error deviation, σp, matches
closely with RMS prediction errors obtained from the Kalman ﬁlter predictions.
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• Simulating sets of measurement data using the same noise parameters as used in the
Kalman ﬁlter. The noise parameters are incrementally adjusted until the Allan de-
viation and Hadamard deviation estimates obtained from the simulated data match
closely those obtained from the real data. In practice, this is process is done by
eye, comparing the Allan deviation based sigma-tau curves of the simulated data set
with the Allan deviation based sigma-tau curve for the real data set, and the same
for Hadamard deviation.
• FFT–based spectral analysis of the Kalman ﬁlter residuals. The noise parameters are
then adjusted until the amplitude of the Fourier Transform remains approximately
uniform across the frequency spectrum under examination.
Simulation of clock noise to determine the process noise covariance
The process of generating a simulated data set with properties matching those of the noise
parameters used in the Kalman ﬁlter is described in Davis [2011]. A simulation state vector
xs,k will then evolve according to the following equation between epochs k − 1 and k:
xs,k = Φ(τ)xs,k−1 + LQ(τ)e(τ) (3.27)
where LQ is a lower triangular matrix obtained by the following Cholesky factorisation:
Q = LQ(τ)LT
Q(τ) (3.28)
and e(τ) is a vector of uncorrelated noise with a normal distribution and variance unity.
The corresponding simulation parameter covariance matrix Ps,k evolves as:
Ps,k = Φ(τ)Ps,k−1Φ(τ)T + Q(τ) (3.29)
The elements of this Ps,k matrix describe the scatter and correlations within the simulated
data sets.
3.6 Clock predictability analysis
One of the key ideas that this work aims to advance is the idea of clock predictability—
as opposed to frequency stability—as a measure of clock performance. Stability analysis
techniques study the clock measurements, whereas clock predictability analysis studies the
accuracy of the process by which predictions of clock oﬀsets enable access to a timescale
in real–time.
3.6.1 Prediction error deviation
Clock predictability is ultimately limited by the underlying stochastic noise processes. If
the sources of uncertainty are purely stochastic then it is expected that clock prediction
error should increase, monotonically, with prediction length. However, in the case where
White Frequency Modulation (WFM) noise and Random Walk Frequency Modulation
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(RWFM) noise are the dominant noise processes in a clock’s timing signal, there is a useful
relationship between the Allan Deviation (ADev) and the expected error of a predicted
clock reading at some future point. Such an error quantity that represents the accumulated
time error of a clock is referred to as the time prediction error deviation (PED) and is
expressed in terms of the Allan deviation, σy, at prediction length τp as [Allan, 1987],
σp(τp) = σy(τp)τp (3.30)
where σp denotes prediction error deviation, τp is the the length of the prediction and
σy(τp) is the Allan deviation where τp is the averaging time. In the GNSS context, this is
a useful result because the dominant noise processes observed in the GNSS satellite clocks
tends to be WFM noise; see Chapter 5.
3.6.2 Clock diﬀerence prediction error
In many applications, speciﬁcally in PNT applications, it is the diﬀerence between pairs
of clocks rather than the performance of a single clock against some reference timescale
that is important. This concept is developed further in Section 6.1.3.
Summary
A major theme of this research project is the introduction and integration of methods
originating from the ﬁeld of precise time and frequency analysis, or precise clock theory,
into the GNSS satellite clock modelling problem, where it is appropriate. Therefore, it
was the aim of this chapter to capture the key methods from precise time and frequency
metrology that called upon in the later parts of this thesis, speciﬁcally in Chapters 5, 6
and 8. The following chapter includes a review of the research on the topics of SCTO char-
acterisation, modelling, estimation and prediction, which strongly inﬂuenced the research
work presented in this thesis.
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Review and data sources
Chapter outline
In the previous chapters, satellite clock time oﬀset (SCTO) as well as the diﬀerences
between satellite clocks, or satellite clock diﬀerences (SCD), were identiﬁed as critical
quantities in the broader context of GNSS. It was argued that the predictability of these
quantities is a key factor that ultimately limits the performance of GNSS. The conventional
theoretical description of precise clocks—as oscillators in periodic motion about a nominal
frequency, but subject to random frequency ﬂuctuations—was introduced. Also, standard
methods for processing clock measurement data to infer clock characteristics and to aid
in the initialisation of clock prediction strategies were explained.
This chapter is composed of three parts. In the ﬁrst part, the published literature
relating to the topics of precise clock characterisation, modelling and prediction in the
context of GNSS, and applications of GNSS are introduced. The aim of this is to set
the scene for the contribution that is made by the research presented in this thesis. The
second part of this chapter describes the data sets used in this study. The ﬁnal part details
the software tools that were developed and used for the purposes of this study, discussing
brieﬂy some aspects of implementation and validation.
4.1 Review
This section provides an overview of the key literature that inﬂuenced this research. An
objective here is to provide context, in a historical sense, of work that has been done
before. This is followed by a discussion of recent developments in the ﬁeld; with this, the
objective is to highlight the challenges or questions that remain today. As emphasised
in previous chapters, it is helpful to break down the satellite clock time synchronisation
(SCTS) problem in GNSS into its components—characterisation, modelling, estimation
and prediction. As it turns out, most of the relevant literature can, with some justiﬁcation,
be assigned to one of these categories.
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4.1.1 The in–orbit characteristics of GNSS satellite clocks
As far as characterisation of the in–orbit performance of GNSS space clocks is concerned,
there are two bodies of work, published in Senior et al. [2008] (for GPS satellite clocks)
and Waller et al. [2010] (GIOVE(Galileo)), that strongly inﬂuenced the work presented in
this chapter. Others [Griggs et al., 2013; Hauschild et al., 2013; Hesselbarth & Wanniger,
2008] have studied the short–term characteristics of GNSS satellite clocks (i.e. at the
order of several seconds), which are important for those involved in design of prediction
schemes that deliver the near real–time, low latency predictions to GNSS users. However,
the focus of this work is on the characteristics of GNSS satellite clocks at the order of
several minutes up to several hours, which are directly relevant to the design of prediction
methods for delivering navigation message type, higher latency predictions.
GPS satellite clocks
In Senior et al. [2008], the clock products of the IGS from late 2000 to mid 2007, are used
to characterise the in–orbit behaviour of GPS satellite clocks in the sub-daily regime. In
this paper, MDev statistics, for the constellation of GPS satellite clocks are computed for a
range of averaging times from 30 seconds to about 1.5 days, and plotted on a log-log scale;
an application of well–established stability analysis techniques, which are described in
Chapter 3. From this, the existence of periodic signals in the GPS satellite clock estimates
is suggested, and the paper follows up with standard FFT–based spectral analysis methods
to build a quantitative picture of the exact nature of these periodic signals. Based on an
analysis of about 6.5 years of data, Senior et al. [2008] conclude the presence of periodic
signals in all GPS clock types at harmonic frequencies of ≈ 2n cycles per day, for n =
1, 2, 3, 4, i.e. periods that equal 12 hours, 6 hours, 4 hours and 3 hours. Further, a
detailed analysis of the stochastic noise processes up to averaging times of 2000s for each
for diﬀerent category of GPS satellite clocks—IIA Cs, IIA Rb and IIR/IIR–M Rb—is
given and used to estimate the prediction and interpolation properties at time intervals in
the range 0–2000 s. Thus, Senior et al. [2008] provides useful insight into features of GPS
satellite clocks, periodic signals in particular, that are useful in the construction of GPS
satellite clock models for the purposes of GPS space clock prediction and interpolation.
However, this paper does not provide all of the essential background information
required to build a GPS satellite clock predictor. In particular, the linear frequency drift
properties of the clocks, which this work focuses on, are not studied. In Senior et al.
[2008], by removing a second–order polynomial from the clock data prior to computation
of the MDev statistic, any linear frequency drift trends are excluded from the analysis.
Also, Senior et al. [2008] is a study of GPS satellite clock properties focussed on the sub-
daily regime: thus, longer term stochastic properties of the clocks are not considered, but
are nevertheless important in prediction work focussing on prediction lengths up to and
beyond 24 hours. Prediction length 24 hours is signiﬁcant for GPS users: the satellite clock
values broadcast in the GPS broadcast navigation message are predictions—typically at
lengths of a few hours ahead1—parametrised by a second order polynomial, as described
1Although the speciﬁcation IS-GPS-200E [2010] suggests up to a maximum of one day ahead is possible.
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in Section 2.2.3 of Chapter 2.
GIOVE (Galileo) satellite clocks
In Waller et al. [2010], the characteristics of the Rb clocks, as well as one passive hydrogen
maser (PHM) clock on-board the two satellites of the Galileo In-Orbit Validation Element
(GIOVE) experiment: GIOVE-A and GIOVE-B, are characterised, using data from the
period late 2006 to early 2009. The most intriguing component of this paper is the
demonstration and validation of a PHM on-board a navigation satellite, with prediction
error of 1.2 ns at 1 day (1 σ) relative to an active hydrogen maser connected to a Galileo
Experimental Sensor Station (GESS) located at the ground station GIEN, which was
located at the Institutio Nazionale di Ricerca Metrologica (INRiM)—the Italian National
Institute for Metrological Research—in Turin, Italy. This level of clock performance, in
terms of prediction error, compares favourably to GPS satellite clock prediction errors at
1 day of ≈ 2 ns.
GLONASS satellite clocks
Senior et al. [2008] and Waller et al. [2010] are comprehensive in their analysis, and provide
a valuable and informative account of the in–orbit behaviour of GPS and GIOVE/Galileo
satellite clocks. In the literature, no such analysis exists for GLONASS. For this reason, in
Chapter 5 we present the results of a detailed analysis of the available GLONASS satellite
clock products. In as much as it is possible, we use these data sets to characterise the
in-orbit behaviour of GLONASS satellite clocks.
4.1.2 The state–of–the–art in SCTO estimation in GNSS
As it is used in this thesis, the term SCTO estimation refers to the combination of math-
ematical models and estimation algorithms that are involved in determining SCTO from
GNSS observational data. The topic of SCTO estimation is an active area of research,
particularly for those interested in precise applications of GNSS (e.g. surveying, precise
time and frequency transfer, etc.). Although the key focus of this project is SCTO predic-
tion, the methods associated with SCTO estimation along with the latest developments
in the area are also important to this research—mainly because the data sets that this
project is built around are based upon the outputs from the SCTO estimation processes of
various GNSS analysis centres. The details of these data sets that describe how they are
stored (i.e. ﬁle formats, archive details etc.), distributed, and how they are used within
this project are provided in Section 4.2. In this section, a general description is given, of
how SCTO estimation is performed in the state–of–the–art GNSS data processing soft-
ware packages. The purpose of this is to introduce some of the key issues associated with
precise GNSS SCTO estimation, and through provide some indication of the overall level
of accuracy/precision of the SCTO data that is used in study.
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Walk–through of a typical GNSS analysis centre SCTO estimation process
From the ground, the signal generated by a GNSS satellite clock can not be observed di-
rectly. Instead, the SCTO is usually inferred from satellite–receiver range measurements (
e.g. GNSS pseudorange, carrier phase). These measurements are collected at a distributed
network of satellite tracking stations (which are equipped with high–performance, dual–
frequency GNSS receivers), and then sent to a central facility, where the data is processed
and estimated values of the SCTO quantity, for all satellites in the system, are produced.
In fact, within the chain of processes that produces an analysis center’s SCTO estimates,
the positions of the satellite tracking stations, as well as the positions (orbits) of the
satellites are also determined. Collectively, this is known as the process of precise orbit
determination and time synchronisation (ODTS). Many of the major scientiﬁc GNSS data
processing facilities belong to the International GNSS Service (IGS), and the SCTO es-
timates that these facilities generate, using independent data processing strategies, are
then optimally combined by the IGS analysis center coordinator (ACC). The product
of this IGS SCTO combination is the data set that is used in this project for studying
the behaviour of GPS satellite clocks in Chapters 5 and 6, and for initialisation of the
GNSS satellite clock predictor presented in Chapter 8. The so-called IGS combination
product is described in more detail in Section 4.2. Here, the techniques used by the
IGS analysis centres in producing their SCTO estimates are reviewed, and from this the
accuracy and precision of the SCTO estimates are inferred. Each IGS analysis center
has its own independent data processing strategy which is implemented within a precise
ODTS software package. These overall strategies are published online and can be found at
http://www.igs.org/igscb/center/analysis/. The following list outlines the ODTS
processes that are carried out by the typical IGS analysis center, followed by a description
of how the resulting SCTO estimates are combined by the IGS analysis center coordinator.
Notable exceptions to this, as well as ongoing research challenges associated with ODTS
estimation within the context of the IGS are emphasised. Here, GPS is used as represen-
tative case. ODTS within the other systems follow a broadly similar process, although
there are minor, but important diﬀerences.
• SCTO estimation at an IGS analysis center begins with the data pre–processing,
where the data in this case are pseudorange and carrier phase measurements on two
frequencies, GPS L1 and GPS L2, which are logged in the RINEX format [Gurt-
ner & Estey, 2007; 2009]. In all IGS analysis centres, the L1 and L2 pseudorange
and carrier–phase measurements are combined, to form the so–called pseudorange
ionosphere–free observable, Lc, and the carrier–phase ionosphere–free observable, Φc,
respectively. The ionosphere–free observable is unaﬀected by the ﬁrst–order eﬀects
of the GNSS signal transit delay caused by the ionosphere.1
• Modelling of the ionosphere–free linear combination. One component of the
mathematical model of the ionosphere–free linear combination is the SCTO, but
1A third GPS frequency, GPS L5, will be broadcast from the GPS IIF generation onwards. The
availability of a third-frequency permits the formation of two diﬀerent ionosphere–free linear combinations,
the L1/L5 combination and the L2/L5 combination, as well as the formation of a triple combination.
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there are several other factors that must also be accounted for. These include: the
satellite antenna phase center oﬀset and antenna phase center variations of both
satellite and ground station receivers [Schmid et al., 2007; June 2010], signal phase
variations caused by yaw motion of the spacecraft—especially during eclipse periods
[Bar-Sever, 1996], the higher–order ionospheric errors that aren’t accounted for in
the iono–free combination [Hernández-Pajares et al., 2007], orbit modelling errors
also contribute [Urschl et al., 2007].
• In general, the modelling and estimation strategies used by the each of the IGS analy-
sis centres for computing the SCTO estimates from the ionosphere–free combinations
are independent of each other. The IGS combined SCTO estimate is evaluated as
a weighted ensemble average of each AC estimate at each epoch. This combination
process consists of a timescale alignment step where all of the analysis centre clock
products are transformed by a linear model to the same reference timescale. Then,
all clock estimates for a single epoch are iteratively combined to get a mean SCTO
estimate, with the eﬀects of outliers (or gross errors) accounted for in this process.
• Finally, the IGS timescale is formed as a weighted ensemble combination using sta-
tion clock and satellite clock solutions from the entire IGS network. Then, the
combined SCTO estimates are aligned to the IGS timescale to produce the so–called
IGS combined SCTO product.
Taking all of these error sources in the modelling (as well as those inherent within the
estimation processes) into account, Senior et al. [2008] determine that the precision, i.e.
the internal consistency, of the IGS SCTO estimates is around 1 cm (33 ps) most of the
time, but that the true accuracy is probably around 3cm (100 ps). In this project, these
values are assumed to represent the quality of the SCTO data sets that forms the basis of
all the research work presented in this thesis.
4.1.3 Relativistic time transformation modelling in GNSS
In this project, the key motivating factor for studying GNSS RTT modelling methods was
to investigate RTT mis–modelling as a potential source of the periodic signals observed in
the GPS satellite clock data. As far back as 2000, Ray [2000] reported that periodic signals
could be observed in GPS satellite clock behaviour. Then in 2002, Kouba [2002] presented
the results of an investigation into the GPS conventional relativistic time transformation
(RTT), which is used by GPS receivers to compute the relativistic component of the GPS
SCTO on the recommendation of the GPS Directorate in its GPS Interface Control Doc-
ument (ICD) [IS-GPS-200E, 2010]1. Kouba [2002] and the follow–up paper[Kouba, 2004],
showed that this conventional method for implementing the relativistic time transforma-
tion was in error at a rate of up to 0.2 ns per day, with cyclic variations of up to 0.2 ns
1The SCTO model in the GPS ICD is often referred to as the GPS broadcast clock model, and the
relativistic component is the GPS relativity correction or (in the terminology of Kouba [2002]) the GPS
conventional relativistic time transformation.
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and 0.07 ns of period 14 days and 6 hours, respectively, and the cause was attributed to
numerical approximation (or truncation) error.
The GPS conventional RTT is an simpliﬁed version of the analytical model for the
GPS RTT. A ﬁrst–principles derivation of the analytical GPS RTT is found in Ashby
[2008]. This analytical model captures the eﬀects of velocity time dilation and gravita-
tional time dilation on the SCTO. In the analytical model, the relativistic time transfor-
mation is a function of the relative satellite–receiver gravitational potential ( and thus,
relative position) and relative satellite–receiver velocity. The approximation errors in the
conventional RTT that [Kouba, 2004] found in the satellite clock data arose from the use
of a ﬁrst–order model of Earth gravity ﬁeld (which treats the Earth as a point mass)
to calculate the satellite–receiver gravitational potential diﬀerence. Kouba [2004] used
a second–order model, which considers the eﬀects of modelling the Earth as an oblate
spheroid on the GPS satellite orbits and on the GPS RTT directly. Kouba [2004] noticed
RTT approximation errors with 14 days and 6 hours period when comparing satellite clock
models using this improved RTT were compared with models using the GPS conventional
RTT.
The idea for this component of the project is to take this line of inquiry one step
further, by using the highest–quality (precise) GPS orbit solutions and a more complete
description of the gravitational potential variations using the Earth Gravity Model 2008
(EGM08) (up to degree and order 20). The objective is to assess the impact of an even
more rigorous RTT in the modelling of GNSS SCTO’s, and to determine whether such an
approach could contribute to an improved prediction method.
Others have worked on RTT modelling in GNSS since. Pascual-Sanchéz [2007] looked
into the possibilities for developing a GNSS based upon a "fully relativistic" framework
for dealing with space and time, as opposed to the current "Newtonian + corrections"
approach adopted in GNSS to account for relativistic eﬀects. Also, Larson et al. [2007]
studied relativistic eﬀects on Low–Earth orbiter satellites and found that the eﬀects of J2
on the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellite clock solutions—
GRACE satellites carry ultra-stable oscillators on-board—are signiﬁcant and should be
accounted for. Further, these relativistic eﬀects were found to be linked closely to orbital
period.
4.1.4 Navigation message style, high latency satellite clock predictions
On the topic of GNSS satellite clock prediction at prediction lengths beyond several min-
utes and up to twenty-four hours, there are two prior studies, presented in Heo et al. [2010]
and Huang et al. [2013], that looked closely at the problem. Some aspects of the methods
developed for these two studies are similar to each other, and similar with the methods
developed for this research. In all cases, the focus is on the GPS satellite clocks, with the
predictions of the IGS—found in the second half of the IGS ultra-rapid SP3 ﬁles—used as
the benchmark prediction scheme against which the performance of a new and improved
prediction method is judged. In all cases the IGS rapid timescale, Tigs, is adopted as the
reference timescale. These choices make sense for several reasons. One, the IGS prediction
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scheme is better performing than the GPS operational scheme according to the analysis as
presented by the IGS analysis co-ordinator in ﬁgure 6.1, at least at prediction lenghths up
to six hours, and at least in terms of precision if not accuracy—compare the purple curve
to the brown curve. Secondly, it is not possible, at least in a straight-forward way, to do a
similar prediction algorithm performance study with the GPS operational scheme, or the
GLONASS operational scheme. The data for such studies are either not publicly available,
or are not amenable to analysis in this way. With regards to GPS satellite clocks then,
the IGS ultra-rapid predictions provide a well-formatted, well-documented set of predicted
satellite clock correction values, and the IGS rapid and ﬁnal products provide a suitable
truth model. A similar study can’t be performed on the GLONASS clocks. The reason is
that IGS-like precise clocks do not exist for GLONASS1.
In both Heo et al. [2010] and Huang et al. [2013], new satellite clock prediction schemes
are proposed, and the results presented. Both extend the classical clock model, incorpo-
rating cyclic terms to address the periodic variations, and both claim an improvement
in performance at a variety of prediction lengths, with respect to the IGS. The essential
diﬀerence between the two prediction algorithms are the adopted parameter estimation
frameworks—Heo et al. [2010] use a "delay co-ordinate embedding approach" and Huang
et al. [2013] use an adaptively weighted least-squares estimation approach. Beyond this,
Huang et al. [2013], present a positioning domain analysis, comparing PPP-based position
time-series computed using the IGS predictions against position time-series based on their
own predictions.
The basic goal of both of these papers is to improve upon the performance of the IGS
predictions, but neither papers describes the properties of the current, operational IGS
prediction scheme in any depth. As a result, there is no satisfactory physical explanation
as to why their prediction schemes perform better. On this basis, it is clear that a detailed
performance analysis of the IGS predictions of the satellite clocks would be useful, in that
it might reveal critical details about the fundamental limiting factors of the IGS approach,
and any similar prediction algorithm in turn. One of the research aims of this project is
to present such an analysis along with a critical discussion of the implications. That work
is presented in Chapter 6.
A further issue is that the results presented in Heo et al. [2010] appear to assess
the performance of the developed prediction algorithm using a single day of data only—
by no means enough to make any general claims relating to the relative performance of
their predictions to those of the IGS. In this regard, Huang et al. [2013] do better as
their analysis uses a month of data. But, Huang et al. [2013] exclude the GPS Cs clocks
from their analysis, which is certainly a signiﬁcant factor that contributes to the reported
improvement in their prediction method. While the exclusion of the GPS IIA Cs clocks is
justiﬁable on the basis of the future outlook of the GPS constellation, excluding the IIA
Cs clocks from their analysis in this way does not enable a like-with-like comparison with
1The GNSS community is seeking to address this problem. The limiting factor for the production of
IGS-like precise clock correction products for GLONASS is that there there is no agreed-upon standard
method for addressing the GLONASS inter-frequency biases, which in turn is preventing the production
of a GLONASS combination that is similar to the IGS GPS combinations [Dach et al., 2012].
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the IGS. In this work all categories of currently operation GPS clocks, including the IIA
Cs clocks are considered.
Outside of the GNSS context, previous developments in precise clock prediction meth-
ods are reported in Lepek [1997], Bernier [2005] and Panﬁlo et al. [2012].
4.2 The data
In this section, relevant aspects relating to the data sets used in this research are described.
The main source of data is the International GNSS Service (IGS), which is a voluntary
organisation that provides it users with observational data from a global network of GNSS
tracking stations along with data products that are derived from these observations [Dow
et al., 2009].
4.2.1 The CDDIS archive
The International GNSS Service (IGS) maintains an archive of GPS and GLONASS indi-
vidual satellite clock estimates and predictions dating back to 1992 [Dow et al., 2009]. This
archive is stored at a number of data centres, located across North America, in France
and in Korea. For the purposes of this study, the Crustal Dynamics Data Information
System (CDDIS) archive was used. This is NASA’s archive of space geodesy data, and
is maintained by Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). The contents of this archive are
publicly accessible and can be obtained by ftp at ftp://cddis.gsfc.nasa.gov.
4.2.2 Key properties of the IGS satellite clock data
There are several properties of the IGS GNSS satellite clock data sets that are relevant to
this study. These include:
• whether the data set consists of clock parameters that are estimated (i.e. GNSS
measurements are used to determine the clock parameters), or whether those clock
parameters are predicted quantities (i.e. an extrapolation of an estimate based on
a dynamic model). The IGS and the various GNSS analysis centres that contribute
clock data to the IGS produce and disseminate both estimated and predicted clock
parameters to the IGS user–base.
• the property of data latency, and related to this, data quality, in terms of preci-
sion and accuracy both. In this regard, the IGS clock data sets are classiﬁed into
three types: Finals, Rapids and Ultra-rapids, which are described in Table 4.1.
The Finals are the premier IGS clock products, with satellite clock estimates of the
highest quality, in terms of precision, if not accuracy. What this means is that the
consistency among the various individual orbit and clock solutions generated by par-
ticipating GNSS analysis centres is greatest in the Final data products. The Final
data products are published with about two weeks delay—these are therefore only
suitable for applications that are not time–critical, such as mapping or geophysics.
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On the other hand, the Ultra-rapid data products, which comprise of both clock es-
timates and clock predictions are designed for real–time users, and have been used in
applications such as meteorology [Kruse et al., 1999] and rapid orbit determination
of Low–Earth orbiter spacecraft [Montenbruck et al., 2005]. The original develop-
ment and objectives of the IGS ultra–rapid products, to support real–time precise
applications of GNSS (real–time atmospheric monitoring mainly for weather pre-
diction), are outlined in Springer & Hugentobler [2001] and Ray & Griﬃths [2008].
The current status of the IGS ultra-rapid products are described in Griﬃths [2013],
where it is stated that the IGS ultra–rapid ﬁles are downloaded millions of times
per month. Thus, the IGS ultra–rapid data set is a data set that is worth improving
upon.
Product type Latency Max. data rate
Final (IGS) 12-18 days 30 seconds
Rapid (IGR) 17-41 hours 5 minutes
Ultra-rapid (IGU) 3 hours (start of prediction) 15 minutes
Table 4.1: The IGS satellite clock combination products for GPS.
• the agency that is responsible for producing the data set. As far as satellite clock
data sets are concerned there are over ten diﬀerent GNSS agencies involved in the
IGS satellite clock data product. These include the Centre for Orbit Determination
in Europe (COD), Geodetic Survey of Canada (EMR), the European Space Oper-
ations Centre (ESA), the German Research Centre for Geosciences (GFZ), Wuhan
University (WHU), United States Naval Observatory (USN), Jet Propulsion Labo-
ratory (JPL), the National Geodetic Survey (NGS) and MIT among others1. The
GPS satellite clock data set that is produced by the IGS is an ensemble combina-
tion of the satellite clock solutions provided by the contributing analysis centres, as
described in Beutler et al. [1995] and Kouba & Springer [2001]. In table 4.2, the
analysis centres that contribute to the data that in used in producing the IGS ultra,
rapid and Final GPS satellite clock combinations are listed. There is no such IGS
combination for the GLONASS satellite clocks. As mentioned before, this is because
there is agreed–upon standard method for addressing the issue of inter–frequency
biases in the GLONASS data processing method for producing SCTO estimates
[Dach et al., 2012]. And so, because the standard doesn’t exist, there are no analysis
centres that provide precise GLONASS satellite clock solutions to would enable an
IGS GLONASS combination to be computed.
• the underlying reference timescale, which is IGS Time for the IGS Final and
Rapid products, but some approximation of GPS Time for the IGS Ultra-Rapid
clock products. IGS Time is loosely steered to GPS Time in terms of frequency, but
otherwise it is produced quite independently of GPS Time as an integrated frequency
1The IGS often use three–letter abbreviation to refer to the GNSS analysis centres, as well as the data
products that are produced by these analysis centres. The abbreviations listed in table 4.2 are the same
abbreviations that are used by the IGS.
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Product type No. of ACs ACs
Final (IGS) 9 COD, EMR, ESA, GFZ,
GRG, JPL, MIT, NGS, SIO
Rapid (IGR) 9 COD, EMR, ESA, GFZ,
JPL,NGS, SIO, USN, WHU
Ultra-rapid (IGU) 7 COD, EMR, ESA, USN, GFZ,
GOP, BRDC
Table 4.2: The GNSS analysis centres that provide GPS satellite clock solutions that contribute
to the IGS GPS satellite clock combination. The IGS does not produce satellite clock combinations
for GLONASS.
scale based on a weighted ensemble of selected frequency standards that belong to the
IGS network [Ray & Senior, 2003; Senior et al., 2003]. As the underlying reference


















































Figure 4.1: IGS Time minus GPS Time during the month of September 2011. The behaviour
of the IGS Time minus GPS Time oﬀset must be accounted for if comparisons between IGS
Final/Rapid products (which use IGT Time as reference timescale) are to be made with IGS Ultra
products or clock solutions generated by any individual GNSS analysis centre (which use GPS
Time as the reference timescale).
timescale for the IGS Ultra products are diﬀerent to the reference timescale for the
Rapid and Final Products, any comparison of the Ultra clock solution with the Rapid
or Final solutions must take this into account. In ﬁgure 4.1, the diﬀerence between
IGS Time, Tigs, and GPS Time, Tgps, is plotted during the time period September
2011, using data published in the IGS clock RINEX ﬁles, which are described in
Subsection 4.2.3, and during this period the level of the diﬀerence between IGS
Time and GPS Time is signiﬁcant, at several nanoseconds. Also, during the time
period the Tigs−Tgps timescale oﬀset quantity appears biased in that the time oﬀset
is mostly positive. This diﬀerence in the underlying reference timescales is one of
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the major issues that is dealt with in this research, and the results of a detailed
investigation into the implications of this problem are presented in Chapter 6.
4.2.3 The clock data formats
The satellite clock estimates or predictions in the CDDIS archive are presented in text
ﬁles in a variety of formats: SP3,CLK and NAV/BRDC.
The SP3 format
SP3, or SP3c, is the extended standard product 3 orbit format [Hilla, 2010]. SP3 ﬁles
are named according to the convention aaawwwwd.sp3, where aaa is three letter code
identifying the agency producing the data, wwww is GPS week, d is day of week, .sp3 is
the extension for SP3 ﬁles provide satellite clock values at a 15 minute rate, alongside the
Earth-centred Earth-ﬁxed Cartesian XYZ co-ordinate estimates of the satellite orbit.
The NAV/BRDC format
NAV/BRDC [Gurtner & Estey, 2007], [Gurtner & Estey, 2009] are data ﬁles that contains
all the information broadcast via signal in space, by the GNSS satellites, which includes
the broadcast satellite clock parameters. NAV ﬁles are named according to the convention
ssssddd0.yyn, where ssss is four letter code identifying the station or receiver where the
data was recorded, ddd is day of year, yy is the year, and .n is the extension for NAV
ﬁles. The BRDC ﬁle is a speciﬁc NAV ﬁle, with preﬁx brdc, where the other ﬁles hold
the station identiﬁer. In eﬀect, the BRDC is an amalgamation of the navigation message
data recorded at a number of globally distributed tracking stations into a single ﬁle, which
represents a complete record of the navigation message as it is broadcast via signal in
space. BRDC data can be used to study the properties of the GNSS broadcast navigation
message parameters. In terms of studying GNSS SCTO, this archive of historical data
allows for the study of the predicted SCTO products that the GNSS operational control
segments provide to users in real–time.
The CLK format
CLK denotes clock data presented in receiver independent exchange (RINEX) format
[Ray & Gurtner, 2010]. CLK ﬁles are named according to a convention similar to that of
the SP3 ﬁles—aaawwwwd.clk, aaawwwwd.clk_30s or aaawwwwd.clk_05s—where aaa is a
three letter agency identiﬁer, wwww is GPS week, d is day of week, .clk is the extension
for CLK ﬁles provide satellite clock values for every 5 minutes, .clk_30s’ is the extension
for CLK ﬁles that give satellite clock values at 30 seconds and so .clk_05s gives clock
values at a rate. Ultimately, CLK data was not used in our research, as the 15 minutes
data rate given in the SP3 ﬁles was suﬃcient for the need of our study. But, in the early
stages of our research, we did investigate the CLK data products, and developed the tools
to handle this format. Where an agency gives clock solutions in SP3 format and CLK
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format, for clock products of the same type—i.e. ﬁnal, rapid or ultra—where the epochs
match, every 15 minutes, the solutions are identical.
The main data formats used in this study
In this research, the clock products of the IGS for the years 2010–2012 were used. Within
that, for the most part SP3–formatted data was used, and data for the year 2012 was the
most heavily used.
4.3 Software tools
This section describes the software tools that were used in this research, giving some
details of implementation, as well as the methods used to test and validate the code.
The developing and testing of new research software was a major component of the
work, as the requirements of the algorithms developed were not catered for by an existing
software package. From a pedagogical point-of-view this software development exercise was
useful in that the act of implementing algorithms in software—whether these algorithms
were newly-developed or well-established—was often far more insightful in getting a sense
of the technical gaps and problems that exist in the domain of SCTO prediction in GNSS.
This research software comprised a combination of scripts and modules written in C++,
MATLAB and in the form of Unix shell scripts.
4.3.1 Data management
One of the core functions of the developed software is data management, which involves the
processes of data–fetching, data–extracting and data–storing for access by any application
that requires them. In this section, this data management software is described.
The main sources of the satellite clock data used in this research are the IGS satellite
clock combination data products, archived in SP3 format. As far as data pre–processing
requirements are concerned, there are two components to consider. The ﬁrst involves re-
trieving the required data sets from the CDDIS data archive, which is on the Internet.
The second part is extracting the relevant information from these data ﬁles, and storing
this information in a database, such that this information is readily available to the appli-
cations developed to study these data sets. For retrieving the SP3 data from the CDDIS
archive, a Unix shell script that takes start date and end date as arguments, and is based
around the GNU wget utility was used to download the required data ﬁles and to store
them locally. For storing the satellite clock data in a local (i.e. in computer memory)
database, a C++ command line application was written to store all of the SP3, BRDC
and CLK data into an associative STL <map> container. Storing the data in this way
enables the extraction of clock data over a period of many days for single satellite into a
single time–series, which is the form in which this study requires the data.
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4.3.2 Code for the clock characterisation, RTT modelling and SCTO
prediction algorithm studies
The code to perform the computations and visualisations relating to the clock character-
isation study, the RTT modelling study and the clock prediction algorithm performance
analysis study was written in MATLAB. The interface between the C++ data processing
application and the MATLAB code was done through satellite–speciﬁc ascii formatted
text ﬁles. There were two main reasons for the choice of MATLAB for this stage of the
research: i) in terms of code–development, fast progress in MATLAB due to large number
of numerical and scientiﬁc functions that are built in to the standard MATLAB distribu-
tion, ii) MATLAB oﬀers a convenient set of tools for visualisation in terms of the plotting
of numerical data, which was necessary in order to present the results of the research.
4.3.3 Code veriﬁcation
There was some overlap in functionality between the code developed for this project and
various applications that form a part of the GPS Toolkit (GPSTk), which is an open–
source GPS data processing software [Harris & Mach, 2007]. For this reason, the GPSTk
was used for validation of some parts of the developed research software, by comparing
the results of the two.
Summary
This chapter comprises three parts: a review of published literature relevant to the topic of
SCTO prediction in GNSS that was encountered during this project; a detailed description
of the data sources and data sets (outlining their purpose) that are used to produce the
results presented in this thesis; and ﬁnally, a description of the software tools that were
developed and used to perform the study. The following chapter is based around an
in–depth characterisation study of the GPS and GLONASS satellite clocks.
80Chapter 5
The characteristics of GNSS
satellite clocks
Chapter outline
The abundance of high-quality satellite clock data—spanning across many years,
corresponding to multiple satellite navigation constellations and derived from real
measurements—is the key enabling resource upon which this study is built. For over
twenty years, several GNSS data processing agencies, have been independently deriving
estimates of GPS and GLONASS satellite clock parameters using data collected from a
globally distributed network of geodetic receivers. In attempting to better understand
the behaviour of atomic clocks in a space environment, this research aims to exploit this
resource to the fullest.
In this chapter, the characteristics of GNSS satellite clocks are inferred, from the
analysis of a variety of clock data products published by major GNSS data processing
agencies. Naturally, those features that are most relevant for satellite clock time oﬀset
(SCTO) estimation and prediction are emphasised. The scope of the characterisation
study, the methods involved and the results of the analysis are presented in this chapter.
This is followed by a discussion around the main ﬁndings.
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5.1 The scope of the characterisation study
Parameters of study Values
Systems GPS and GLONASS
Characterised quantity SCTO
Reference timescale IGS Time and GPS Time
Timeframe of analysis 2012 (01 Jan – 31 Dec)
Time–resolution of characterisation† 15–1440 minutes (24 hours)
Data format SP3 (15–minute sampling rate)
Data sources IGS (for GPS) and ESA (for GLONASS)
Table 5.1: Scope of the GNSS SCTO characterisation study. †The time-resolution of a charac-
terisation study can be high (seconds), medium (several minutes up to twenty four hours) or low
(days). This study falls into the medium category, and the focus is on the behaviour of in–orbit
clocks in the 15 minutes—24 hours range.
In table 5.1, the key parameters of the characterisation study, which is the topic of this
chapter, are listed. During this project, data spanning across many years, were considered
initially. However, one year of data provides enough evidence to support the key ﬁnding
presented here. Satellite clock information in the SP3c1 format, described in Section 1.2.3,
was available for the GIOVE (Galileo) satellites. But, the results of the investigation of
this data are not presented here. This is mainly because of data quality issues (lots of
data gaps) but also the amount of data (3 days) was insuﬃcient for this type of analysis.
5.2 Method
The work presented in this chapter is based entirely upon the ideas and analysis tools that
are introduced in Chapter 3. Overall, the method comprises of the following steps:
1. Data pre–processing, which involves the processes of fetching (from the Internet),
and extracting satellite clock information from SP3 ﬁles. Typically, an SP3 ﬁle will
hold satellite clock information for all satellite clocks in a system, for one day only.
Thus, it is necessary to separate the SP3 clock information, satellite by satellite.
After separation, all the clock information for a single satellite clock is concatenated
to form a time–series of satellite clock data that spans across two (or more) days.
In this way, a database of satellite clock information is put together. This database
then provides the input data for the satellite clock characterisation work.
2. Basic time–series analysis methods are applied to the pre–processed input data.
These include the removal of a linear trend—a process known as detrending—from
the SCTO data, as well as visualisation (plotting of the pre–processed input data
and the detrended data). These are simple, but (very) eﬀective, analysis tools for
enabling a quick feel for overall satellite clock behaviour. Also, data quality issues
(e.g. data gaps, outliers) are identiﬁed by this step.
1In this chapter, the terms SP3 and SP3c are used interchangeably.
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3. Stability analysis based on the ADev, HDev and MDev statistics, over a range of
analysis intervals (900–86400 s). Sigma–tau curves and dynamic sigma–tau curves
based on these statistics are plotted. The results of these are useful in determining,
qualitatively and quantitatively, the nature of the underlying noise processes that
are observable in the clock data. The presence of cyclic patterns in the clock data
is also picked up by the sigma–tau curves.
4. Running the clock data through the standard clock Kalman ﬁlter (SCKF),
which provides a means of investigating the time–evolution of the frequency oﬀset
and linear frequency drift of the clocks. Initialising the SCKF and determining coef-
ﬁcients for the noise parameters are non–trivial exercises, and diﬃcult to automate1.
Thus, these are performed manually on a clock–by–clock basis.
5. FFT–based spectral analysis of the residuals of the standard clock Kalman ﬁlter
estimates of clock behaviour, used to determine the exact period of cyclic patterns
in the clock data that is not accounted by the clock model of the SCKF.
5.2.1 GPS
In this characterisation study, in the GPS case, all of steps 1–5 of the method detailed
in Section 5.2 were performed, on the complete set of IGS SP3 ﬁnal GPS satellite clock
data for the year 2012. To better represent the results, it is helpful to categorise the GPS
satellite clocks. The current operational constellation is non–uniform, in the sense that
there are important diﬀerences in the speciﬁcations of the in–orbit spacecraft. As far as
SCTO characterisation is concerned, the underlying satellite clock technology as well as
the age of those clocks are pertinent. Based on this, a GPS satellite clock classiﬁcation
scheme is proposed.
Classiﬁcation of GPS satellite clocks
GPS satellite clocks in orbit today can be put into two distinct categories based on the
element used by the active onboard atomic frequency standard(AFS): rubidium (Rb) and
caesium (Cs). Also, older GPS satellite clocks carry an older generation of onboard atomic
clock technology, and the performance of atomic clocks are known to degrade as they get
older. It makes sense therefore, to categorise GPS atomic clocks in terms of age also.
A natural way to do this is to separate clocks according to GPS satellite block type: I,
II/IIA, IIR/IIR-M and IIF. All GPS satellite clocks carry multiple onboard AFSs, see table
5.2. However at any one time, only one of these clocks is designated the active AFS—The
others are redundant and serve as back-ups. Some GPS satellites—Block II/IIA and Block
IIF—have a combination of Cs and Rb clocks
With this method of classiﬁcation, GPS satellite clocks can be put into seven cate-
gories: (Block) I Rb, I Cs, II/IIA Rb, II/IIA Cs, IIR/IIR-M Rb, IIF Rb IIF Cs. Of these,
1There are many published works demonstrating the use of adaptive Kalman ﬁlters (where the param-
eters associated with the noise models are estimated in the Kalman ﬁlter, and these parameters evolve as
the Kalman ﬁlter is operated), of which Davis et al. [2005b] and Huang & Zhang [2012] are particularly
relevant in the context of GNSS satellite clock estimation and prediction. In this work, adaptive Kalman
ﬁlter techniques were not used, but this could be an interesting topic for future work.
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four: II/IIA Rb, II/IIA Cs, IIR/IIR-M Rb, IIF Rb remain of interest today. Currently,
there are no GPS IIF satellite with Cs as the active AFS. The other two categories are
interesting in a historical sense only. The IIR/IIR-M Rb is the most common category of
active GPS atomic clock in orbit today. Of 32 GPS satellites in orbit in 2012, 19 belonged
in this group.
GPS Block SVN Onboard clocks Notes
I 1–3, 4–11 3 Rb, 1 VCXO† VCXO by Frequency Electronics Inc. (FEI)
3 Rb, 1 Cs Rb by Efratom
II/IIA 13–40 2 Rb, 2 Cs Rb by Efratom, Cs by FTS
IIR/IIR-M 41–61 3 Rb Rb by Perkin Elmer (PE)
IIF 62–65 2 Rb, 1 Cs Rb by PE, Cs by Symmetricom
Table 5.2: Satellite clock information for GPS. The information in this table is mainly extracted
from Mallette et al. [2008]. From this, GPS space clocks have been categorised into seven groups, of
which four types are of interest with respect to the current GPS constellation.†Voltage–controlled
crystal oscillator (VCXO).
5.2.2 GLONASS
In this characterisation study, in the GLONASS case, only steps 1–3 of the method detailed
in Section 5.2 were performed, on the ESA SP3 ﬁnal clock data spanning the entire year of
2012. In terms of characterisation, steps 4 and 5 are used in the GPS case to probe further
into the nature of the periodic signals and seen in the GPS satellite clocks. It turns out
that in the GLONASS case, these features are not observable in the data, and therefore,
there is nothing to be gained in further analysis beyond step 3. Also, there were data
quality issues (the presence of regular discontinuities) with the GLONASS data, which
create problems for applying the SCKF–based analysis method on the data. There are
methods for handling these within the Kalman ﬁlter framework, but these methods were
not explored in this work.
Unlike GPS, there is no immediately apparent argument to justify the classiﬁcation of
GLONASS satellite clocks into distinct categories. All of the active GLONASS satellites
carry Cs onboard atomic frequency standards, and all belong to the same GLONASS-M
family of satellites. The payload speciﬁcations of all active GLONASS are identical, so in
theory we expect similar performance from all satellites, and all satellite clocks. There-
fore, in Section 5.3.2, one satellite clock is chosen—the Cs onboard GLONASS satellite
746 (Kosmos 2478)—and for now, the properties of this clock are used to discuss the char-
acteristics of a typical GLONASS clock, in general. This GLONASS satellite occupies slot
17 in the GLONASS constellation, and was broadcasting on frequency channel 4 in 2012.
5.3 Results
A representative set of results from the characterisation study are presented in this Section.
GPS–related results are given in Subsection 5.3.1 and GLONASS–related results are in
Subsection 5.3.2.
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5.3.1 GPS
Time–series: IGS SP3 Final satellite clock data
In ﬁgure 5.1, the pre-processed satellite clock data for a representative selection of GPS
satellite clocks are plotted against time, for the period January 2012. The slopes on
each of these curves, in so much as the eye can tell, are (almost) straight. This is visual
conﬁrmation that the frequency of GPS satellite clocks are stable, and to a large extent
deterministic—at least at order 10−12, explained below1.
In all four clocks presented in ﬁgure 5.1, over the course of one month, the time-oﬀset
quantity varies typically at the several microseconds level—more in some than in others.
In the SVN 62 IIF Rb case the time-oﬀset quantity varies by just over a half microsecond,
whereas in the SVN 34 IIA Rb case we see a diﬀerence of ≈ 30 microseconds. The former
belongs to the newest GPS Block IIF generation and the latter belongs to the second-
oldest spacecraft in the GPS constellation. Such a diﬀerence might suggest that clocks
in the older generation of GPS satellites are prone to more variation in the time-oﬀset
quantity. In any case, in the context of user’s requiring a PNT solution, such ﬁrst-order,
linear variations are highly predictable, and generally will not aﬀect performance. From
the point–of–view of the GPS operator, it is problematic if this time–oﬀset becomes too
large, because in that case the time–oﬀset information will not be delivered, to the user
in the navigation message, at the required precision level. The ultimate metric of the
performance of a clock is its predictability. In this regard, the only inference we can make
from the straight slopes in all cases in ﬁgure 5.1, is that at the micro-seconds level, the
time-oﬀsets of GPS satellite clocks from Tigs, are highly predictable. In other words, the
slopes of the curves in ﬁgure 5.1 are, in a sense, a visual representation of the frequency
oﬀset of each clock with respect the reference timescale, Tigs, and the frequency oﬀset
of GPS satellite clocks are deterministic, to a large extent. This is unsurprising, but
microseconds level precision is not suﬃcient for PNT applications based on GPS. This
requires examination of the features of the GPS clocks at the several nanoseconds level.
11 month ≈ 3 × 10
6 seconds, which is O(10
6). Time-oﬀset variation over one month of several
microseconds,O(10




O(106) , thus 10
−12.









































































































SVN 34 IIA Rb
Figure 5.1: Time-series plot of the time-oﬀset with respect to IGS system time, Tigs, during
January 2012 for a chosen representative selection of GPS satellite clocks.
Time–series: Satellite clock data (detrended)
A largely deterministic time–oﬀset (from IGS Time) in the order of microseconds over
several days is a feature common in all GPS satellite clocks. Looking beyond this, clear
diﬀerences between GPS satellite clocks emerge, dependent on category, see ﬁgure 5.2. It
is possible to visualise the underlying, higher-order, features of the time-oﬀset quantity
by subtracting the corresponding values from a line of best ﬁt to the raw (unprocessed)
SCTO time-series, in a process known as detrending. The outputs from this detrending
process, for the four satellite clocks already considered in the previous section are shown
in ﬁgure 5.2. A largely deterministic time–oﬀset in the order of microseconds over several
days is a feature common in all GPS satellite clocks.
The parabolic shape of the curves representing time-oﬀset (detrended) of the Rb
clocks is a good visual indication of signiﬁcant linear frequency drift in Rb clocks. In the
newer GPS Rb satellite clocks—SVN 56(top-left) and SVN 62(top-right)—the parabolas
are smooth, to a large extent. But in the old SVN 34 Rb(bottom-right), the eﬀect of
underlying stochastic variations has a signiﬁcant impact on the parabolic shape. The
inference here is that linear frequency drift is signiﬁcant, and to a large extent deterministic
in all GPS Rb clocks—but more so in newer clocks belonging to IIR/IIR-M and IIF, than
in older ones belonging to IIA. There is no evidence of linear frequency drift in GPS Cs
clocks, SVN 40(bottom-left) showing a typical example of this.
The stochastic variations, or clock noise, in the GPS satellite clocks is evident in each
of the examples in ﬁgure 5.2—we see this in the high-frequency variations which appears
super-imposed onto low-frequency, largely deterministic variations. Here, the exception

























































































































































SVN 34 IIA Rb
Figure 5.2: Time-series plot of the time-oﬀset (detrended) with respect to IGS system time, Tigs,
during January 2012 for a chosen representative selection of GPS satellite clocks.
is the SVN 40 IIA Cs, where the clock signal appears to be dominated by the stochastic
variations at high frequencies and low frequencies. Another observation from ﬁgure 5.2
relates to the magnitude of the random variations—clearly, this is signiﬁcantly greater in
the older IIA satellite clocks, than in the newer generation IIR and IIF clocks. This may
be due to clock ageing, but might also be due to the design of the clock itself.
Frequency stability analysis: HDev–based sigma–tau curves
To this stage, the discussion of the characteristics of the GPS satellite clocks has been
largely qualitative. For a more rigorous, and quantitative characterisation of the stochastic
properties of the GPS satellite clocks, time-domain stability analysis methods, as described
in Chapter 3, are very useful.


























































Figure 5.3: Sigma-tau curves based on IGS precise clock data for twenty-four GPS satellite clocks
during January 2012. Each curve represents Hadamard deviation of a single GPS satellite clock
over a range of averaging intervals from 900 s to ≈ 270,000 s.
In ﬁgure 5.3, sigma-tau curves—based on Hadamard deviation calculations over a
range of averaging intervals, using data for twenty-four satellite clocks from January 2012—
are plotted on the same set of axes, to allow for easy and direct comparison. During
this time period, January 2012, data is available for thirty-two GPS satellites, but eight
satellites are excluded here for poor data quality reasons; mainly the presence of data
gaps, that complicate the computation of all Allan deviation type statistics, including
the Hadamard deviation. There are methods for performing Allan variance type analyses
even in the presence of a signiﬁcantly large number of data gaps and outliers, see Sesia
& Tavella [2008], but for the purposes of the discussion here twenty-four satellites are
suﬃcient.
Immediately, ﬁgure 5.3 reveals two things. One, there is are clear distinction between
clocks belonging to the diﬀerent categories, on the basis of the position of where their
corresponding sigma-tau curves occupy the axes. The inference here is that in terms of
overall noise level, irrespective of noise type, the IIF Rb clocks are better, in that they are
less aﬀected by clock noise, by almost one order of magnitude compared to the IIR Rb and
IIA Rb clocks at all averaging intervals, and better still than the IIA Cs clocks. Another
way to put this—in a frequency stability sense, there is no contest: the performance of the
IIR Rb and IIA Rb clocks are comparable, and they outperform the IIA Cs clocks, but
the IIF Rb clocks are the winners. A justiﬁable, albeit unsurprising, conclusion to make
then is this: the GPS satellite clocks in the newer generations are better, in the sense that
they are more predictable.
The second feature that jumps out from ﬁgure 5.3 is the presence of the periodic
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variations. On a sigma-tau curve, a peak followed by a dip indicates the presence of
periodic variations, with period equal to the tau-value associated with the dip in the curve.
In ﬁgure 5.3, looking at the top-most sigma-tau curve, the ﬁrst dip in the curve following a
peak occurs at a tau-value somewhere between forty thousand and ﬁfty thousand seconds,
indicating a cyclic variation of about half a day. In this way, sigma-tau curves are eﬀective
at identifying the presence of periodic variations, however their use in quantifying a precise
value for the period is limited—for such purposes FFT-based spectral analysis techniques
are more suited to the task.
These periodic variations are seen in all categories of GPS satellite clock, and further it
appears that the magnitude of the variations are satellite-speciﬁc, rather than say category-
speciﬁc. This suggests that in order to establish the root cause of the periodic variations, a
good strategy might be to investigate features that are unique to each satellite, or satellite
clock.
At this stage, these periodic features, dominating the sigma-tau curves at longer
averaging intervals in this way, cause problems for the analyst. Such un-modelled, and
largely deterministic, characteristics obscure any underlying structure in the sigma-tau
curves—and it is the underlying structure that reveals useful insight into the stochastic
properties of the satellite clock data.
At averaging intervals below four thousand seconds, the inﬂuence of the cyclic vari-
ations on the shape of the sigma-tau curves in ﬁgure 5.3 is minimal. Thus, at such
averaging intervals (i.e. < 4000 s), making inferences from the sigma-tau curves, regard-
ing the stochastic properties of the IGS GPS satellite clock data is completely justiﬁed.
So let us proceed in doing so.
On a sigma-tau curve based on Hadamard deviation values calculated over a range
of tau-values, and drawn on a log-log scale as in ﬁgure 5.3, a slope of -1 indicates a data
set showing the inﬂuence either of White Phase Modulation (WPM) noise, or Flicker
Phase Modulation (FPM) noise. A slope of −1
2 suggests the presence of White Frequency
Modulation noise. In the case of GPS IIR Rb clocks then, the dominant stochastic process,
at averaging intervals below four thousand seconds is WFM noise; for the IIA Cs, IIA Rb
and IIF Rb clocks either WPM noise, FPM noise, or some combination of both is dominant.
Sigma-tau curves can also be used to distinguish between WPM noise and FPM noise,
but for this, the curves should be based upon the Modiﬁed Allan deviation statistic.
In ﬁgure 5.3, the Hadamard deviation statistic is used in place of the Allan deviation—
the accepted standard—because of the linear frequency drift in the Rb clocks, especially
those on the IIR and IIF satellites. At short averaging intervals—relative to the magnitude,
or inﬂuence, of the linear frequency drift—the slopes of sigma-tau curves based on either
Hadamard deviation or Allan deviation are indistinguishable. As far as the eye can tell,
the slopes are equivalent, but, at longer averaging intervals, where linear frequency drift is
present, a sigma-tau curve based on Allan deviation calculated over a range of averaging
intervals, will turn and curve upwards with slope +1, on a log-log scale. The Hadamard
deviation statistic is not sensitive to linear frequency drift and is therefore not aﬀected in
this way.
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Summary statistics
In table 5.3, the (ensemble) average value of the Hadamard deviation statistic, at a variety
of analysis intervals i.e. 15 minutes, 3 hours, 6 hours, 12 hours and 24 hours are recorded.
Here, the various average values are computed using all GPS satellite clocks that belong
to the same set, and there are six sets: IIR/IIR-M(19), IIF(2), IIA(9), Cs(4), Rb(4) and
All(31)1. Again, this analysis used all IGS GPS SCTO data from the period January
2012. The individual satellite clock statistics that were used to compute these values
are given in Table C.1 of Appendix C.1. This information is included here because it is
useful in providing speciﬁc numerical values for quantifying the frequency stability of a
typical GPS satellite clock, which is based on the analysis that was conducted on the full
GPS constellation. E.g. The typical stability of an in–orbit GPS Rb clock at an analysis
interval of 6 hours is 7.03 × 10−14, suggesting (roughly) a prediction error deviation of
7.03 × 10−14 × 6 × 3600 = 1.51ns at six hours prediction length, under the assumption
that WFM or RWFM noise are the only noise processes inﬂuencing that clock’s behaviour,
as explained in Section 3.6.
HDev (×10−14) at
PRN(SVN) diﬀerent averaging intervals (hours)
0.25 3 6 12 24
Averages
IIR/IIR–M 29.6 8.07 7.47 2.46 2.13
IIF 7.17 6.57 3.65 1.23 0.817
IIA 66.2 28.3 24.9 12.7 0.791
Cs 86.0 22.0 19.6 9.92 0.641
Rb 27.1 7.69 7.03 2.37 2.04
All 32.0 9.42 8.52 3.24 2.53
Table 5.3: Summary statistics arising from the frequency stability analysis (HDev) of the GPS
satellite clocks.
Additional statistics on the frequency stability characteristics of the typical GPS clock, at
a variety of analysis intervals, are given in table 5.4. In this table, a GPS IIR/IIR–M Rb
satellite clock is chosen as the representative for a typical GPS clock. This is a reasonable
position to take because in 2012, of the 32 GPS satellite that ﬂew in orbit, 19 belonged to
the IIR/IIR–M Rb category.
1The numbers within the parentheses denote the number of GPS satellite clocks that were included in
the computation of the average for that set.
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For GPS IIR/IIR–M Rb
Summary statistics based on HDev values at
(×10−14 seconds) diﬀerent averaging intervals (hours)
0.25 3 6 12 24
Mean 32.0 8.88 8.11 2.96 2.37
Median 24.4 4.46 3.01 1.62 1.54
Maximum 98.4 72.2 86.3 14.4 8.63
Minimum 20.3 2.92 1.98 0.953 0.649
Std. Deviation 20.2 15.6 18.8 3.71 2.23
Table 5.4: Summary statistics of HDev–based frequency analysis on the typical GPS satellite
clocks belonging to the IIR/IIR–M Rb category.
HDev, ADev and MDev sigma–tau curve comparisons
Sigma-tau curves based on Allan deviation and Hadamard deviation, plotted together on
the same set of axes, as in ﬁgure 5.4, indicate the presence of signiﬁcant and deterministic
linear frequency drift, if the two types of curve diverge at long averaging intervals, with
the Allan deviation curve turning to slope upwards. In ﬁgure 5.4, this is seen in the cases
of the SVN 56 IIR Rb and the SVN 62 IIF Rb clocks, but not in the other two. It can
be very useful to plot a sigma-tau curve based on Modiﬁed Allan deviation, on the same
set of axes, as Allan deviation or Hadamard deviation sigma-tau curves. On a modiﬁed
sigma-tau curve, a slope of −1 indicates FPM noise, whereas a slope of −3
2 indicates WPM
noise. On a sigma-tau curve, a slope of −1 indicates either WPM noise or FPM noise,
not distinguishing between the two. Thus, if the slope of the modiﬁed sigma-tau (MDev)
curve is diﬀers from the slope of the sigma-tau curve (ADev, HDev), particularly at low
averaging intervals, this indicates the strong presence of WPM noise. In ﬁgure 5.4, the
slope of the ADev/HDev sigma-tau curve diﬀers from the slope of the MDev modiﬁed
sigma-tau curves, in all cases except the case of the SVN 34 IIA Rb. Here, the slope is
roughly −1, a good indication of FPM noise. One more observation worth making at this
stage—look at the slope of the sigma-tau curves in ﬁgure 5.4, all of them, for the SVN
40 II Cs clock. At averaging intervals between 10,000 and 20,000 seconds the slope of the
sigma-tau curves are ﬂat, an indication of the inﬂuence of FFM noise. Looking closely at
ﬁgure 5.3, it is clear that this is not the only clock in the GPS constellation to be aﬀected
by the FFM noise type.
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Figure 5.4: Sigma-tau curves for a selection of GPS satellite clocks, January 2012.
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Figure 5.5: The results of a dynamic Hadamard–deviation based stability analysis conducted on
IGS GPS SCTO data from GPS SVN 56 IIR Rb, which indicate that the periodic and stochastic
variations observed in the data are relatively constant over a period of several months. Here, a
total of 166 days of data is used: the ﬁrst 166 days of 2012. A basic analysis window–length of
10 days is used, with the analysis sliding by one day. First, an HDev–based sigma–tau curve is
generated using data from the ﬁrst ten days of 2012. Then, the analysis data set slides by one day,
which means that an HDev–based sigma–tau curve is generated using data spanning day 2 to day
11 of 2012. Then, the analysis data set slides by one day again, and this process is repeated until
166 days of data in total have been used in the overall analysis. Each sigma–tau curve generated
in this way are drawn alongside each other on a 3d–plot(above), with the third axis corresponding
to analysis window number.
So far, the analysis has focussed on a ﬁxed time–period of data, i.e. the month January
2012. But, what about the stability of these characteristics (e.g. the observed periodic
and stochastic variations) over a period of time? One method for investigating this is
to perform a dynamic stability analysis, using a dynamic version of the ADev, HDev of
MDev, as it is described in Chapter 3. In ﬁgure 5.5, the results of a dynamic stability
analysis, using sigma-tau curves based on the Hadamard deviation statistic, for the clock
on the SVN 56 IIR Rb, are presented. The sigma-tau curves show good consistency
over all averaging intervals, in terms of magnitude and shape. The inference here is that
the characteristics of the periodic and stochastic variations are more or less constant,
at least over a period of several months. The result applies to this clock only, but has
important implications for mathematical modelling of the GPS clocks. It means that it
may be possible to adequately describe these periodic signals and stochastic variations
using parameters that are either (almost) constant or slowly–varying.
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SCKF–based estimates: Normalised frequency oﬀset
The standard clock model Kalman ﬁlter (SCKF), as described in Section 3.3, was set
up to operate on the GPS satellite clock data, providing estimates of SCTO, normalised
frequency oﬀset (NFO), and linear frequency drift (LFD), as output. In ﬁgure 5.6, the
SCKF estimates of NFO during January 2012 are plotted. In this case, the SCKF outputs
an NFO estimate every 15 minutes. Note, the ﬁrst ﬁve days of estimates are excluded,
during this period, in order to allow the SCKF parameters to converge. Overall, in the
newer clocks, the NFO appears deterministic at the order 10−12 (IIR) and 10−13 (IIF).
The older clocks take longer to converge in the NFO parameters, regardless the frequency
instabilities are clearly greater in these older clocks, conﬁrming observations from analysis































































SVN 34 IIA Rb
Figure 5.6: Standard CKF estimates. Normalised frequency oﬀset.
SCKF–based estimates: Linear frequency drift
In ﬁgure 5.7, in the same way as for the FO, the LFD estimates of a selection of GPS
satellite clocks are plotted against time. It is diﬃcult to make any clear conclusion from
this. But it does appear that the Rb clocks all converge to non–zero values, and the Cs
clock LFD tends to zero, supporting the well–established view that there is no appreciable
frequency drift in Cs clocks.






























































SVN 34 IIA Rb
Figure 5.7: SCKF estimates: Linear frequency drift.
SCKF–based estimates: The residuals
Figure 5.8 is a plot of the residuals of the SCKF, this is the diﬀerence between actual
measured value of SCTO and the Kalman ﬁlter predicted estimate of the SCTO (i.e. prior
to the measurement update of the SCTO state) at a particular instance in time. The
measurement sampling rate is 15 minutes. Therefore, in essence, these residuals indicates
the predictability1 of GPS satellite clocks at prediction lengths of 15 minutes. In that case,
here, the SVN 62 IIF Rb is the most predictable clock, with a predictability of about 0.06
ns at 15 minutes. After this, the SVN 56 IIR Rb is predictable at the 0.25 ns level at 15
minutes, the SVN . The SVN 40 IIA Cs is the least predictable clock, with predictability
at over 1 ns at 15 minutes, over an order of magnitude worse than the SVN 62 IIF Rb
clocks. These results are unsurprising, and consistent with the results from the frequency
stability analysis. Perhaps the most important implication of these results is that they
indicate that there are no major problems in the initialisation and conﬁguration of the
SCKF for each of these clocks. Studying the SCKF residuals, and checking that the values
make sense physically, is a useful method to validate the implementation of the SCKF.
1Predictability can be deﬁned as an absolute measure of expected prediction error.

























































































































SVN 34 IIA Rb
SVN 56 IIR Rb SVN 62 IIF Rb
SVN 40 IIA Cs
Figure 5.8: Residuals from a standard precise clock Kalman ﬁlter of a representative selection of
GPS satellite clocks, during January 2012.
FFT–based spectral analysis of the SCKF residuals
With the eﬀects of the properties of time–oﬀset, frequency oﬀset and linear frequency drift
(deterministically and stochastically) accounted for in the SCKF, an FFT-based spectral
analysis of the residuals of the SCKF can be useful in determining the exact nature of the
periodic signals that the standard clock model does not account for.
In ﬁgure 5.9, the results of the FFT-based spectral analysis, for four GPS satellite
clocks, are plotted. Here, there is clear evidence of the 12 hours periodic signal in all four
clocks. In the SVN 56 IIR Rb and the SVN 62 IIF Rb the amplitude peaks at 6 and 4
hours are also clearly evident. There is also a spike corresponding to a 3 hours period in
the SVN 56 IIR Rb.
It is not the case, in general, that the nature of the periodic signals seen in each of
the clock examined in ﬁgure 5.9, are characteristics of the clock type (e.g. not all IIR Rb
clocks have periodic features matching those of the SVN 56 IIR Rb clock). The fact that
the nature of the periodic signals are not common across all GPS satellite clocks, or even
to clocks belonging to the same category, suggests that the cause of the periodic signal
seen in the GPS SCTO data are either speciﬁc to the satellite, or even speciﬁc to the
satellite clock itself.
Discrete frequency steps
According to the data, there are discrete steps in the frequency of some GPS satellite
clocks, that occur every now and then, in a unpredictable manner. In ﬁgure 5.10, the
time–oﬀset from IGS Time of the GPS SVN 27 IIR Rb is plotted against time, during
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Figure 5.9: FFT-based spectral analysis of GPS satellite CKF residuals, from a representative
selection of GPS satellite clocks, during January 2012. Clearly, there are periodic features in the
GPS satellite clocks, which are not captured by the standard precise clock model.
January 2012. Here, there are at least four instances of a discrete frequency step for this
clock. Similar frequency steps occurs in at least three other IIR/IIR-M satellite clocks
during January 2012. The cause of the frequency steps is not immediately apparent.
Also, at least based on this January data only, there is no reason to suspect that these
frequency steps are predictable.
Missing data
In this characterisation study, satellite clocks with signiﬁcant periods of missing data
are excluded from the analysis. According to the rules of the SP3 format, a value of
999999.999999 µs in a satellite clock data record indicates missing data for that time
instance. Thus, at step 2 of the method given in Section 5.2, it is possible to identify large
periods of missing data through visualisation as shown in ﬁgures 5.11 and 5.12. During
January 2012, for missing data reasons, the GPS satellite clock data from eight of the PRN
slots were excluded from the analysis. At this time, each of these PRN slots corresponded
to IIA satellites, with both Cs and Rb clocks.
5.3.2 GLONASS
Time–series: Satellite clock data
In ﬁgure 5.13, the pre-processed satellite clock data, as well as the detrended data, for a
single GLONASS satellite clock (GN 746 M Cs), are plotted against time, during the time
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SVN 47 IIR Rb
Figure 5.10: Evidence of frequency steps































SVN 33 IIA Cs
Figure 5.11: Missing data IIA Cs
period January 2012. In terms of hardware speciﬁcations, this satellite (and its onboard
clocks) is representative of the entire GLONASS system. As in the GPS case, at the
microseconds level, over the course of one month, the frequency oﬀset of the GLONASS
satellite clocks is purely deterministic. As with the GPS case, at the nanoseconds level,
this is not the case.
Due to the way in which the ESA GLONASS SCTO estimates are produced, there
are discontinuities in the SCTO estimates across day–boundaries, which are clearly seen
in ﬁgure 5.13 on the bottom plot.
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Figure 5.13: Time-series plot of the time-oﬀset with respect to GPS system time, Tg, as realised
by ESA, during January 2012 for the Cs clock onboard GLONASS 746.
Frequency stability analysis
In ﬁgure 5.14, sigma–tau curves, based on Allan deviation calculations over a range of
averaging intervals, using data from twenty–three GLONASS satellite clock from January
2012, are plotted on the same set of axes to allow for direct and easy comparison. More or
less, the slopes on each of these sigma—tau curves are the same at −1
2 across all averaging
intervals. This implies that the underlying noise processes aﬀecting the GLONASS satellite
clock measurements is WFM noise.























































Figure 5.14: Sigma–tau (ADev–based) curves representing the frequency stability of the
GLONASS satellite clocks during January 2012. Each curve represents the Allan deviation of
a single GLONASS satellite clock over a range of averaging intervals from 900 s to ≈ 270,000 s.
The data in this analysis is the ESA Final satellite clock solution for GLONASS.
These results from the frequency stability analysis of the GLONASS satellite clocks, as
presented in ﬁgure 5.14, are particularly interesting when they are compared against the
results of the analysis of the GPS satellite clocks, and speciﬁcally the results shown in
ﬁgure 5.3. There is clear evidence of periodic signals in the GPS satellite clocks, but there
is no such evidence in the GLONASS case.
Sigma–tau curves based on ADev, HDev and MDev for the clock onboard GLONASS-
M are plotted on the same set of axes in ﬁgure 5.15 to enable a comparison between them.
According to the MDev curve, at averaging intervals below 10,000 seconds, a slope of
-1 indicates FPM noise, and at averaging intervals between 10,000 seconds and 100,000
seconds, a slope of −1
2 indicates WFM noise. At averaging intervals below 100,000 seconds,
both the ADev and HDev curve indicate the dominance of WFM noise. At averaging
intervals, between 100,000 s and 270,000 s, the slope on the sigma–tau curves is are
almost ﬂat suggesting that FFM noise dominates the GLONASS–M 746 clock signal in
this region.
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Figure 5.15: Sigma–tau curves based on ADev, HDev and MDev for GLONASS–M 746 (January
2012).
Summary statistics
For GLONASS based on
Summary statistics ADev values at
(×10−13 seconds) diﬀerent averaging intervals (hours)
0.25 3 6 12 24
Mean 7.67 2.18 1.52 1.05 0.722
Median 24.4 4.46 3.01 1.62 1.54
Maximum 15.2 4.35 3.18 2.15 1.50
Minimum 4.47 1.26 0.910 0.650 0.418
Std. Deviation 3.11 0.894 0.626 0.411 0.289
Table 5.5: Summary of HDev analysis on GPS satellite clocks.
5.4 Findings
The main ﬁndings on the characterisation study are listed in this section. These are:
• At the microseconds level, the behaviours of GPS and GLONASS satellite clocks
are deterministic (and thus predictable) at time periods of up to one month. At the
nanoseconds level, the eﬀect of underlying stochastic processes on the behaviours of
both GPS and GLONASS satellite clocks becomes observable and signiﬁcant.
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• Linear frequency drift (LFD) is observable in all GPS Rb clocks. In most cases,
especially in the Rb clocks onboard the newer IIR/IIR-M and IIF satellites, the
LFD is stable. However, is some case the LFD varies signiﬁcantly over time. In the
GPS Cs clocks, and all GLONASS clocks, there is no evidence of LFD.
• There is clear evidence of periodic signals in many GPS satellite clocks. These peri-
odic signals are present in some clocks more than others. But there is no appreciable
link between these periodic signals and satellite clock type (Rb or Cs) or satellite
clock age (i.e. Block). Also, there is some evidence to suggest that the period and
amplitude of these periodic signal are stable over a time period of several months.
In the GLONASS case, there is no evidence of any periodic signals, in any of the
GLONASS clocks.
• For GPS, in a frequency stability sense, across all averaging intervals in the range
900–86400 s, the newer clocks outperform the older clocks. The newer generation
of GPS satellite clocks are more predictable than the older generation clocks. At
averaging intervals less than 3000 seconds, the IIF Rb clocks are better than the all
other GPS clocks by an order of magnitude or more. At averaging intervals between
3000 seconds and 86400 seconds, the performance of the best IIR/IIR-M Rb clocks
are comparable. At all averaging intervals, the IIA Cs clocks are about one order of
magnitude less stable than the average GPS Rb clock.
• At analysis intervals below 4000 seconds, the dominant noise process in the IIR/IIR-
M GPS satellite clocks is WFM noise; in the IIA and IIF clocks, either WPM noise
or FPM noise, or some combination of both is dominant. At analysis intervals
above 4000 seconds, there is some evidence of FFM noise in the GPS clocks. At all
averaging intervals, in the range 900–86400 s, the GLONASS clocks are dominated
by WFM noise, but at averaging intervals intervals over one day there is evidence of
the presence FFM noise in GLONASS clock signals.
• Comparing the GPS and GLONASS satellite clocks in a frequency stability sense,
the typical GPS clock is about 3–4 times more stable than the typical GLONASS
clock, at all averaging intervals, see tables 5.3 and 5.4 for GPS, and table 5.5 for
GLONASS.
Summary
In this chapter, we presented a discussion of the characteristics of the GNSS satellite clocks
based around a review of the existing literature, as well as a detailed analysis of the GPS
and GLONASS satellite clock estimates generated by the IGS—for GPS, and ESA—for
GLONASS. A detailed analysis, and discussion of the in-orbit properties of GLONASS
satellite clocks, based on GNSS based clock parameter estimates, is not currently found
in the literature.
There are several characteristics of GNSS clocks in-orbit, which have come out of
the literature and our own analysis, that are relevant for modelling, and ultimately clock
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predictions based on the modelling. The GNSS clock characteristics are clock-speciﬁc, in
terms of deterministic and stochastic properties both. For example, the magnitude and
time-evolution of clock time-oﬀset and frequency oﬀset, relative to a reference timescale,
are unique in all clocks. This is also true of the stochastic variations in the GNSS clocks,
although to some extent, clocks belonging to the same category show similar clock noise
properties, in terms of noise type and also noise magnitude.
103Chapter 6
Satellite clock prediction schemes
Chapter outline
This chapter presents a performance analysis study of existing GNSS satellite clock pre-
diction strategies, using the IGS predictions of the GPS satellite clocks as a representative
case. The chapter starts with a deﬁnition of satellite clock time oﬀset (SCTO) predic-
tion error, which must be established, before it is possible to proceed with a quantitative
analysis of any given satellite clock prediction scheme. This is followed by a deﬁnition of
clock diﬀerence prediction error (CDPE); in terms of positioning applications of GNSS, it
is the CDPE quantity, rather than the SCTO quantity that provides the more meaningful
measure of the performance of a prediction method. In the second half of this chapter,
the performance of the satellite clock prediction scheme of the IGS is analysed. The IGS
predictions of the satellite clocks are used as a benchmark prediction scheme against which
the performance of a new prediction method, presented in Chapter 8, is assessed.
6.1 Satellite clock time oﬀset (SCTO) prediction error in
GNSS
Here, the general approach for measuring the performance of a chosen satellite clock
prediction scheme is based upon the statistical analysis of clock prediction error (CPE).
Therefore, it is necessary to deﬁne carefully, what clock prediction error means.
6.1.1 Deﬁning clock prediction error (CPE)
First, this requires that either a timescale or an individual clock to represent true time is
deﬁned; this is the reference timescale, TR. Then, a data–set of clock correction values of
suﬃcient quality, in terms of precision and accuracy, is required to represent true clock
behaviour. Then, it is possible to deﬁne clock prediction error (CPE) as
ER,i,p,n = (TR − Ci)n − (TP − Ci,p)n (6.1)
where TR is the reference timescale, Ci is the time according to clock i at time n, (TP −
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Ci)p,n is the predicted value of the correction for clock i at time n. The diﬀerence between
the true behaviour of the clock as represented by (TR−Ci)n and (TP −Ci)p,n, the predicted
correction is the prediction error for clock i with respect to TR at an epoch labelled by
the integer n, denoted ER,i,p,n
1.
In equation 6.1, Ci and Ci,p are quantities that represent time according to the same
clock, labelled i. The distinction between then is that the former is an estimated quantity
based on observations of clock behaviour up to and including the time during which the
estimate is made, the latter is a predicted quantity—an extrapolation based on observa-
tions of past clock behaviour only. TR and TP are reference timescales, where TP is a
predicted reference timescale (or predicted reference clock). Their role is to enable syn-
chronisation across all aspects of the GNSS data processing chain, and they also provide
a common reference, simplifying the means by which comparisons between the clocks are
made. Thus, the choice of reference timescale in itself, being common to all clocks, should
have no eﬀect on positioning performance. This is because in positioning algorithms that
use GNSS measurements, the receiver clock time oﬀset (RCTO) parameter, which is esti-
mated or eliminated by diﬀerencing depending upon the positioning method absorbs errors
that are common across all measurements used in the positioning solution, e.g. due to
choice of reference timescale for representing SCTO values. And so, in positioning terms
it is instead the variability of the clocks among themselves, that is the nature and the
extent of the mis-synchronisation amongst the satellite clocks, that ultimately inﬂuences
the quality of the end-user solution. In other words, as far as the impact of satellite clock
estimation/prediction errors on positioning is concerned, the critical quantity is the dif-
ferences between satellite clock pairs. The predictability of the clock diﬀerences is the
ultimate metric of satellite clock performance, in positioning terms.
6.1.2 Deﬁning clock diﬀerence prediction error (CDPE)
Therefore, at this stage, it is also necessary to deﬁne clock diﬀerence prediction error.
Clock diﬀerence prediction error, Eij,p,n, is deﬁned as
Eij,p,n = (Ci − Cj)R,n − (Ci − Cj)p,n (6.2)
where Eij,p,n is the error in the prediction of clock diﬀerence for clock j with respect to
clock i as reference at epoch n, (Ci−Cj)p,n is the predicted clock diﬀerence and (Ci−Cj)R,n
is the clock diﬀerence derived from clock estimates based on observations.
6.1.3 Clock diﬀerence prediction error and positioning
As established in the previous section, the diﬀerence between pairs of satellite clocks—the
clock diﬀerences—are the purest metric of the performance of the GNSS satellite clocks (in
the context of PNT applications), not the time-oﬀset of the individual satellite clocks with
1N.B. In precise time and frequency metrology, in comparing measurements (of phase or frequency)
from two diﬀerent clocks, it is a convention to subtract the readings of the clock being studied from the
readings of the reference clock or timescale. This convention is adopted here also.
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respect to a common reference timescale. How then, does clock diﬀerence prediction error,
impact upon PNT error? Here, this is explored by considering a simple point positioning
scenario.
Suppose at prediction length twelve hours, the typical clock diﬀerence prediction error
between a pair of satellite clocks is 1 ns. Assume both clocks are comparable in perfor-
mance terms, and assign each an equal contribution to prediction error, then multiplying
the diﬀerence prediction error by 1 √
2, gives about 0.7 ns for each clocks. Considering this
in terms of the contribution of clock diﬀerence prediction error to the User Equivalent
Range Error (UERE), this is 3×108 ×7×10−10 = 0.21cm, roughly. Say, the position di-
lution of precision (DOP) at the user’s location is 3.0, a typical value, the we might expect
an RMS error in each component of the calculated position, of about 3.0 × 0.21 ≈ 0.6 m.
In a similar way, in Table 6.1, the expected error in each component of the calculated
position of the typical GPS satellite clock (IIR/IIR–M Rb) is calculated at various predic-
tion lengths. The clock prediction error values used in this table are based on the results
of the frequency stability analysis, which are presented in Chapter 5. This simple analysis
assumes that the dominant noise processes inﬂuencing the GPS SCTO signals are white
(i.e. WPM or WFM) and also that that periodic signals don’t exist. Both of these are
not strictly true, however, in terms of the order–of–magnitude type argument being made
here, these assumptions are acceptable.
Prediction CPE (ns) UERE (m) User Position Uncertainty (m)
length (hours)
0.25 0.288 0.086 0.260
3 0.960 0.288 0.863
6 1.75 0.526 1.57
12 1.27 0.384 1.15
24 2.05 0.61 1.84
Table 6.1: A quick–look study of the link between SCTO prediction length, CPE (or clock
diﬀerence prediction error) and uncertainty in the user’s computed position solution. This method
of analysing the link between UERE and User Position Uncertainty using DOP values in this way
is presented in Chapter 6 of Misra & Enge [2011].
So then, how good would the GPS satellite clock need to be, in terms of clock diﬀer-
ence prediction errors, in order to meet the requirements of centimetre–level positioning?
Consider the case where clock diﬀerence prediction error values were an order of magni-
tude less, i.e. about 0.1 ns at prediction length twelve hours. Then, by the same process
introduced earlier, in this case, the expected contribution of clock prediction error to RMS
error in each calculated position component would be around 6 cm. And so, for satellite
clock predictions to be good enough for centimetre–level would require clock predictability
at the ten of picoseconds level, around 100 picoseconds at most. Clock diﬀerence predic-
tion errors above the nanoseconds level deny the possibility of centimetre–level positioning.
But, the quality of in-orbit GPS clocks continues to improve, see chapter 5, and clocks
matching, and exceeding the required level of performance have been demonstrated in the
laboratory, see Chou et al. [2010].
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6.1.4 Satellite clock predictions and the IGS
The IGS produces and disseminates a variety of satellite clock correction products, see Dow
et al. [2009]. These products are weighted combinations of the clock solutions generated
by participating analysis centres, see Kouba [2003]. Among these clock products, are the
IGS ultra-rapid (IGU) products, which consist of predictions of individual satellite clocks.
The IGS ultra-rapid combinations are released four times each day at 0300, 0900,
1500 and 2100 UTC, with each ﬁle containing 48 hours of clock data; the ﬁrst 24 hours
is computed from observations and the second 24 hours is predicted. The 0300 IGU is
referred to in this paper as the 0hr prediction ﬁle and consists of an observed component,
IGU–O, from 0000 to 2345 for the previous day and a predicted component, IGU–P, from
0000 to 2345 of the current day.
In this chapter, a detailed performance analysis is presented of the IGS predictions
of individual GPS satellite clocks as well as GPS satellite clock diﬀerences. The IGS
predictions of the satellite clocks are widely used, and for the purposes of this discussion,
the IGS predictions are classiﬁed as belonging to the high–latency, navigation message
type predictions as described in Section 2.2.5. This is because the maximum prediction
length provided in the IGS ultra-rapid product is twenty-four hours, and in the way that
the IGS predictions are delivered, they are used at prediction lengths ranging from 3 to 9
hours.
There are other clock prediction schemes; most importantly to the average user (e.g.
a mass–market portable navigation device user), those of the GNSS operational control
segments of GPS, GLONASS, Beidou and soon Galileo also, but also predictions pro-
vided by several cooperating GNSS analysis centres, see ﬁgure 6.1. However, in assessing
the performance of the GNSS satellite clock prediction scheme developed here, which is
presented in Chapter 8, the predictions of the IGS are used as a benchmark.
6.2 The scope of the prediction scheme performance study
Parameters of study Values
Systems considered GPS only
Predicted quantities SCTO; and SCTO diﬀerences
between satellite clock pairs
References IGRT; and SVN 50 IIR–M Rb
Timeframe of analysis 2012 (01 Jan – 31 Dec)
Time–resolution of analysis 15–1440 minutes (24 hours)
Data format SP3 (15–minute sampling rate)
Data sources IGR (as truth) and IGU (0hrs only)
Table 6.2: Scope of the GPS satellite clock prediction scheme performance analysis study. In
particular, this study looks at the prediction scheme that is operated by the IGS.
The IGS predictions of the GPS satellite clocks in the IGS ultra-rapid SP3 product provide
a heavily–used navigation message type, high–latency (HL) clock prediction product from
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Figure 6.1: The curves show the RMS diﬀerences (ns) between individual analysis centre ultra-
rapid clock predictions against the IGS rapid clock products. According to the IGS analysis
centre coordinator, at http://acc.igs.org, “the comparisons are performed on the ﬁrst 6 hours
(ﬁrst 12 hours until week 1267) of the prediction (the second half of each IGU ﬁle), which is
intended for real-time applications”. This analysis is regularly updated, and published at http:
//acc.igs.org/media/Gmt_sum_ultcmp_all_clk_smooth_ALL.gif
.
a well-respected source. In this Chapter, the results of a detailed performance analysis of
this IGS prediction scheme of the GPS satellite clocks are presented.
In Table 6.2, the key parameters of the prediction scheme performance analysis study
are listed. Only the GPS system is considered. Currently, the IGS does not predict
the GLONASS clocks. Although pre-processed data sets were prepared for each of the
four—0–hr, 6–hr, 12–hr and 18–hr—IGU–P sets, only the 0–hr set is used in the analysis
presented here. In terms of range of prediction lengths considered then, this is a minimum
prediction length of ﬁfteen minutes and a maximum prediction length of twenty–four hours.
Of course by design, due to method by which the IGU–P are delivered, it is prediction
lengths in the range three to nine hours that represent the true design performance of the
IGS predictions. However, other similar prediction schemes: GPS broadcast—24 hours–
and GLONASS broadcast—12 hours—are designed for use at prediction lengths up to
twenty four hours. Therefore, the performance of the IGS predictions at the maximum
prediction length given in the IGU-P ﬁles of twenty-four hours remains of interest.
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6.3 Method
The aim of the work presented in this chapter is to quantify the performance of current
GPS satellite clock prediction schemes, and to identify the factors that might be limiting
their performance. For this purpose, a method was developed, which involved these steps:
1. Data pre–processing (1), where the satellite clock information in the IGS rapid
SP3 ﬁles is fetched (from the Internet), extracted, separated (by GPS PRN) and
concatenated, in the same way as the IGS SP3 ﬁnal SP3 ﬁles are in step 1 of the
method (Section 5.2) of the characterisation study. This process creates a time–
series of IGS rapid (IGR) GPS satellite clock information. In this study, this IGS
rapid clock data represents true clock behaviour.
2. There is an additional data pre–processing (2) step here, in which the predicted
part of IGS ultra–rapid SP3 ﬁles, the IGU–P, must be extracted from the IGS ultra–
rapid (IGU) ﬁles. This is necessary because the IGU product is a combination of an
observed part, IGU-O, followed by the IGU-P. Each IGU ﬁle holds 48 hours of data,
the ﬁrst 24 hours are IGU–O, the second 24 hours are IGU–P. After the IGU-P are
extracted, in the same way as in step 1, a time series of IGS predicted satellite clock
data is created. Here, the aim is to study these predictions in detail. With these pre-
processed sets of IGS rapid GPS satellite clock estimates and IGS ultra-rapid GPS
satellite clock predictions, it is possible then to start investigating the performance
of the IGS prediction scheme.
3. The computation of individual clock prediction errors (CPE), according to
deﬁnition given in Equation 6.1. For the IGS case, this is
Eigr,i,p,n = (Tigr − Ci)n − (Tigu − Ci,p)n (6.3)
where Eigr,i,p,n is the prediction error, Tigr is the IGS rapid timescale and Tigu is an
IGS ultra-rapid timescale.
4. The computation of clock diﬀerence prediction errors (CDPE), according
to the deﬁnition given in Equation 6.2. Here, this is
Eij,p,n = (Ci − Cj)igr,n − (Ci − Cj)p,n (6.4)
where (Ci − Cj)igr,n is the diﬀerence between clock i and clock j, according to the
IGS rapid data product, and all other terms are as deﬁned in Equation 6.2. In
principle, a complete analysis of the property of IGS GPS CDPEs should consider
all possible clock diﬀerence combinations, but this would require the investigation
of 31 + 30 + ... + 2 + 1 = 496 combinations. In practise, such a study would be very
diﬃcult to implement, and for the main purpose of this study would be unnecessary.
Instead, the approach taken is to choose a single GPS satellite clock as the reference
clock, and to study the properties of GPS CDPEs with that clock as the reference.
Thus, this approach requires the selection of an appropriate reference clock. The
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reference clock should be one of the better clocks in the constellation, in terms of
frequency stability. Also, the reference clock should be free, as much as possible, from
data quality issues (gaps, discontinuities etc.). This is to ensure that a complete set
of CDPEs can be computed1. Here, each computed CDPE value has an associated
prediction length value, τ.
5. Prediction length analyses, in which the average bias and the average RMS of
the GPS CDPE with respect to a chosen reference satellite clock are examined. Here,
prediction lengths in the range ﬁfteen minutes to twenty–four hours are considered.
The averages are computed over the whole of 2012 using the CDPEs computed in
Step 3. The average bias, bij, CDPE value for satellite clock, j, with satellite clock







where d is the total number of days for which there is a CDPE value for satellite j
at prediction length τ. The average RMS CDPE value, Erms,j, for satellite clock j,










6.4.1 Time–series: IGS GPS CPE
Figure 6.2 shows the time-series of the Eigr,i,p,n quantities over the whole year 2012, for a
chosen representative selection of the GPS satellite clocks. Looking at the four plots, it is
immediately apparent that there is a common signal under each curve, this must be the
inﬂuence of Tigr − Tigu, which is common to each. Here, the Tigr − Tigu signal is biased,
in the sense that, in all four cases for most of the time period considered in the analysis,
the Eigr,i,p,n quantity is negative. Also, looking at ﬁgure 6.2, it is clear the GPS CPEs
are noisier in the older Block IIA Rb and Cs clocks than in the newer Block IIR and IIF
Rb clocks. This is unsurprising, especially in light of the results of the GPS satellite clock
characterisation study in Chapter 5.
6.4.2 The contribution of Tigr − Tigu to Eigr,i,p,n
In equation 6.3, which is a special case of equation 6.1 the clock prediction error (CPE)
quantity is dominated by the Tigr − Tigu timescale oﬀset signal. This is because, as
1Here, an alternative and more robust approach would use an ensemble average timescale based on
data from all available GPS satellite clocks. In comparison to this approach, the current method less robust
because the results are inﬂuenced by the behaviour of the reference clock, which can introduce biases into
the analysis with all diﬀerence involving a single satellite clock being to some extent correlated. However,
the implementation of an ensemble average timescale is a non–trivial exercise. Still, the development of
this alternative approach is an interesting option for future work.
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Figure 6.2: These are curves of Eigs,i,p, over the whole of 2012, for a chosen selection of GPS
clocks. All curves are clearly dominated by a common underlying signal. This is the inﬂuence of
the timescale oﬀset between IGS rapid time, which closely approximates IGS system time, and
IGS ultra-rapid timescales, which can be described as real-time realisation of GPS Time.
described in Senior et al. [2003], IGS Time is an integrated ensemble frequency scale,
generated independently of GPS Time but steered to GPS Time over the long term. On
the other hand, the underlying timescale of IGS ultra-rapid SCTO values GPS Time, to
a good approximation. The data processing step that transforms the SCTOs from having
GPS Time as reference to IGS Time as reference is not performed on the IGS ultra-rapid
data set.
The eﬀects of the Tigr − Tigu timescale oﬀset are seen in ﬁgure 6.2, where each of
the curves are clearly dominated by a common underlying signal. The problem with this
timescale oﬀset signal being embedded with the GPS CPE time–series in this way is that
it obscures the true performance of the IGS prediction system in predicting the behaviour
of the individual satellite clocks. It is useful then to investigate the behaviour of the
timescale oﬀset signal which is common in all satellite clocks. There is a way to study this
timescale oﬀset using the full set of CPE time–series that is explained below.
The GPS satellite clocks are independent of each other and for the most part they
are free–running (i.e. they operate independent of any interference from the operational
control segment). By taking an (ensemble) average of the CPE time–series across all of
the GPS satellite clocks for which there is data available (in this case up to a maximum
number of 32 at any single time) and also calculating the scatter amongst them, by a
simple standard deviation calculation, it is possible to get a picture of the average in-
dividual satellite clock prediction error over the entire collection of GPS satellite clocks.
Mathematically, this process can be expressed as,
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i=1(Ci − Ci,p) is a zero–mean Gaussian
random variable. This zero–mean assumption may not strictly be true, but it is the
working assumption here. The Gaussian assumption is a reasonable one to make because
the individual Ci − Ci,p quantities are independent of each other.
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In ﬁgure 6.3, the black time–series is the average GPS satellite CPE, for the whole of
2012. Here, the average is taken across all the GPS satellite clocks for which there is data
available. The pink time–series represents ±1 standard deviation from the average GPS
CPE value. Here, a reasonable inference to make, is that the black time–series in 6.3 is a
good representation of the oﬀset between the IGS rapid timescale and the IGS ultra-rapid
timescale. It is not systematic. It is discontinuous. It is common across all satellite clocks
and can be large with a typical value of 9.2 ± 3.1 ns(1σ) over 2012.
Clearly, this timescale oﬀset is major feature of the IGS predictions of the GPS satellite
clocks, yet this feature has not been identiﬁed or studied in any of the published literature
that the author is aware of. This might be because this feature does not directly inﬂuence
the performance of the IGS prediction scheme in the context of PNT applications. But,
it does present a challenge to the analyst who wishes to use the IGS predictions to study
GPS satellite clock predictability.
Thus, the approach developed in this project (for satellite clock prediction) uses the
ability to predict the diﬀerence between satellite clock pairs, i.e. the extent of the mis-
synchronisation between the in–orbit clocks rather than the the ability to predict individual
satellite clocks (w.r.t some reference timsecale) as the metric by which clock prediction
performance is measured. In the context of predicting the behaviour of individual clocks
in GNSS, the timescales are a mere convenience, a requirement for the operational side of
the system, but not strictly necessary for the user requiring only a positioning solution.
6.4.3 Discontinuities at the boundary between consecutive prediction
sets
For all GPS satellite clocks, there are discontinuities in the CPE time–series at the bound-
ary between two consecutive IGS prediction sets. This can be seen in ﬁgure 6.4. Clearly,
the timescale oﬀset feature of the IGS predictions is a major source of the discontinuities
in CPE time–series. But, another important contributing factor is the re–initialisation of
the individual satellite clock parameters at the start of each new prediction run. Thus, it
is important that the satellite clock estimator is producing accurate, unbiased estimates
of the individual satellite clock parameters. The quality of predictions are highly sensitive
to the quality of the initial estimates at the start of the prediction run.
In ﬁgure 6.2, the inﬂuence of the common Tigr −Tigu timescale oﬀset signal is obvious
within all of the CPE time–series (looking at full year’s data set). In 6.4, where a shorter
time span of only three days is plotted, this common signal is not obvious in a similar way.
This is evidence suggesting that the re–initialisation of the clock parameters at the start
of each new prediction run contributes signiﬁcantly to clock prediction error.
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SVN 34 IIA Rb
Figure 6.4: These are curves of Eigs,i,p, over three days in 2012, for a chosen selection of GPS
clocks. Here, there are clear discontinuities in the CPE time–series at the boundary between two
consecutive IGS prediction ﬁles in three of the four cases. Here, the exception is the SVN 34 IIA
Rb clock.
6.4.4 Choosing a reference clock for CDPE computation
In this section, the processes that were undertaken to determine the reference GPS satellite
clock for the clock diﬀerence prediction error analysis are explained. Here, the main
requirement in the search for a suitable reference clock was to ﬁnd the most stable satellite
clock with a complete data set, and with no phase or frequency jumps during 2012.
At ﬁrst, the full set of GPS satellite clocks were considered. This was done by looking
at the detrended time-series of the GPS IGS ﬁnal satellite clock data, for the entirety of
2012, as shown in ﬁgure 6.5. In this ﬁgure, the y-axes correspond to time-oﬀset from IGS
Time, but for the purpose of why these curves are present here, the magnitude on the
y-axis is not relevant.
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Looking at all the satellite clocks in this way, the GPS Block IIA Cs and Block IIA
Rb clocks, of which there were nine in total, were quickly dismissed. First, in frequency
stability terms, these clocks are generally much worse than the GPS Block IIR/IIR-M or
the Block IIF satellite clocks. But also, as seen in ﬁgure 6.5, the data availability for these
satellite clocks during 2012 is patchy1. Therefore, these were excluded. Beyond these, for
most satellite clocks there was an almost complete set of data: 13 have one spike, 1 has 2
spikes, and here the spikes indicate missing data. There are abrupt frequency changes in
data sets for two clocks: SVN 52 and SVN 51. Thus, these were excluded also.
The remaining clocks on SVN 43, SVN 50, SVN 53 and SVN 46, all IIR Rb clocks,
were all suitable reference clocks. Of these clocks, the frequency stability of the SVN 50
and SVN 52 IIR Rb clocks were the best. Ultimately, the SVN 50 IIR Rb clock was chosen
as the reference clock for the clock diﬀerence prediction error analysis study.
6.4.5 Prediction length analysis: GPS CDPE Biases
In ﬁgure 6.6, the GPS CDPE average bias values for twenty–nine GPS satellite clocks are
plotted, at a variety of prediction lengths ranging from 15 minutes to one day ahead. In
this case, the GPS SVN 50 IIR-M Rb is the reference clock. The average is taken across
the whole of 2012. The average bias values are computed according to Equation 6.5 as
deﬁned in Section 6.3.
Clearly, in this time period, the IGS predictions of the GPS CDPE (with the GPS
SVN 50 IIR–M Rb clock as reference) are biased. To begin with, at the shorter prediction
lengths, at the 15 minutes end, the average CDPE appear unbiased, and the CDPEs
are centred on zero. As the prediction length increases the CDPEs begin to show a
deﬁnite bias. With the exception of the SVN 26 IIA Rb (see Table 6.3), for all the clocks
represented in ﬁgure 6.6, the average CDPE biases are negative. This is an indication
that the models of GPS satellite clock behaviour in the IGS GPS satellite clock prediction
algorithms might not be fully accounting for, if at all, the signiﬁcant frequency drifts that
are observed in some of the GPS satellite clocks. The most revealing feature in ﬁgure 6.6
is the negative biases seen the GPS IIA Cs clocks. Recall from Chapter 5 that there was
no real evidence to suggest the presence of linear frequency drift in the GPS Cs clocks.
Thus, the implication of the negative bias of the GPS IIA Cs clocks (with SVN 50 IIR Rb
as reference) is that the linear frequency drift of the GPS SVN 50 IIR Rb is not correctly
accounted for in the IGS models for that clock. Here, it appears that there is a signiﬁcant
and positive frequency drift in the GPS SVN 50 IIR Rb clock; this is conﬁrmed in ﬁgure 6.5
(see row 1 column 1) where the clear upward–facing parabolic shape indicates a positive
frequency drift.
In ﬁgure 6.6, cyclic patterns are clearly observable in some of the IGS predictions of
the GPS satellite clock diﬀerences. This is an indication that the modelling strategy used
in the IGS prediction method does not fully account for the periodic signals in the GPS
1When enough IGS analysis centres are unable to produce clock solutions for a given satellite clock,
then the IGS combination for that clock will not exist. This can occur because the satellite clock is not
actively broadcasting a signal and/or because the spacecraft is performing an orbital manoeuvre, because
the spacecraft is in eclipse, or because of unusual level of ionospheric activity [Senior et al., 2008].
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satellite clocks.

































































































Figure 6.6: The (ensemble) average bias of the IGS GPS satellite clock diﬀerence predictions with
the SVN 50 IIR Rb as reference clock, for a range of prediction lengths from ﬁfteen minutes to
twenty-four hours. Here, the IGS rapid clock diﬀerences represent truth. The average calculation
uses data across the whole of 2012.
6.4.6 Summary statistics: GPS CDPE Biases
This section presents summary statistics that give an indication of the performance of
the IGS prediction system in predicting the diﬀerence between satellite clock pairs with
the SVN 50 IIR Rb as reference. In table 6.5, the typical values for the CDPE biases
of the IGS predictions of the GPS satellite clocks in 2012 for the diﬀerent categories of
GPS satellite clocks are given. Here, the GPS satellite clocks are categorised according
to satellite block and satellite clock type (Rb or Cs). As an example the average values
for the IIR/IIR–M row is computed using the average CDPE bias for all IIR/IIR–M Rb
clocks for each of the predictions lengths: 0.25 hours, 3 hours, 6 hours, 12 hours and 24
hours. The full set of statistics used to compute these average values are given in Table
6.4 in Appendix C.
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Bias (×10−10 seconds) at
PRN(SVN) diﬀerent prediction lengths (hours)
0.25 3 6 12 24
Averages
IIR/IIR–M 0.304 −0.0363 −1.64 −2.55 −6.19
IIF 0.0993 −1.29 −3.82 −6.66 −15.8
IIA −0.327 −1.17 −2.92 −3.78 −7.07
Cs −0.122 −1.71 −2.60 −3.75 −5.41
Rb 0.112 −0.173 −1.97 −2.99 −7.17
All 0.109 −0.450 −2.16 −3.19 −7.13
Table 6.3: The RMS prediction error of the IGS GPS satellite clock diﬀerence prediction with
the SVN 50 IIR Rb as the reference clock, for a range of predictions lengths from ﬁfteen minutes
up to twenty-four hours. The IGS rapid clock diﬀerences represent truth. The RMS calculation
uses data across the whole of 2012 i.e. an average RMS over 2012.
For GPS IIR/IIR–M Rb
Summary statistics CDPE Bias Statistics
(×10−10 seconds) diﬀerent prediction lengths (hours)
0.25 3 6 12 24
Mean 0.304 −0.0363 −1.64 −2.55 −6.19
Median 0.335 −0.105 −1.75 −2.49 −6.00
Maximum 2.33 1.30 −0.317 −0.347 −1.11
Minimum −1.06 −1.10 −2.84 −4.95 −12.2
Std. Deviation 0.905 0.672 0.777 1.095 2.58
Table 6.4: Summary statistics IIR/IIR–M Rb CDPE.
6.4.7 Prediction length analysis: GPS RMS CDPE
In ﬁgure 6.7, the GPS CDPE average RMS values for twenty–nine GPS satellite clocks
are plotted, at a variety of prediction lengths ranging from 15 minutes to one day ahead.
In this case, the GPS SVN 50 IIR-M Rb is the reference clock. The average RMS values
are computed according to Equation 6.6 as deﬁned in Section 6.3. The average RMS
CDPE values provide a value for the typical predictability of the GPS CDPEs at a range
of prediction lengths.
The IGS average RMS CDPEs for the GPS IIA Cs are greater at all prediction
lengths than the IIA Rb, IIR/IIR–M Rb and the IIF Rb. This is expected. Although, in a
frequency stability sense, the GPS IIF Rb clocks are more stable that the GPS IIR/IIR–M
Rb clocks, and thus more predictable, the reference clock in this case is a IIR–M Rb, and
so the predictability of the IIF Rb clock diﬀerence are limited by this.
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Figure 6.7: The RMS prediction error of the IGS GPS satellite clock diﬀerence predictions with
the SVN 50 IIR Rb as the reference clock, for a range of predictions lengths from ﬁfteen minutes
up to twenty-four hours. The IGS rapid clock diﬀerences represent truth. The RMS calculation
calculation uses data across the whole of 2012 i.e. an average RMS over 2012.
6.4.8 Summary statistics: IGS GPS RMS CDPE
This section presents summary statistics that give an indication of the performance of the
IGS prediction system in predicting the diﬀerence between satellite clock pairs with the
SVN 50 IIR Rb as reference. In table 6.5, the typical values for the RMS CDPE of the IGS
prediction of the GPS satellite clocks in 2012 for the diﬀerent categories of GPS satellite
clocks are given. Here, the GPS satellite clocks are categorised according to satellite block
and satellite clock type (Rb or Cs). As an example the average values for the IIR/IIR–M
row is computed using the average RMS CDPE for all IIR/IIR–M Rb clocks for each of
the predictions lengths: 0.25 hours, 3 hours, 6 hours, 12 hours and 24 hours. The full set
of statistics used to compute these average values are given in Table C.4 in Appendix C.
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RMS (×10−9 seconds) at
PRN(SVN) diﬀerent prediction lengths (hours)
0.25 3 6 12 24
Averages
IIR/IIR–M 0.381 0.752 1.11 1.76 3.29
IIF 0.313 0.596 0.942 1.46 3.12
IIA 1.15 2.41 3.31 4.77 8.03
Cs 1.38 2.95 3.98 5.61 8.78
Rb 0.421 0.819 1.21 1.89 3.61
All 0.595 1.22 1.73 2.60 4.63
Table 6.5: Summary statistics. Typical values for the RMS CDPE IGS GPS in 2012 for the
diﬀerent categories of GPS satellite clocks. Here, the GPS satellite clocks are categorised according
to satellite block and satellite clock type (Rb or Cs).
In table
For GPS IIR/IIR–M Rb
Summary statistics CDPE RMS Statistics
(×10−9 seconds) diﬀerent prediction lengths (hours)
0.25 3 6 12 24
Mean 0.381 0.752 1.11 1.76 3.29
Median 0.365 0.691 0.879 1.32 2.38
Maximum 0.681 1.64 2.95 4.85 8.99
Minimum 0.285 0.515 0.659 0.915 1.49
Std. Deviation 0.0910 0.272 0.594 1.085 2.25
Table 6.6: Summary statistics IIR/IIR–M Rb CDPE RMS.
6.5 Findings
• There is a common signal, referred to here as the IGRT–IGUT timescale oﬀset,
which strongly inﬂuences the individual GPS satellite clock prediction errors of the
IGS. In 2012, the typical (RMS) value of this IGRT–IGUT timescale oﬀset quantity
was 9.2 ± 3.1 ns(1σ).
• Clock diﬀerence prediction errors (CDPE) are not aﬀected by the Tigr−Tigu timescale
oﬀset quantity. The CDPE quantity is the true metric of GNSS satellite clock
performance so far as GNSS positioning is concerned. The computation of clock
diﬀerences requires the identiﬁcation of a suitable in–orbit reference clock. In this
case, for 2012, there were four suitable reference clocks. These were the clocks
onboard SVN 46, SVN 50, SVN 53 and SVN 54. In this analysis SVN 50 was chosen
as the reference clock because it was the best clock of the four, in frequency stability
terms.
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• The IGS predictions of the GPS satellite clock diﬀerences, with SVN 50 IIR Rb as
reference, are biased. This is an indication of the mis–modelling of LFD in the IGS
prediction method.
• Periodic signals are observable in some of the IGS predictions of the GPS satellite
clock diﬀerences. This is an indication of the mis–modelling of the periodic signals
in the IGS prediction method.
• At prediction lengths 0.25, 12 and 24 hours, the errors in the IGS predictions of
the GPS satellite CDPE (in the IIR/IIR–M Rb case given in Table 6.6) are 32%,
38% and 60% higher the expected errors based on the results of frequency stability
analysis in Chapter 5, Table 5.4. At prediction lengths 3 and 6 hours, the errors
IGS predictions of the GPS satellite CDPE (IIR/IIR–M Rb) are 27% and 35% lower
than the expected errors based on frequency stability analysis. This is surprising,
and a likely explanation for this is the inﬂuence of the periodic signals on the HDev
statistic.
6.6 Discussion
At present, with regards to the issue of SCTO predictions that meet the needs of applica-
tions requiring centimetre–level positioning accuracy, the GNSS community is, to a large
extent, focussed on the challenges associated with delivery of low-latency clock predictions
derived from near real-time, high-rate estimates of the SCTO based on observed satellite
clock behaviour (through pseudorange and carrier phase measurements). These are the
near real–time, low–latency SCTO prediction described in Section 2.2.5. Satellite clock
predictions, at prediction lengths of up to twenty fours, are used by the GNSS operational
control segments, as well as the IGS in their ultra-rapid product. In Section 2.2.5, these are
introduced as the high–latency (HL), navigation message type SCTO predictions. These
HL predictions are not good enough for centimetre level positioning accuracy, at least with
the clocks in orbit today.
However, the quality of atomic-clocks in orbit continues to improve, it is not a great
stretch to imagine the required quality of clock to be space-ready, clocks with the required
performance are already in existence today, and have been demonstrated in the laboratory.
In any case, improved techniques for space clock prediction are worth pursuing, as the vast
majority of GNSS users have access to the HL predictions only. Further, the analysis of
clock prediction error at a variety of prediction lengths, is in itself, perhaps the most
meaningful method of characterising the performance of precise clocks, in general. Thus,
improvements to existing satellite clock prediction schemes are worth pursuing.
Summary
In this chapter, a performance analysis of the IGS predictions of the GPS satellite clocks
is presented, and aspects of the IGS predictions that are ultimately limiting performance
are discussed. It is argued that the true metric of clock performance, in terms of PNT
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accuracy at least, is the accuracy of the estimated or predicted clock diﬀerences, rather
than the time-oﬀset of the individual clocks from a reference timescale. All of this work
sets the scene for Chapter 8, where a new satellite clock prediction system is presented,
along with the results indicating its performance in comparison with the IGS prediction
system.
123Chapter 7
Enhanced modelling of relativistic
time transformations in GNSS
Chapter outline
Timing applications of GNSS are typically based on the comparison of satellite clocks with
ground-based clocks. This requires that the clocks being compared are synchronised—
if not physically, then by means of a mathematical transformation on the actual clock
measurements that are recorded. In GNSS the accuracy of the precision requirement
for this synchronisation is at the level of nanoseconds, and at this level the so–called
relativistic eﬀects must be accounted for in the synchronisation procedure. In GNSS, the
mathematical transformations that enable synchronisation in a manner that is consistent
with relativity theory are known as the relativistic time transformations (RTT).
In GPS, the conventional approach to modelling the RTT is based on a simple model
of Earth gravity that assumes that the Earth’s mass is concentrated at a single point.
In this chapter, an alternative approach for GPS RTT modelling is presented, but the
method is applicable to GNSS RTT modelling more generally. This approach is based
around the so–called precise analytical RTT, which is discussed in Chapter 2. The key
feature of this alternative method is that it allows for the use of a more sophisticated
model of the Earth’s gravity. Previous studies into GPS RTT modelling [Kouba, 2004]
looked into the impact of enhanced RTT modelling in a roundabout way, by comparing
the RTT computed using predicted satellite orbits that included the eﬀects of the J2 term
(Earth oblateness) in the satellite orbit prediction algorithms with predicted orbits that
used a sequence of Keplerian–propagated orbits—an osculating Keplerian orbit—to model
the real satellite trajectory. The objective in this work is to consider, in a direct way, the
eﬀects of a more rigorous model of Earth gravity on the GNSS RTT computation itself.
The precise analytical RTT is precise at the 10−18 level, this is an approximation error
of up to ≈ 10−13 s at one day if the error is systematic. The approximation errors of
the conventional approach occur at the 10−15 level, i.e. up to 10−10 s
day. In using a more
rigorous RTT model, there is scope for meaningful improvement.
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7.1 Relativistic time transformations in GNSS
In GNSS, the so–called relativistic eﬀects on the satellite clock rates are accounted for
by the relativistic time transformations (RTTs). To introduce these RTTs in the satellite
clock time oﬀset (SCTO) models, it is necessary to express the RTT as a satellite clock
time relativistic correction term. This term, denoted here as ∆trel, is the relativistic time
transformation expressed as a satellite clock time correction term. Often it is referred
to in a shorter form as the relativistic clock correction (RCC) when it is included in the
GNSS measurement models.
7.1.1 The conventional GPS RTT as a correction term
In Chapter 2, the components of the GPS conventional RTT, the constant value frequency
adjustment and the so–called eccentricity correction, were introduced. Here, for ease
of comparison with the precise formulation of the GPS (GNSS) RTT which is given in
Subsection 7.1.2, the full conventional GPS RTT is presented as a time correction term to
be applied to a satellite clock time measurement, in order to recover GPS Time from that
measurement. In this way, expressed in the form of a correction term, the GPS RTT can
be slotted directly into an SCTO model, e.g. as the relativistic component in Equation










where the (c) part of the subscript denotes that this is, speciﬁcally, the conventional GPS
RTT. Here, the reference timescale for t is GPS Time and the last term is the eccentricity
correction where both r and v are time–dependent functions corresponding to satellite
(ECEF) position and velocity, respectively. All other terms are deﬁned in Subsection
2.2.4.
7.1.2 The precise GPS RTT as a correction term
To consider the eﬀects of a more rigorous treatment of the precise GPS RTT, and its
impact on GPS SCTO modelling and prediction, it is necessary ﬁrst to express the precise
GPS RTT in the form of a correction term. In this section, the precise GPS RTT is
derived, as a correction term, from the deﬁnition of the precise GPS RTT, which is given
in Subsection 2.2.4.
To begin, it makes senses to deﬁne, generally, what is meant by the GPS satellite clock
RTT as a correction term. Basically, the GPS satellite clock RTT as a (time) correction
term is the diﬀerence between satellite (proper) time and GPS Time,
∆trel(t) = ∆ts(t) − ∆Tgps(t) (7.2)
where t in this case, is time with respect to the GPS timescale, ∆ts(t) = ts(t)−ts(t0) and
∆Tgps = t − t0, t0 being an initial time, where satellite time and GPS Time are (in some
way) synchronised. Here, the underlying reference timescale is GPS Time.
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Rearranging and integrating of the precise RTT (Equation 2.9), from t0 to t, with t
referenced to GPS Time gives













where V = V (r) represents the Earth’s gravitational potential at r, v = v(r) represents the
satellite’s velocity at r, ∆V (r) are the resultant tidal potentials due (mainly) to gravity
of the Moon and the Sun, and r =
p
x2 + y2 + z2 is the satellite’s position in an ECEF
reference frame. Here, r = r(t) is a time–dependent variable.
Now, using the deﬁnition of the GPS relativistic clock correction (RCC)—i.e. the
GPS RTT expressed as a satellite clock time correction term—from Equation 7.2, and
also noting that the W0


















where the (p) part of the subscript denotes that this is the full, precise GPS RTT. The
basic objective of the work presented in this chapter is an in–depth investigation into the
properties of the GPS RCC as expressed in Equation 7.4. The requirements for the com-
putation of precise GPS RCC at time t0 are: the initial conditions of the satellite position
and velocity, but then also a dynamic model to describe the motion of the satellite between
t0 and t. However, the focus here is only on the inﬂuence of high–ﬁdelity Earth gravity
modelling. And for this reason, IGS SP3 Finals data ﬁles (which contain satellite orbit
information alongside SCTO information) are used to determine the orbital trajectory of
the satellite between t0 and t. Here, the inﬂuence of ∆V is not studied.
7.1.3 Earth Gravity Model
The Earth gravity model used in this work is based on a spherical harmonic expansion
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(7.5)
where aE is the semi-major axis of the mean Earth ellipsoid, Pnm are the associated
Legendre polynomials of degree n and order m, and because r =
p
x2 + y2 + z2, θ =
arctan
y
x and λ = arctan
√
x2+y2
z , the double summation of Equation 7.5, can be expressed





where R(r,θ,λ) is known as the perturbing potential. And so, given position (in ECEF)
as input, the Earth’s gravitational potential (the geopotential) can be evaluated, if the
geopotential coeﬃcients, Jnm and Knm, are known. Therefore, Earth gravity models are
usually disseminated as ascii–formatted data ﬁles, where the data are the geopotential
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coeﬃcients. There are several publicly available geopotential models. The models vary
based on complexity (i.e the resolution in terms of degree and order), and also the input
data to the models [Montenbruck et al., 2011]. This study uses Earth Gravity Model 2008
(EGM08) [Pavlis et al., 2012], because at the time of writing, this is highest resolution
Earth Gravity Model published, and uses a combination of data from the latest Earth
gravity determination missions.
7.2 The scope of the GNSS RTT modelling study
Parameters of study Values
Systems GPS
Timeframe of analysis January 2012
Orbit data format SP3 (15–minute sampling rate)
Data sources IGS Final Orbits
Earth Gravity Model Earth Gravity Model 2008 (EGM08)
Integration arc–lengths 0.25, 3, 6, 12, 24 (hours)
Table 7.1: Scope of the GNSS RTT modelling study.
In table 7.1, the key parameters of the GNSS relativistic time transformation modelling
study, which is the topic of this chapter, are listed. Here, the analysis is restricted to the
GPS case only. However, the precise RTT (Equation 7.4) can be applied more generally.
Certainly, the same approach can be taken for the other GNSS. In such cases, this would
involve replacing instances of GPS Time in Subsection 7.1.2 with the relevant GNSS Time.
7.3 Method
The method developed for this study comprises the following steps:
1. Data pre–processing, which requires fetching (via the Internet) IGS ﬁnal SP3 ﬁles,
extracting the GPS satellite orbit (position) information, separating the information
satellite by satellite (by GPS PRN), and concatenating to generate a time–series
of satellite clock orbit information. Satellite clock velocity information is derived
from these orbit time–series through a process of interpolation (Lagrange polyno-
mial) and numerical diﬀerentiation. Collectively, the satellite position and velocity
information, are combined into a single database. This database provides the input
data for the RTT modelling study.
2. Earth gravity modelling, which uses the Earth Gravity Model 2008 (EGM08).
In the step, the database holding the satellite and position velocity time–series is
expanded to include several (seven) geopotential time–series corresponding to the
positions. The diﬀerence in these geopotential time–series is the degree and order of
the spherical harmonic expansion series, Equation 7.6, that is used in computing the
geopotential value. Although EGM08 is complete to degree and order 2159, for this
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study, the maximum resolution considered was degree and order 20. This choice is
explained in Section 7.4.1.
3. Using this database of satellite orbits alongside geopotential time–series, the precise
GPS RCC is computed by numerical integration (using the trapezium rule method).
Integration arc lengths of 15 minutes, 3 hours, 6 hours, 12 hours and
24 hours are considered. For each integration length scenario, seven separate GPS
RCC computations are made based on geopotential time–series that are based on
EGM08 coeﬃcients up to degree 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10 and 20. The results of
these computations are compared.
The complete database that is used for the computation of the precise GPS RTT is made
up of time–series of the quantities that are listed in Table 7.2.
Field Description
Epoch A timestamp in Modiﬁed Julian Date (MJD) format.
Clock position ECEF position from IGS SP3 data.
Clock velocity ECEF velocity inferred from IGS SP3 position data
(by numerical diﬀerentiation).
Geopotential–1 The Earth’s gravitational potential at the satellite’s
position based on a ﬁrst–order computation, i.e.
using the monopole term of EGM08 only.
Geopotential–2 The geopotential at the clock’s position based on
EGM08 coeﬃcients up to degree and order 2.
Geopotential–3 EGM08 up to degree and order 3.
Geopotential–4 EGM08 up to degree and order 4.
Geopotential–5 EGM08 up to degree and order 5.
Geopotential–10 EGM08 up to degree and order 10.
Geopotential–20 EGM08 up to degree and order 20.
Table 7.2: A description of the ﬁelds of the databases that was created for the GPS precise RTT
modelling study. A separate database was populated for each GPS satellite (i.e. GPS SVN), for
the month of January 2012.
7.4 Results
Here, the key results of the RTT modelling study, for a single GPS satellite, during the
period January 2012 are presented. Although RTT modelling for the full set of GPS
satellites were considered in the analysis, the results for a single satellite are representative.
7.4.1 Earth Gravity Modelling
Using the full EGM08 ( i.e. including all model coeﬃcients up to degree and order 2000+)
to determine the geopotential at a satellite clock’s position, for the purposes of GPS RTT
modelling is computationally (prohibitively) expensive. However, for this purpose it turns
out that the full model is not necessary and a truncated version of the full EGM08 (up
to degree and order 10) is suﬃcient. In other words, beyond degree and order 10 there
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Figure 7.1: The diﬀerence between RCC computed using a point mass Earth gravity model com-
pared against RCC computed using EGM08, where the spherical harmonic expansion is truncated
at various levels, i.e. at degree 2, 3, 4, 5, 10 and 20, for GPS SVN 50. In this ﬁgure, the average




∆∆trel(2,1) 2.62 × 10−14
∆∆trel(3,2) 5.75 × 10−16
∆∆trel(4,3) −2.49 × 10−16
∆∆trel(5,4) 1.40 × 10−17
∆∆trel(10,5) 1.44 × 10−18
∆∆trel(20,10) 4.73 × 10−22
Table 7.3: The impact of Earth gravity model resolution on RTT modelling results. Here, the
results for GPS SVN 50 are given. The integration arc–length is 15 minutes.
is no physically meaningful improvement in RTT modelling performance by using a more
detailed version of EGM08. Figure 7.1 gives a useful visual indication of this. The data
points of ﬁgure 7.1 are the diﬀerences between the RCC computed for GPS SVN 50 using
a point mass Earth gravity model, i.e. GM
r , against RCC computed using EGM08 at a
variety of resolutions, i.e. truncated at degree 2, 3, 4, 5, 10 and 20. Here, the RCC is
computed at every satellite position where it is possible given the data available in the
RTT study database described in Section 7.3. The diﬀerence between RCC computed
using EGM coeﬃcients up to degree and order j against RCC computed using EGM
coeﬃcients up to degree and order i is represented by the symbol ∆∆trel(i,j)
1, and the
1This notation is also used in Figure 7.1.
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average values for these quantities across January 2012 are given in Table 7.3. Here, the
integration arc length is 15 minutes (the basic time interval of the RTT study database),
which means data corresponding to two time points are used in each RCC computation.
7.4.2 RTT modelling over a variety of integration arc–lengths
A variety of other integration arc lengths: 3, 6, 12 and 24 hours were also considered in
this study. The results of these longer arc–length analyses are given in Table 7.4. Due to
the nature of the precise RTT, the 3 hour arc length analyses required data corresponding
to 12 time points in each RCC computation, as the basic time interval of the available
data is 15 minutes. For the 6 hour arc–length RTT computation, 24 time points were
required; 12 hour arc–lengths required 48 time points; and for 24 hour analyses 98 time
points were used.
∆∆trel(i,j) (s) at various
RCC integration arc lengths (hours)
comparison 3 6 12 24
∆∆trel(2,1) 3.96 × 10−14 6.45 × 10−15 5.73 × 10−15 6.33 × 10−15
∆∆trel(3,2) 1.02 × 10−16 1.33 × 10−16 2.20 × 10−16 7.19 × 10−17
∆∆trel(4,3) 1.42 × 10−17 1.83 × 10−17 2.65 × 10−17 −2.48 × 10−17
∆∆trel(5,4) 1.79 × 10−18 2.62 × 10−18 4.45 × 10−18 1.82 × 10−18
∆∆trel(10,5) 3.37 × 10−19 4.52 × 10−19 6.15 × 10−19 1.97 × 10−19
∆∆trel(20,10) 8.47 × 10−22 8.47 × 10−22 8.50 × 10−22 6.70 × 10−21
Table 7.4: The impact of Earth gravity model resolution on RTT modelling results. Here, the
results for GPS SVN 50 are given. A variety of arc–lengths are considered.
7.5 Discussion
To determine the implications of the results presented in Section 7.4, in the broader context
of the GNSS SCTO prediction (and estimation) work that is the underlying theme of this
project, there are three factors to reconsider here. These include:
• the precision of the analytical precise RTT as 10−18, which originates from
the assumptions and approximations in the derivation of the analytical RTT. In the
analytical RTT the terms below order −2 with respect to the speed–of–light quantity,
c, are neglected. This means that any diﬀerence in computed RTT below the 10−18
level are not physically meaningful, and thus can be safely neglected. Based on the
values in Tables 7.3 and 7.4, this indicates an RTT modelling strategy that uses
EGM08 coeﬃcient up to degree and order 10 at most.
• the observed stability (HDev–based) of the in–orbit satellite clocks at
the 10−14 level in the (estimated) IGS GPS Final satellite clock combinations at
intervals in the range ﬁfteen minutes to twenty–four hours, see Chapter 5. The HDev
frequency stability statistic is the standard indicator of the level of random variations
seen in the GPS satellite clocks, due to clock noise. In order to independently test
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the results of the RTT analysis, and to demonstrate the connection between a high–
resolution Earth gravity modelling strategy, even beyond degree and order 2, requires
in–orbit satellite clocks that are more stable, by about two orders of magnitude.
• the performance level of existing prediction algorithms, where the prediction
errors that are seen at prediction lengths 15 minutes to 24 hours are at 10−10/10−9
level.
The major conclusion of this RTT modelling study is that for the purposes of GNSS SCTO
prediction today (or in the near future), the adoption of high–ﬁdelity Earth gravity models
in the RTT modelling strategy is not necessary. Instead, it is worth focussing eﬀorts on
the development of other aspects of in–orbit clock technology (mainly hardware), and also
on development of enhanced orbit determination and prediction algorithms, which would
indirectly improve RTT accuracy through higher accuracy inputs to the RCC computation.
Summary
The key motivating factor for studying RTT modelling in GNSS was to determine whether
RTT mis–modelling is the cause of the periodic signals that were observed in the IGS GPS
satellite clock combinations. If this was the case, then it would be worth developing mod-
elling methods for these periodic signals based around relativistic physics. From the results
of the analysis presented in this Chapter, the conclusion is that this is not the case, at least
insofar as the eﬀects of Earth gravity mis–modelling is concerned. Rather, as the RTT is
a path–dependent quantity, and because the geopotential computation is satellite position
dependent, it is worth focussing eﬀorts on developing methods for improved satellite orbit
prediction, which will have a knock–on eﬀect on RTT accuracy. However, currently, it is
clear that RTT modelling/mis–modelling is not a critical factor aﬀecting the performance
of GNSS SCTO prediction algorithms, and at least where the approach to geopotential
modelling in RTT’s are concerned, the approximation or truncation errors of the currently
adopted approach are not observable in even the most precise of GPS satellite clock data
products, which are the IGS Final satellite clock combinations.
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Chapter outline
An in-depth study of the GPS and GLONASS satellite clocks, presented in Chapter 5,
indicated the presence of features in many satellite clock signals that are not accounted
for by the standard clock model as it is presented in Chapter 3. But, there are alternative
models that can be explored, and as there are many applications (e.g. prediction of the
satellite clock parameters in the GNSS navigation messages, precise point positioning
(PPP)—a single–receiver technique, low–latency (or real–time) GNSS time–transfer etc.)
that would beneﬁt from interpolated or extrapolated clock values of the highest quality,
it is worthwhile to do so.
In this chapter, an extension to the standard clock model (SCM) is presented. Here,
this will be referred to as the extended clock model (ECM). The ECM accounts for periodic
signals, present in many of the GPS satellite clocks, and deals with ﬂicker noise processes
(FPM and FFM), as seen in GPS and GLONASS satellite clocks, which are diﬃcult
to model analytically. The ECM also includes a component, known here as the reference
timescale oﬀset term, which allows for clock information of diﬀerent types, or from diﬀerent
sources, to be combined. The KF implementation of the extended clock model forms the
core component of a new GPS satellite clock prediction strategy, which uses IGS GPS
satellite clock data as input. This prediction algorithm was designed in such a way that
it is compatible with current IGS products—to slot into the existing framework. The
prediction method that is tested here is a partial implementation of a potentially more
complete prediction scheme.
In terms of content, this chapter begins with a recap of the critical factors that limit
the performance of satellite clock time oﬀset prediction strategies. The core elements of the
new prediction strategy: the extended clock model, the ECM Kalman ﬁlter as estimator
and predictor, and a data pre–processing method designed to address the Tigr − Tigu
timescale oﬀset problem are presented. The scope of this prediction system development
study is given along with the method of the study. The features of the new prediction
strategy as well as the performance are investigated and the results are presented here.
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8.1 A system developed around the IGS operational scheme
The prediction system developed and tested in this work was designed to ﬁt into, and
enhance, the performance of a speciﬁc operational scheme: the IGS predictions of the
GPS satellite clock time oﬀsets from IGS Time. The fundamental component of this
proposed system is an extended model of satellite clock time oﬀset (SCTO), introduced
here in Section 8.3.2. This is an extended model in the sense that it it captures features
that are not accounted for in the standard clock model (SCM), presented in Chapter 3.
For this reason, the new prediction strategy is referred to as the extended model prediction
(EMP) system.
There are elements of this new prediction system, the EMP system, that would apply
generally to other IGS–like GNSS satellite clock prediction schemes, but, due to a lack
of suitable data relating to these other prediction schemes this new strategy is built and
tested entirely around the IGS framework. Here, an IGS–like prediction scheme refers to
the strategies adopted by the various GNSS operational control segments (e.g. by GPS
OC (OCS/X), GLONASS operational control etc.), but also by the various GNSS data
analysis centres (e.g. ESA, JPL, GFZ, CODE etc.), see Chapter 4 for more details on
the GNSS data analysis centres. These are strategies that produce high–latency satellite
clock predictions, with the prediction lengths ranging from several minutes up to one day
ahead. The low–latency satellite clock predictions generated as part of the IGS real-time
service are a diﬀerent class of prediction problem where clock values are extrapolated up
to several tens of second ahead at most. Thus, these low–latency satellite clock predictions
schemes are not considered here.
And so, in operating within this IGS framework, the prediction method proposed here
is developed starting with an assumption that the same input data is available to both
the IGS prediction method and the new method. In this way, it is possible to make a
fair comparison between the predicted satellite clock values of the IGS scheme with the
predicted values from the EMP method. Here, the key metric that is used to evaluate
the performance of the new prediction method is prediction error ratio between the two
methods.
8.2 Critical factors aﬀecting SCTO prediction performance
In Chapters 5 and 6, the following factors were identiﬁed as limiting the performance of the
IGS (and IGS–like) prediction schemes for the GPS satellite clocks. The new prediction
method is designed with these factors in mind, aiming to address them where it is possible.
1. At the nanoseconds level, the inﬂuence of stochastic variations on the GPS satellite
clock behaviours are signiﬁcant—signiﬁcant in the sense they fundamentally limit
clock predictability (at O(10−9)s) over prediction lengths ranging from several min-
utes up to twenty–four hours. For this reason, as uncertainty in predicted clock be-
haviour is accumulated through time, expected clock prediction error also increases
monotonically through time. Therefore, the most critical factor that determines the
clock prediction accuracy is prediction length.
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PRN (SVN) LFD Periodics FFM FPM
1 (63) X X X
2 (61) X
3 (33) X
4 (34) X X
5 (50) X X
6 (36) X
7 (48) X
8 (38) X X
9 (39) X
10 (40) X X
11 (46) X
12 (58) X X
13 (43) X
14 (41) X X
15 (55) X
16 (56) X X
17 (53) X X X X
18 (54) X X
19 (59) X
20 (51) X X X
21 (45)
22 (47) X X X
23 (60)
24 (—)
25 (65) X X X
26 (26)
27 (—) X
28 (44) X X
29 (57) X
30 (35)
31 (52) X X X
32 (23)
Total 18 13 9 8
Table 8.1: Features observed in the GPS satellite clocks during 2012, based on an analysis of the
IGS ﬁnal GPS satellite clock data product.
2. The contribution of the Tigr − Tigu, the oﬀset between the IGS Rapid Timescale,
which is a realisation of IGS Time, and the IGS Ultra–rapid Timescale, which a
realisation of GPS Time.
3. The re–initialisation of the time–oﬀset and frequency oﬀset parameters of
the individual clocks at the beginning of each prediction run.
4. Linear frequency drift (LFD), which is observed in most GPS Rb clocks
(IIR/IIR–M and IIF). The dynamics of LFD property varies among diﬀerent satel-
lite clocks. In some clocks, LFD is relatively constant over time and in others LFD
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is clearly seen to evolve through time.
5. Periodic signals, which are observed in many GPS satellite clocks.
6. Complex stochastic processes, which refers to the ﬂicker noise processes (FPM
and FFM) that are observed in many GPS satellite clocks.
Of the factors listed above, the second i.e. the Tigr − Tigu timescale oﬀset, applies only
to the IGS prediction scheme for the GPS satellite clocks. The other factors are of general
relevance and are likely to impact upon performance of any GPS (or GNSS) satellite clock
prediction method. In Table 8.1, which is populated based on a quick–look analysis of the
IGS Final SP3 satellite clock data presented in Chapter 5, the features observed in the
individual GPS satellite clocks during 2012, are marked on a satellite–by–satellite basis.
The information in this table is useful in that it indicates satellite clocks that are likely to
be mis–modelled, in some way, and to a signiﬁcant extent, by the standard clock model
(SCM). In particular, the standard clock model does not account for the periodic signals
or the inﬂuence of the ﬂicker noise processes (FPM and FFM) that are observed in the
SCTO data of a number of GPS satellite clocks.
8.3 Elements of the new prediction system
In this section, the key elements of the proposed prediction system are introduced. These
include:
• the inputs to the prediction system and the outputs from the system.
• the extended clock model, introduced in Section 8.3.2, which can be described as
a semi–analytical extension to the standard clock model, which is presented in this
thesis in Section 3.3.
• a formulation of the extended clock model (ECM) within the Kalman
ﬁlter framework, which is referred to herein as the extended clock model Kalman
ﬁlter (ECKF).
• a description of how the elements of the extended clock model Kalman ﬁlter
are initialised and conﬁgured. These are the processes that prepare the system
for estimation and prediction of extended clock model parameters.
• The processes in which the state–vector and state–error covariance matrix param-
eters of the ECKF are re–initialised, introducing new information into the
system as it is released are also described.
Together, all of these elements constitute the newly developed GPS satellite clock predic-
tion system, which is referred to herein as the GPS satellite clock prediction system based
on the extended clock model. Within this chapter, the prediction system is also called the
extended model prediction (EMP) system, or EMP scheme, or EMP method, which are
all referring to the same thing.
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8.3.1 A broad overview of the EMP system
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Figure 8.1: An overview of the key elements and processes that constitute the GPS satellite clock
prediction system based on the extended clock model, usually referred to within this thesis as the
extended model prediction (EMP) system. There are several key processes shown here that are
described in greater depth in later sections within this chapter. These are explicitly referred to in
the diagram.
A broad overview of the EMP system is given in ﬁgure 8.1. The inputs to the EMP
system are satellite clock time oﬀset (SCTO) estimates, which are stored in the Crustal
Dynamics Data Information System (CDDIS) archive in the SP3 format; see Section 4.2
for details on the CDDIS archive and the SP3 format. This data is introduced into the
EMP system through a purpose–built data ﬁle–fetching utility, which takes a start date
and an end date (both in Modiﬁed Julian Date (MJD) format) as input arguments and
fetches the IGS (ﬁnal, rapid and ultra-rapid) SP3 data ﬁles from the Internet and stores it
on a local directory. The outputs of the EMP system are SCTO predictions, with the IGS
Rapid Timescale as reference. The prediction length, i.e. the time interval between the
last SCTO estimate and the prediction, is conﬁgurable. However, the system is designed
with prediction lengths in the range 15 minutes to twenty four hours in mind.
The EMP system ’starts up’ by acquiring a suitable amount of data, e.g. up to one
month of IGS Rapid (or Final) data, which is required to characterise the satellite clocks.
Within the context of the EMP system, characterisation of the satellite clocks describes
the processes involved in the initialisation of the extended clock model Kalman ﬁlter state–
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vector and state–error covariance matrix, as well as the conﬁguration of the clock noise
parameters (the process noise covariance matrix parameters) and the measurement noise
covariance matrix parameters. Here, the initialisation and conﬁguration of the ECKF
parameters is done individually, one GPS satellite clock at a time. This is the most
labour–intensive part of the EMP system. But, once this is done, the EMP system is able
to operate, producing SCTO estimates at a variety of prediction lengths. However, there
are two types of event that interrupt the operation of the EMP system: the release of the
latest IGS Rapid File, everyday, at 1700 UTC and the release of the latest IGS Ultra-rapid
File, which occurs four times a day at 0300, 0900, 1500 and 2100 UTC. The introduction
of this new information into the EMP system requires an update of the database of SCTO
time–series that the ECKF uses in producing its SCTO estimates and predictions (as
shown in ﬁgure 8.1), and it requires the ECKF to be re–operated including the newly
available SCTO data. Further details on how the new data is introduced to the EMP
system is given in Section 8.3.4.
8.3.2 An extension to the standard clock model
The standard clock model (SCM), as it is described in Chapter 3, is simple and eﬀective,
producing close to optimal predictions across a range of prediction lengths for some of
the GPS satellite clocks. But there are features in the IGS ﬁnal GPS satellite clock
data product that are not accounted for in the standard clock model (see Chapter 3).
These additional features are not seen in all of the GPS satellite clocks. In table 8.1, the
presence—or lack—of these features in the GPS satellite clocks are summarised. Table 8.1
is populated based on the analysis that is presented in Chapter 5. The implication here
is that improved predictions can be achieved by the use of an extended model. Here, the
development of such an extended model, referred to herein as the extended clock model
(ECM), is described. The ECM is a semi–analytical model, i.e. unlike the standard clock
model the extended model is not expressed neatly as a system driven by a ﬁrst–order
stochastic diﬀerential equation1. Rather, the modelling approach is empirical, developed
in response to the outcome of the SCTO data analysis studies, which are presented in
Chapters 5 and 6.
There are four distinct components of the extended clock model: the standard clock
model (SCM) component, the periodic signals component, the Gauss–Markov component
and the Tigr − Tigu timescale–oﬀset component. Thus, the ECM can be expressed as
x(t) = xs(t) + xp(t) + xu(t) + xGM(t) (8.1)
where xs(t) is the standard clock model component as deﬁned in Chapter 3; xp(t) is the
periodic signals components; xGM(t) represents the time–oﬀset component of the Gauss–
Markov process that models the ﬂicker noise processes (FPM and FFM) and xu represents
what is referred to herein as the ultra–rapid component of the extended clock model. In
this study, the ECM is used to represent IGS Rapid and IGS Ultra–rapid SCTO data. For
1The development of a concise mathematical formulation of the extended clock model in the language
of stochastic diﬀerential equations might be an interesting topic for future work.
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the IGS Rapid SCTO data, the xu component of Equation 8.1 is zero. In the following
sections, each of these components are explained, in turn.
The standard clock model component
As it is described in this thesis, the standard clock model is a ﬁrst–order linear stochas-
tic diﬀerential equation that describes the systematic time–evolution of the time–oﬀset,
fractional frequency and frequency drift parameters, as well as the noise processes asso-
ciated with those parameters. In the standard clock model each of these noise processes
are modelled as Gaussian noise processes with stationary increments (i.e. all increments
are zero–mean Gaussian random variables, all with the same variance). In the PTFM
literature, these noise processes are known as white frequency modulation (WFM) noise,
random walk frequency modulation (RWFM) noise and random run frequency modula-
tion (RRFM) noise. The development of standard model clock model is presented is some
depth in Section 3.3.
The features that are observed in the GPS satellite clocks, but not accounted for in
the standard clock model include the presence of periodic signals and the inﬂuence of the
ﬂicker noise processes (ﬂicker phase modulation (FPM) and ﬂicker frequency modulation
(FFM)). In the IGS predictions of the GPS satellite clocks, the inﬂuence of Tigs − Tigu
timescale oﬀset is also problematic, especially to the analyst who wishes to use the IGS
SCTO data set in order to study the predictability of the GPS in–orbit clocks. Each
of these additional features are accounted by the remaining components of the extended
clock model.
The periodic signals component





[Ai cos(ωit) + Bi sin(ωit)] (8.2)
where Ai and Bi are amplitude coeﬃcients and ωi is the angular velocity of i–th periodic
component and is equal to 2π
T where T is the period in seconds. In the EMP system, it
is assumed that the period of each periodic signal is known. In the GPS satellite clocks
characterisation study in Chapter 5, periodic signals with period ≈ 3 hours, 4 hours, 6
hours and 12 hours were observed in the GPS satellite clocks, in agreement with Senior
et al. [2008]. The results of a dynamic frequency stability analysis of the GPS satellite
clocks, of which the results are shown in Section 5.3.1, indicate that the period of the
periodic signals are stable over the course of several months, suggesting that the period
can be modelled as (almost) constant or as a slowly varying state. Thus, for the general
GPS satellite clock, the periodic signals component of the extended clock model includes
fours periods, which are modelled as constant, with Ai and Bi amplitude coeﬃcients as
parameters to be estimated (or predicted).
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The ultra–rapid component
In essence, the ultra–rapid component of the extended clock model, xu(t), aligns the IGS
Ultra–rapid data set with the IGS rapid data set. This is necessary for two reasons:
1. the underlying reference timescale for the IGS Ultra–rapid data set is not aligned to
the IGS Rapid Time (which represents "true" time in this study).
2. additionally, there is a time oﬀset and frequency oﬀset in each IGS ultra–rapid clock
data set relative to the corresponding set of IGS rapid estimates. This is because
the two data products (IGR and IGU) are produced independently of each other.
Thus, to some extent, there is will be a disagreement in estimated clock behaviour
between these two data sets.
In the ultra–rapid component of the extended clock model, this "mis–alignment" of the
IGS Ultra–rapid clock data from the IGS Rapid clock data is expressed as
xu(t) = u0 + u1(t − t0) (8.3)
where u0 represents the initial time oﬀset, between the IGS Rapid SCTO value and the
corresponding IGS Ultra-rapid SCTO value, and u1 represents the relative (fractional)
frequency oﬀset between the two. The basic strategy, in the EMP system, is to estimate
the u0 and u1 parameters where there is an overlap between the IGS Rapid and the IGU-O
data set.
The Gauss–Markov component
The Gauss–Markov component of the extended clock model, denoted xGM(t), approxi-
mates the ﬂicker noise processes observed in the GPS satellite clocks using Gauss–Markov
processes. A Gauss–Markov process is a stationary Gaussian process with an exponen-
tially decaying autocorrelation function. In the extended clock model, the non–stationary
ﬂicker noise processes (over a ﬁnite time span) are approximated as a linear combination
of several independent Gauss–Markov processes running in parallel. The development of
this approach to modelling the ﬂicker noise processes in clock measurement data sets is
detailed in Davis et al. [2005a;b], and the same approach is taken in this work.
8.3.3 A KF implementation of the extended clock model
In this section, the implementation of the extended clock model within the Kalman ﬁlter
framework is described. At this stage, the reader may ﬁnd it helpful to revisit the ba-
sics of the Kalman ﬁlter method, which are given Appendix B. Also, the Kalman ﬁlter
implementation of the (simpler) standard clock model is given in Section 3.5.2.
In the EMP system, the extended clock model Kalman ﬁlter (ECKF), operates in
estimation and prediction mode, which are described in Appendix B. Here, the core deﬁn-
ing elements of the ECKF: the state–vector, the state–transition matrix, the process noise
covariance matrix, the measurement vector, and the measurement matrix are introduced.
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The processes involved in the initialisation and conﬁguration of these elements of the
ECKF are also described.
The state vector
The state–vector of the extended clock model Kalman ﬁlter, that is set up to provide
optimal (in the minimum–mean–square–error sense) estimates (and predictions) of those
state–vector parameters is expressed as
xk =
h
xk yk zk A1k B1k ... A4k B4k u0k u1k xGMk
iT (8.4)
where xk represents the state–vector (of the extended clock model as given in Equation
8.1) at epoch k and
xk is the time-oﬀset at epoch k
yk is the fractional frequency oﬀset at epoch k
zk is the (linear) frequency drift at epoch k
Aik is the amplitude coeﬃcient of the cosine component of the i–th
periodic signal at epoch k
Bik is the amplitude coeﬃcient of the cosine component of the i–th
periodic signal at epoch k
u0k is the phase oﬀset of the IGS ultra–rapid clock data relative to the
IGS Rapid set at epoch k
u1k is the frequency oﬀset of the IGS ultra–rapid clock data relative
to the IGS Rapid set at epoch k
xGMk represents the Gauss–Markov component of the state–vector at
epoch k.
In general, for each GPS satellite clock (or clock diﬀerence), there are four periodic signals
modelled. And here, the modelling of the ﬂicker noise processes (using a linear combina-
tion of independent Gauss–Markov processes running in parallel) requires a total of eight
Gauss–Markov states: four each for both FPM noise and FFM noise. Thus, in total, a
total of 21 state–vector components is required, in general, for each GPS satellite clock
(or clock diﬀerence).
However, the periodic signals are not observed in all GPS satellite clocks, and in all
GPS satellites where periodic signals are observed, all four periods are not usually seen.
Also, the inﬂuence of the ﬂicker noise process is not seen in all of the GPS satellite clocks
(or clock diﬀerences).
The state transition matrix
The state–transition matrix of the extended clock model Kalman ﬁlter is expressed as
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where Φk is the state–transition matrix at epoch k, which is constant for all k. In Equation
8.5, m is the total number of Gauss–Markov states; in the general case m = 8. And, n
is the number of periodic signals modelled; in the general case n = 4. For a general GPS
satellite clock, the ECKF state–transition matrix will be a 21 × 21 square matrix. In its
representation in Equation 8.5, the ECKF state–transition matrix has been partitioned
into submatrices (or blocks) as indicated by the dashed lines. Each of the diagonal block
relate directly to the four components of the extended clock model (Equation 8.1). In most
blocks, the subscript indicates the dimensions of that submatrix. With the exception of
the top–right block, denoted ΦGM1[3×m], all other blocks are matrices of zeros. Here, each
of the blocks of the ECKF state–transition matrix are described.
Φs is the state–transition matrix of the standard clock model
component, which is given in Equation 3.24.
I2n×2n is a 2n × 2n identity matrix associated with the periodic
signal component of the ECKF state–vector
ΦGM1[3×m] is the ﬁrst submatrix associated with the Gauss–Markov
component of the ECKF
ΦGM2[m×m] is the second submatrix associated with the Gauss–
Markov component of the ECKF
The elements of the Gauss–Markov submatrices are given in Davis et al. [2005b].
The process noise covariance matrix
The process noise covariance matrix for the ECKF is given as
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Qs is the process noise covariance matrix of the standard
clock model component, which is given in Equation 3.24.
Q2n×2n is a 2n × 2n process noise covariance matrix associated
with the periodic signal component of the ECKF state–
vector, which has all non–diagonal elements equal to zero.
QGM1[3×m] is the ﬁrst submatrix associated with the Gauss–Markov
component of the ECKF, given in Davis et al. [2005b].
QGM2[m×m] is the second submatrix associated with the Gauss–
Markov component of the ECKF, given in Davis et al.
[2005b].
The measurement vector
The extended clock model Kalman ﬁlter is designed to use GPS satellite clock data from
the observed–part of the IGS Ultra–rapid data product and from the IGS Rapid data







where zk is the measurement vector at epoch k, zrk is the measurement of the SCTO (or
clock diﬀerence) from the IGS Rapid product at epoch k and zurk is the measurement of
the SCTO (or clock diﬀerence) from the IGU-O product at epoch k.
The measurement matrix
The ECKF measurement matrix describes the relationship between the state–vector pa-
rameter and the measurements in the form of a linear transformation from state–space to











where Hp is the 2 × 2n sub–matrix that corresponds to the periodic component of the
extended clock model, and HGM is the sub–matrix of the that corresponds to the Gauss–
Markov component of the extended clock model.
Hp =
"
sin(ω1t) cos(ω1t) ... sin(ωnt) cos(ωnt)
sin(ω1t) cos(ω1t) ... sin(ωnt) cos(ωnt)
#
(8.9)
Input data for the extended clock model Kalman ﬁlter
As input data, the proposed prediction method accepts both the IGS Rapid (IGR) satellite
clock estimates and the IGS Ultra-Rapid satellite clock estimates, also known here as the
observed part of the IGS Ultra-rapid ﬁle (IGU–O). IGR ﬁles (providing SCTO estimates
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corresponding to the previous day) are released at 1700 hours (UTC) each day, resulting
in an IGR ﬁle latency (RFL) of between 17 and 41 hours. The IGU ﬁles are released every
6 hours with a latency of 3 hours to the observed part.
Conﬁguration of extended clock model Kalman ﬁlter
In this section, the approach used for the initialisation of the extended clock model state–
vector and state–error covariance matrix parameters are described. To produce optimal
predictions, the ECKF must be carefully conﬁgured for each clock (or clock pair, if pre-
dicting clock diﬀerences). Mainly, this process involves determining the magnitude of
the noise parameters associated with each of the parameters of the state–vector. For the
ECKF, this conﬁguration process for the noise processes follow the same conﬁguration
method used for the standard clock model Kalman ﬁlter, which is described in Section
3.5.
Initialisation of the state–vector parameters
The initial parameters of the state–vector components should be set to realistic estimates,
and the leading diagonal elements of the associated state–error covariance matrix should
initially be set to values that represent the variance of those initial estimates. The non–
diagonal elements should be set to zero. All of the parameters of the periodic signals
component, and the Gauss–Markov components should be set to zero. For the Gauss–
Markov component, the leading diagonal of the state–error covariance matrix should be
set to the steady–state variance for each Gauss–Markov process included [Davis et al.,
2005b].
8.3.4 Introducing new information into the EMP system
In the current operational IGS prediction scheme for the GPS satellite clocks, there are
ﬁve events occurring each day that make new GPS satellite clock information available,
and the EMP system is designed to be able to use this information as it is released. These
events, listed in table 8.2, include the publishing (on the Internet) of the IGS rapid SP3 at
1700 hours (UTC) every day and the release of the IGS ultra–rapid SP3 ﬁles. Every time
one of these ﬁles are available this new satellite clock information must be introduced into
the satellite clock prediction method proposed here. Essentially, this means re–initialising
the Kalman ﬁlter ﬁves time every day, with new (updated) data sets every time a new
IGS data ﬁle is released.
Table 8.2 shows how prediction length and latency to the latest rapid ﬁle varies over
the course of a day. This information is also presented in ﬁgure 8.2. Here, the red curve
represents the prediction lengths in hours. The blue curve represents the latency to the last
available clock measurement in the last published IGS GPS ultra–rapid SP3 ﬁle, referred
to here as rapid ﬁle latency (RFL). There are four discrete jumps in the red curve and
one discrete jump in the blue curve. These jumps correspond to the instances when new
satellite clock data become available. At those times, the new data is introduced into the
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prediction method, as shown in ﬁgure 8.1 the KF is re–initialised with this latest available
data.
Day Time (UTC) Event PL(hours) RFL(hours)
0 1700 igrxxxx0.sp3 5 41|17
0 2100 iguxxxx0_18.sp3 9|3 21
1 0000 Day boundary 6 24
1 0300 iguxxxx1_00.sp3 9|3 27
1 0900 iguxxxx1_06.sp3 9|3 33
1 1500 iguxxxx1_12.sp3 9|3 39
1 1700 igrxxxx1.sp3 5 41|17
1 2100 iguxxxx1_18.sp3 9|3 21
2 0000 Day boundary 6 24
Table 8.2: The daily publishing schedule of new GPS satellite clock information (in the IGS
Rapid and IGS Ultra-rapid data products) by the IGS. Here, the prediction length (PL) column
indicates the latency to the last available IGU-O estimate. The rapid ﬁle latency (RFL) indicates
the latency to the last available IGS Rapid estimate.


































































RFL upper−bound (UB) 41 hrs
RFL lower−bound (LB) 17 hrs
PL lower−bound (LB) 3 hrs




Figure 8.2: The daily publishing schedule of the IGS GPS satellite clock information. The jumps
in the red and blue curve indicate the instances when a new IGS Rapid (blue) or new IGS Ultra-
rapid(red) becomes available. Such an event reduces the latency to the last available estimated
SCTO values, and that is shown clearly in the graph.
Note here that users of the operational IGS prediction scheme only encounter satellite
clock predictions at prediction lengths 3–9 hours (as seen in ﬁgure 8.2), while users of
other IGS–like prediction schemes (i.e. the navigation message satellite clock parameters)
may experience prediction lengths across the 0.25–24 hours range. To reproduce the full
range of prediction lengths that a user might experience, in this study, only the 0–hour
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IGS ultra–rapid SP3 product is used. Further, the 0–hour product is treated as if it is
released at 0000 hours and not 0300 hours. As such, the direct comparisons between the
new prediction method and the IGS prediction method are only valid in the 3–9 hours
range. But outside this range, the comparisons between the IGS method and the new
method provides useful information about the properties of the prediction schemes that
produce the navigation message clock parameters.
The implication of this is that the results presented in this Chapter represent the
output of a prediction scheme that is in some ways only a partial implementation of a
complete prediction scheme. Partial in the sense that, here, over the course of twenty–
four hours, new satellite clock data is introduced only twice rather than ﬁve times in a
complete implementation. This means that new information is introduced to the Kalman
ﬁlter twice daily rather than ﬁve times per day.
8.4 Scope of the prediction system development study
Parameters of study Values
Systems GPS
Predicted quantities GPS SCTO, GPS SCD
Timeframe of analysis July 2011—February 2012
Prediction lengths 0.25–24 (hours)
Data format SP3 (15–minute sampling rate)
Data sources IGR (as truth) and IGU (0hrs only))
Table 8.3: Scope of the prediction system development study.
In table 8.3, the key parameters of the prediction system development study are
listed. Similar to the performance analysis of the IGS predictions of the GPS satellite
clocks, presented in Chapter 6, this study uses the IGS rapid GPS satellite clock solutions
as the baseline to represent true clock behaviour. In a basic sense, the successes of the new
prediction method presented here are judged purely on the results of a direct comparison
with the performance of the IGS prediction method. In the version of the EMP system
that is developed and tested here, one month is data (July 2011) is used for conﬁguring
the ECKF (i.e. determining the parameters of the noise processes). Then, the prediction
algorithm is operated on the following six months of data (August 2011–February 2012)
and the predictions of the EMP system are compared with the predictions of the IGS
system.
8.5 Method
In this study, the properties of a proposed GPS satellite clock prediction strategy, referred
to herein as the extended model prediction (EMP) system, are explored. The prediction
strategy that is developed and tested represents a partial implementation of a potentially
complete prediction system. For this partial implementation, only the the IGU–O SCTO
estimates from the IGU ﬁles 18–hour and 0–hour IGU ﬁles released at 2100 and 0300
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hours, respectively, are required. A complete implementation would use the full set of 0,
6, 12 and 18 hour IGU ﬁles. The reasons behind this choice are given in Section 8.4. In
the following list, a step–by–step description of the clock prediction system development
study is given. Note, this is not a description of the satellite clock prediction method as
such. Rather, this the method associated with the study itself.
1. Steps 1–4 of the IGS prediction scheme performance analysis, as presented
in Chapter 6. These steps populate a database that includes time–series of IGS
Rapid satellite clock data, and IGU–P satellite clock predictions, separated on a
satellite–by–satellite basis (by GPS PRN). This database also includes time–series
of IGS satellite clock time oﬀset (SCTO) prediction errors with the the IGS Rapid
Timescale as reference, Eigr,i,p, and time–series of IGS GPS satellite clock diﬀerence
prediction errors, Eij,p spanning 2012. On top of these however, a time–series of
IGU–O SCTO estimates are also required in this study. The database is populated
with the IGU–O satellite clock information in the same way as with the IGU–P
SCTO information is collected.
2. The 18–hour IGU is released at 2100 hours each day and there is 6 hours of data
overlap between the IGU–O component of this ﬁle and the IGR data set correspond-
ing to the previous day. In this step, the 6–hour overlapping segments of IGR and
IGU–O data are extracted and for each satellite clock the diﬀerence, DRi,n , is taken
according to,
DRi,n = (Tigr − Ci)n − (Tigu − Ci,o)n (8.10)
where Tigu−Ci,o is the estimated (i.e. observed) value of the SCTO for clock i at time
n. Over the 6–hour time segment, the average of the DRi,n quantity at each epoch
n is taken over all active satellite clocks to produce a single 6–hour time–series. As
explained in Subsection 6.4.2, such a time–series represents a good approximation of
the Tigr −Tigu timescale oﬀset. Then, the time oﬀset and fractional frequency oﬀset
(from IGRT) of the combined DRi,n time–series are estimated as parameters, using a
least–squares (minimum–mean–square error) technique. These parameters are used
to project the combined DRi,n forward, and a time—series that corresponds to the
0–hour IGU–O data set of the following day is generated. The projected time–series
is then subtracted from the 0–hour IGU–O SCTO estimates. The resulting time–
series is a "corrected" IGU–O data set. In theory, the Tigr−Tigu timescale oﬀset
is accounted for in this data–preprocessing step.
3. Estimation and prediction of SCTO, with IGRT as reference, using the
Extended Clock Model expressed in Kalman ﬁlter form, as explained in Section
8.3.3. The pre–processed 0–hour IGU–O data along with IGR data are used as
inputs to a Kalman–ﬁlter based estimator and predictor. The estimated quantities
are the parameters of the Extended Clock Model (ECM). Here, to simulate a real–
time process, new data is introduced to the Kalman ﬁlter twice per day: once at
1700 hours when the IGR ﬁles are released, and once at 0300 hours when 0–hour
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IGU ﬁles are released. In the EMP system, only the chosen reference clock, in this
case, the SVN 55 IIR–M Rb clock has to be predicted in this way. For all other
clocks, the SCTO with IGRT as reference, can be recovered from the predictions of
the diﬀerence between those clocks and the reference clock.
4. Estimation and prediction of diﬀerences between satellite clock pairs,
with the SVN 55 IIR–M Rb as the reference clock. This process is similar to
the previous step, the only diﬀerence is that the input data are clock diﬀerences, and
because clock diﬀerences are unaﬀected by Tigr − Tigu the 0–hour IGU–O satellite
clock diﬀerence are not pre–processed as described in step 2. The EMP method
always uses a reference clock.
8.6 Results
A selection of key results that give an insight into the general properties of the EMP
method, speciﬁcally in relation to how the performance of the EMP method compares
with the performance of the IGS SCTO prediction method, are presented in this section.
These results are the product of a collaboration between the author and J. A. Davis of
the National Physical Laboratory (NPL), UK. The analysis, presentation and discussion
of these results in this thesis are the author’s own contribution to this work.
8.6.1 Single clock against the IGS rapid timescale
Figure 8.3 shows two curves, one labelled IGU–P and the other EMP; these curves rep-
resent the RMS SCTO error (where the reference timescale is the IGS Rapid Timescale
(IGRT) ) of the predictions that are generated by the IGS scheme and the EMP method,
respectively, and correspond to the GPS SVN 55 IIR–M Rb clock. Here, the RMS calcu-
lation uses 182 days of predictions, over a range of prediction lengths from ﬁfteen minutes
to twenty four hours, from the time period between 1 August 2011 and 29 February 2012.
In this speciﬁc case, as far as SCTO predictions using the IGRT as reference are
concerned, the prediction errors from the EMP method are lower than the prediction
errors of the IGS, at all prediction lengths shown, by a factor of around 5 and 10. In
fact, such a result is typical for the entire constellation of GPS satellite clocks because
a substantial component of the IGS prediction errors is the Tigr − Tigu timescale oﬀset
signal, which is common to all IGS GPS satellite clock predictions. The exceptions are
the older IIA Cs clocks, and to a lesser extent the IIA Rb clocks where the higher noise
levels mask the timescale oﬀset signal.
Due to the inﬂuence of the Tigr − Tigu timescale oﬀset, the predictability of GPS
satellite clocks with IGRT as reference is not a good metric for the true performance of
a satellite clock prediction method. However, in reporting the performance of their GPS
satellite clock predictions, the IGS themselves use SCTO prediction error with respect to
IGRT, see ﬁgure 6.1. This metric is also used in Heo et al. [2010] and Huang et al. [2013]
to assess the performance of the prediction methods proposed in those studies, and for








































Figure 8.3: Comparison of SCTO prediction errors: the IGU–P against the results of the EMP
method. The prediction errors shown here are root mean square (RMS) values, calcuated using
prediction errors at a range of prediction errors lengths (15 minutes–24 hours), over 182 days (1
August 2011 to 2 February 2012).
this reason the performance of the EMP method in predicting individual GPS SCTO from
IGRT are presented here also.
On the other hand, the IGS prediction of the diﬀerence in SCTO between two satel-
lite clock pairs is not aﬀected by timescale oﬀset problem and therefore gives a more
suitable indication the true performance of satellite clock predictor as well as the impact
of predictability on positioning. Results of the EMP method in predicting the diﬀerence
between satellite clock pairs are presented in the following Subsection (8.6.2).
8.6.2 Satellite clock diﬀerence predictions
Here, in studying the performance of the EMP method in predicting satellite clock diﬀer-
ences (SCD), the GPS SVN 55 IIR–M Rb clock, is chosen as the reference clock. This is
a suitable choice because this is a modern, highly predictable (relative to the other clock
in the constellation) clock and for the period of this study (July 2011 to February 2012)
there is a full set of IGS data (i.e. no data gaps or outliers) for this clock.
Figure 8.4 comprises two curves that represent the RMS error of the predictions of the
diﬀerence between the SVN 55 and SVN 50 satellite clock pairs. Both clocks belong to the
IIR/IIR–M Rb category. The blue curve, labelled IGU–P, represents prediction errors of
the IGS method and the other purple curve represents errors of the EMP method. Again,
the RMS is calculated using 182 days of data, from August 2011 to February 2012, and
the prediction lengths considered fall into the range ﬁfteen minutes to twenty four hours.









































Figure 8.4: Comparison of GPS clock diﬀerence prediction errors: the IGU–P against the results
of the EMP method. The prediction errors shown here are root mean square (RMS) values,
calcuated using prediction errors at a range of prediction errors lengths (15 minutes–24 hours),
over 182 days (1 August 2011 to 2 February 2012).
Here, in the case of this satellite clock pair, the EMP method outperforms the IGS method
in that prediction errors are lower at all the prediction lengths considered. However, the
diﬀerence in performance between these two methods is less than it is in the case of
predictions against IGRT, which are shown in Subsection 8.6.1. Mainly, this is because
of the diﬀerence between satellite clocks is not aﬀected by the Tigr − Tigu timescale oﬀset
problem.
Prediction IIA Cs
length (days) IGU–P (ns) EMP (ns) IGU–P:EMP
0.25 4.70 4.27 1.10
0.5 6.52 5.94 1.10
0.75 8.87 7.87 1.13
1.0 10.30 9.35 1.10
Table 8.4: Average across the IIA Cs clocks, of the RMS errors in the prediction of the diﬀerence
between satellite clock pairs, with the SVN 55 IIR–M Rb as the reference clock, at prediction
lengths of 6, 12, 18 and 24 hours. Predictions of the IGS method (IGU–P) and the EMP method
are used here. The prediction error ratio of the IGU–P results to the EMP results are also shown.
This result that the EMP method outperforms the IGS method in predicting the diﬀerence
between satellite clock pairs, in the cases where the SVN 55 IIR/IIR–M Rb is the reference
clock, is seen in all GPS satellite clock types. This is shown in ﬁgure 8.5, where the clock
diﬀerence prediction errors (CDPE) of the average IIA Cs, IIA Rb and IIR/IIR–M Rb



































































Figure 8.5: Comparison of GPS clock diﬀerence prediction errors: the IGU–P against the results
of the EMP method. Here, the (ensemble) average of 4 clocks is used for the IIA Cs curves, 3
clocks for the IIA Rb curves and 12 clocks for the IIR/IIR–M Rb curves. The prediction errors
shown here are root mean square (RMS) values, calcuated using prediction errors at a range of
prediction lengths (15 minutes–24 hours), over 182 days (1 August 2011 to 2 February 2012).
based on the IGS method are compared with the clock diﬀerence prediction errors of the
EMP method at four prediction lengths: 6, 12, 18 and 24 hours. The average IIA Cs
prediction is calculated using RMS errors from four satellites: SVN 24, 33, 38, 40. In
the IIA Rb case, the average clock diﬀerence prediction error was calculated using three
satellite clocks: SVN 26, 34 and 36. For the IIR Rb average values, twelve satellite clocks
were considered: SVN 41, 43, 45, 46, 48, 50, 51, 54, 58, 59, 69, and 61. The IIF category
of satellite clocks were not considered because there was insuﬃcient data corresponding
to this time period this analysis.
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Prediction IIA Rb
length (days) IGU–P (ns) EMP (ns) IGU–P:EMP
0.25 1.77 1.54 1.15
0.5 2.61 2.23 1.17
0.75 3.69 3.02 1.22
1.0 4.45 3.57 1.25
Table 8.5: Average across the IIA Rb clocks, of the RMS errors in the prediction of the diﬀerence
between satellite clock pairs, with the SVN 55 IIR–M Rb as the reference clock, at prediction
lengths of 6, 12, 18 and 24 hours. Predictions of the IGS method (IGU–P) and the EMP method
are used here. The prediction error ratio of the IGU–P results to the EMP results are also shown.
Prediction IIR/IIR–M Rb
length (days) IGU–P (ns) EMP (ns) IGU–P:EMP
0.25 0.758 0.606 1.25
0.5 1.10 0.855 1.29
0.75 1.55 1.20 1.29
1.0 1.90 1.53 1.24
Table 8.6: Average across the IIR/IIR–M Rb clocks, of the RMS errors in the prediction of the
diﬀerence between satellite clock pairs, with the SVN 55 IIR–M Rb as the reference clock, at
prediction lengths of 6, 12, 18 and 24 hours. Predictions of the IGS method (IGU–P) and the
EMP method are used here. The prediction error ratio of the IGU–P results to the EMP results
are also shown.
In the case of the IIA Cs clocks, at all prediction lengths, as speciﬁed in Table 8.4, the
CDPE prediction errors of the EMP method are about 10% lower than those of the IGS
method. In the case of the IIA Rb clocks, the CDPE prediction errors of the EMP method
are between 15 − 25% lower than those of the IGS method, with the percentage CDPE
reduction increasing with prediction length, as indicated in Table 8.5. Finally, if the
IIR/IIR–M Rb case, the EMP prediction errors are between 24 − 29% lower than than
those of the IGS method, as indicated in Table 8.6. In all examined categories of satellite
clock the EMP method outperforms the IGS method in the prediction of clock diﬀerences,
with the SVN 55 IIR–M Rb as reference clock, in that prediction errors are lower at all
prediction lengths.
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SCTO Predictions for SVN 55 IIR−M Rb
 
 
EMP (raw input data)
EMP (pre−processed input data)
Figure 8.6: Comparison of errors in SCTO prediction of the SVN 55 IIR–M Rb clocks, between
two versions of the EMP method: one using IGU–O data pre–processed according to step 2 in
Section 8.5 (dark–purple) and the other using raw, unprocessed IGU–O data (light–purple) as
inputs to the Kalman ﬁlter predictor. The prediction errors are RMS values computed using 182
days of data.
The eﬀectiveness of the data pre–processing strategy described in Section 8.5 (Step 2)
is examined here. The purpose of this pre–processing step is to remove the bulk of the
Tigr−Tigu timescale oﬀset from the IGU–O SP3 data which the KF ﬁlter predictor receives
as input data. It is this un–processed IGU–O SP3 data that is referred to as raw input
data in ﬁgure 8.6. In this ﬁgure, the raw input data curve indicates prediction errors of
the EMP method where raw IGU–O data is used, and the (EMP) pre–processed data
curve is the same EMP curve that is also in ﬁgure 8.3. According to ﬁgure 8.6, at all
prediction lengths considered here, there is a clear improvement in the SVN 55 IIR–M Rb
SCTO predictions with the EMP method when the "corrected" IGU data is fed into the
KF predictor. For the IIR/IIR–M Rb clocks, this is a typical result. For the IIA Rb and
IIA Cs clocks, the improvement is less obvious for the same reasons as given in Subsection
8.6.1. The extent of the beneﬁt of this pre–processing method is likely to dependent on
the magnitude and variability of the Tigr−Tigu signal during the prediction period. In the
case of predicting the diﬀerence between the satellite clock pairs using the EMP method,
no data pre–processing is required. The diﬀerencing process cancels out the Tigr − Tigu
signal.
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8.6.4 Predicting the periodic signals
Here, the ability of the EMP method to eﬀectively account for the periodic signals seen in
the GPS satellite clocks is demonstrated. In ﬁgure 8.7, two versions of the EMP method
are compared: the full EMP (purple) and the EMP minus the periodic component of the
extended clock model (orange). The eﬀectiveness of the EMP in accounting for the period
signals is examined by studying the FFT–based power spectral density (PSD) periodogram
of the Kalman ﬁlter residuals of the full EMP method with the PSD periodogram of
residuals of the EMP minus periodic components method. Here, the residuals are RMS
values computed using the KF residuals of the same 182 days of data as indicated in
Subsection 8.6.1. In ﬁgure 8.7, the periodogram from the EMP minus periodic components
method is overlaid on top of the periodogram corresponding to the full EMP method.
Signals with period of about 3, 6 and 12 hours are clearly seen in the EMP minus periodic
components method periodogram, but absent in the full EMP method periodogram. This
is a good visual indication that the EMP method is eﬀectively capturing the periodic
signals present in the diﬀerence between the SVN 55 IIR–M Rb and SVN 50 IIR–M Rb
satellite clock pair.
Figure 8.7: Comparing the residuals of the KF estimates of clock diﬀerences (with and without
periodic components in the EMP method) in a power–spectral density periodogram. Signals with
period of about 3, 6 and 12 hours are clearly seen in the EMP minus periodic components method
periodogram, but absent in the full EMP method periodogram. This is a good indication that
the EMP method is eﬀectively capturing the periodic signals present in the diﬀerence between the
SVN 55 IIR–M Rb and SVN 50 IIR–M Rb satellite clock pair.












































EMP without periodic components
Figure 8.8: Comparing the errors in the predictions of the diﬀerence between the SVN 55 IIR–M
Rb and SVN 39 II–A Cs satellite clock pair from three diﬀerent prediction strategies: IGU–P, (full)
EMP and EMP without periodic components.
In ﬁgure 8.8, the errors in the predictions of the diﬀerence between the SVN 55 IIR–M Rb
and SVN 39 II–A Cs satellite clock pair from three diﬀerent prediction strategies: IGU–P,
(full) EMP and EMP without periodic components are compared. At prediction lengths
12 hours and close to 24 hours there is good agreement between the full EMP method and
the EMP without periodic components. These prediction lengths are integer multiples of
the periodic signals of 3, 4, 6 and 12 hours that are present in the periodic component of
the extended clock model. At all other prediction lengths, the inclusion of the periodic
component in the (full) EMP results in a clear improvement in prediction performance. It
appears there might be some periodic behaviours in the IGU–P curve also, but to a large
extent the periodic signals are well captured by the IGS predictor also. It is known that
some, but not all, analysis centres that contribute to the IGU product include periodic
terms in their models Ray [2000].
8.6.5 The stochastic model
In ﬁgure 8.9, the Allan deviation and Hadamard deviation statistics of the diﬀerences
between the SVN 55 IIR–M Rb and SVN 50 IIR–M Rb satellite clock pair are compared
with the prediction errors of the EMP method for that same pair. To produce the ADev
and HDev–based sigma–tau curves shown in ﬁgure 8.9 the Allan deviation and Hadamard
deviation statistics were computed over a range of analysis intervals for the SVN 55 IIR–M
Rb and SVN 50 IIR Rb satellite clock pair. IGS Rapid data was used for this, and the
results were plotted on a log–log scale. To generate the prediction error over prediction
length curve, the prediction errors of the EMP method were used. Again, the prediction
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errors are an RMS quantity with the RMS value computed using 182 days of EMP output.
Here, the slope of about −1
2 on the HDev sigma–tau curve indicates that the dominant
noise process is WFM. In this case, for an optimally conﬁgured predictor, a close agree-
ment is expected between the Allan deviation (or Hadamard) deviation statistic and the
prediction error to prediction length ratio quantity, denoted here as
Ep
τp , at all averaging









































































Clock difference predictions of the 








Figure 8.9: ADev, HDev and
Ep
τp sigma–tau curves for the SVN 55 IIR–M Rb and SVN 50 IIR–
M Rb pair. The close level of agreement between the ADev/HDev sigma–tau curves with the
Ep
τp
sigma–tau curves indicates that the EMP method is producing close to optimal estimates of this
satellite clock pair at a range of averaging times.
In ﬁgure 8.9, at averaging intervals below 5000 seconds there is good agreement between
the ADev and HDev curves, and the
Ep
τp sigma–tau curve. In this range of averaging times,
it appears that the ADev and HDev values exceed the
Ep
τp values. Taken at face value,
this would suggest that the EMP system is performing better than optimal at prediction
lengths below 5000 seconds. However, as mentioned in Section 5.3.1, this result is likely
to be due to the shape of ADev/HDev sigma–tau curves being aﬀected by the presence of
periodic signals.
At averaging times greater than one day, the ADev is dominated by linear frequency
drift. So at longer averaging times, to evaluate the performance of the stochastic compo-
nent of the extended clock model, one should compare the
Ep
τp sigma–tau curve with the
HDev sigma–tau curve. In this case, up to 20,000 seconds there is a good agreement be-
tween the HDev curve and the
Ep
τp , before the two curves separate. Based on this evidence,
it can be stated that the EMP system is able to produce close to optimal predictions of
the diﬀerence between the SVN 55 IIR–M Rb and SVN 50 IIR–M Rb satellite clock pair
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at prediction lengths up to 20,000 seconds.
8.7 Key ﬁndings
The key ﬁndings of the GPS satellite clock prediction algorithm development study, which
is presented in this chapter are listed here. These are:
• Using predictions of SCTO with IGRT as reference as a metric of performance,
the EMP method considerably outperforms the IGS method. Predictions errors
are typically 4 ns in the IGS case, but between 1 and 2 ns in the case of the EMP
method. The bulk of this improvement originates from the handling of the Tigr−Tigu
timescale oﬀset by the EMP method.
• Using predictions of the diﬀerence between satellite clock pairs with the SVN 55
IIR–M Rb as the reference clock as a metric of performance, the EMP method also
outperforms the IGS method, although in this case the diﬀerence in performance
between the two methods is less. For the IIR/IIR–M Rb clocks, the prediction
errors using the EMP method are typically 25 − 30% smaller at prediction lengths
6, 12, 18 and 24 hours.
• The improvement in the EMP method over the IGS method is greatest in the
IIR/IIR–M Rb clocks.
8.8 The limitations of the EMP system
This section discusses the limitations of the the EMP system as it currently stands. Specif-
ically, the question being considered here is: What are the key issues preventing (or dis-
couraging) the methods that have been developed as part of the EMP system, some of
which have been successfully demonstrated in this chapter, from being being absorbed
into the operational IGS GPS SCTO prediction system? Here, there are several issues to
consider:
• The critical quantity that determines the link between satellite clock estimation (or
prediction) error and GNSS performance (for PNT applications) is the estimation
(or prediction) error of the diﬀerence between satellite clock pairs. This quantity
represents the extent of the mis–synchronisation of all of the satellite clocks amongst
themselves. In the work presented in this chapter, a single satellite was chosen as
a reference clock (SVN 55 IIR–M Rb) in order to study the properties of the EMP
system in predicting the diﬀerence between satellite clock pairs. The results indicate
that the methods of the EMP system produced improved predictions (compared
to the IGS prediction system) of the diﬀerence between satellite clocks paired with
the SVN 55 IIR–M Rb clock. But, for a meaningful improvement in GNSS PNT
performance, the predictions of all satellite clock diﬀerences must be improved. The
full set of GPS satellite clock diﬀerence pairs are not considered in this study, but
this could be explored in future work.
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• The complexity of the EMP system is a major limitation. Each GPS satellite clock
(or satellite clock pair) must be conﬁgured separately, and the conﬁguration process
is manual and diﬃcult to automate.
Summary
In this chapter, a new GPS satellite clock prediction strategy, the EMP method, is pre-
sented. The EMP method produces predictions of GPS SCTO with respect to the IGS
Rapid Timescale, but also predictions of the diﬀerence between satellite clock pairs. In
a wide variety of cases, the EMP method outperforms the prediction method of the IGS.
The reasons for this have been attributed to several features of the EMP method: cor-
recting for the Tigr − Tigu timescale oﬀset, accurate modelling of linear frequency drift
and periodic signals in the presence of complex noise processes, and making full use of all
available clock data (IGR and IGU) in the KF predictor. In the following chapter, the
concluding chapter of this research thesis, the wider implications of these results in the
overall GNSS context are discussed. Also, the limitations of the work are acknowledged




The ﬁrst section (9.1) of this chapter gives an overview of this thesis, and the second
section (9.2) summarises the project in relation to the statement of general objectives that
was given in Chapter 1. This is followed by Section 9.3 where the main ﬁndings of this
research are presented in relation to the detailed objectives given in Chapter 1. In Section
9.4, the main research contributions of this work—in the view of the author—are stated.
Section 9.5 is a discussion of current and planned future developments in the GNSS ﬁeld,
with an emphasis on the challenges associated with the satellite clock time synchronisation
problem that remain pertinent in this context. Section 9.6 closes this thesis by presenting
some ideas for follow–on work.
9.1 Overview of the thesis
Chapter 1 is the introduction of this thesis giving the context, motivation and objectives of
the project. In Chapter 2, the essential aspects of the theory and applications of GNSS—
as far as the topic of the satellite clock time oﬀset is concerned—are presented. Chapter
3 introduces the principles of precise time and frequency metrology, which provide the set
of tools that are called upon in the clock prediction method. In Chapter 4, the published
literature on the topic of the satellite clock time oﬀset in GNSS is reviewed. Also, the
data sources and software tools used in the study are presented here. Chapter 5 presents
the results of an in–depth characterisation of GPS and GLONASS clocks. In Chapter
6, the performance of an operational prediction scheme, the IGS predictions of the GPS
satellite clock time oﬀsets, is studied and discussed. In Chapter 7, the results of a study
into the relativistic component of the model for GNSS SCTO is presented. In Chapter
8, the development of a new strategy for GPS satellite clock prediction is presented. The
results of this new SCTO prediction algorithm are compared against the predictions of
the IGS, and the implications of the results are discussed.
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9.2 Summary in relation to the general objectives
The ultimate aim of this research was the development of a SCTO predictor, motivated
principally by the link between SCTO prediction error and GNSS performance. Here,
the SCTO prediction problem was broken down into four components: characterisation,
modelling, estimation and prediction. The reason for this was that the SCTO prediction
problem as a whole is a vast one; breaking it down in this way helps to make the problem
tractable and easier to explain. Also, it requires a good understanding of each of these
parts in order to build an eﬀective SCTO predictor.
The performance of the SCTO prediction algorithm developed here was assessed by
comparing the results of this algorithm with the predictions of GPS SCTO’s generated
by the IGS prediction scheme. In the prediction scenarios presented in this thesis, the
developed prediction algorithm performs better than the IGS one, in most cases (better
in the sense that RMS prediction errors are lower, over a range of prediction lengths).
The performance improvement is attributed to several sources, which include the careful
consideration of the linear frequency drift phenomenon (especially in the rubidium clocks)
and modelling of periodic signals seen in the SCTO estimates of some but not all GPS
clocks. Also, the apparent performance of the IGS prediction scheme—and actually all
GNSS navigation–message type SCTO prediction schemes—is degraded by discrete jumps
in SCTO prediction error at the boundary between two consecutive prediction sets. Here,
a method is devised to account for these discrete jumps to improve prediction performance
in such cases.
But, these results must be considered with care. The predictions of the IGS are the
output of an operational scheme, which was set up over ten years ago [Ray, 2000]. Also,
for positioning applications, it is not the absolute value of the SCTO prediction error of
the clocks, individually, that aﬀects positioning accuracy. Rather, because the eﬀects of
errors that are common across all satellites used in a position estimator tend to cancel—to
a large extent, they are absorbed into the receiver clock time oﬀset parameter—it is the
extent of the mis-synchronisation between the satellite clocks that is of interest. And
so, the performance of a GNSS SCTO prediction scheme should be judged not on the
analysis of prediction errors relative to some reference timescale but rather on an analysis
of prediction errors of the diﬀerences between pairs of satellite clocks.
9.3 Achievement of detailed objectives and conclusions
The detailed objectives of this project are the research tasks that were designed, at the
beginning, to aid in the achievement of the general objective. In this section, the outcomes
of the research in relation to each of the detailed objective are described, and the ﬁndings
are summarised.
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9.3.1 A characterisation of the GPS and GLONASS satellite clocks
This part of the project began with an assessment of all available GPS and GLONASS
satellite clock (estimates) data1. Several years of data were looked at (2010 onwards), but
ultimately the decision was made to work with 2012 data only. The reason for this was
that the amount of data considered (i.e. one year’s worth) was deemed suﬃcient for the
purposes of justifying the ﬁndings that are presented in this thesis. For GPS, the full set
of IGS SP3 Final clock products for 2012 was used. In the GLONASS case, the full set of
ESA Final SP3 clock products for 2012 was used.
Method
The characterisation of the GPS satellite clock behaviours began with an analysis of the
time–series of the raw (unprocessed) IGS Final SP3 clock estimates, followed by an as-
sessment of the time–series of the same data with a linear trend removed. This was
followed by time–domain stability analysis using several time–domain statistical measures
for characterising clock frequency and phase variations: Allan deviation, Hadamard de-
viation, Modiﬁed Allan deviation and Dynamic Hadamard deviation. The results of (
time–domain ) stability analysis are used in the conﬁguration of a Kalman ﬁlter estimator
based on the standard clock model. The individual states of the standard clock Kalman
ﬁlter: time–oﬀset, normalised frequency oﬀset and linear frequency drift are examined.
Also, an FFT–based spectral analysis of the standard clock Kalman ﬁlter residuals is
conducted for two reasons: to determine the presence of any periodic signals in the GPS
satellite clocks and to probe further into the nature of the underlying noise processes.
In the case of the GLONASS satellite clocks, ﬁrst, the time–series of the raw (un-
processed) and detrended (linear trend removed) ESA Final SP3 clock estimates were
examined. Also, a time–domain stability analysis was performed using the ADev, HDev
and MDev statistics. Based on the results coming out from these analyses, and also due
to issues relating to the ESA data set, the GLONASS clocks were not studied to the same
depth as was the case with the GPS clocks.
For both GPS and GLONASS, satellite clocks for which there are large quantities of
missing data, or for which the data set suﬀers from discontinuities (due to steps in phase
or frequency) are not considered in this study. In the GPS case, without exception, it was
the full 2012 time–series data sets for the older GPS IIA Rb (of which there were ﬁve in
orbit) and GPS IIA Cs (of which there were four in orbit) satellite clocks that contained
large quantities of missing data. There were missing data points in the time–series for
the other GPS IIR/IIR–M Rb and GPS IIF Rb satellite clocks, but these were limited to
single epochs, and thus were easily managed by the data processing software.
1Although, Galileo SCTO data was available, it was limited in both quality and quantity. Beidou was
not considered.
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Conclusions
For the GPS case, the key conclusion of the characterisation study is that in terms of
high–performance GPS SCTO modelling, each satellite clock should be considered on a
clock–by–clock basis. The features relevant for modelling include linear frequency drift,
periodic signals and the complexities of the underlying noise processes. In the standard
clock model, these features are either accounted for in a basic way or they are not accounted
for entirely. In the GLONASS case, the frequency stability analysis indicates that the
behaviour of GLONASS satellite clocks is uniform across the GLONASS constellation,
and as such a relatively simple modelling approach can be recommended. This model is
applicable to all GLONASS clocks.
With regards to a comparison between the GPS and GLONASS clocks, in terms
of predictability, the GPS clocks comprehensively outperform the GLONASS clocks, at
prediction intervals in the range 900–86,400 seconds. In 2012, the GPS satellite clocks
were about 3–4 times more predictable than the GLONASS satellite clocks.
9.3.2 Performance analysis of operational prediction schemes
The objective of this part of the study was to analyse, in depth, the performance of an
operational GNSS SCTO prediction scheme.
Method
The IGS predictions of the GPS satellite clocks, provided in SP3 format by the IGS in
the predicted part of the IGS ultra–rapid (IGU–P) ﬁles, were studied. The IGS SP3
Rapid GPS satellite clock estimates were used as a truth model. One whole year (2012),
and the full constellation of (available) satellites were considered. The IGS predictions of
individual GPS satellite clocks against the IGS Rapid timescale were studied. The IGS
predictions of the diﬀerences between GPS satellite clocks were also considered. For the
purpose of studying clock diﬀerence predictions, the active satellite clock of GPS SVN 50
(IIR Rb) was used as the reference clock. The GPS SVN 50 IIR Rb was chosen as the
reference clock for this study because this was one of only four GPS satellite clocks for
which there was a complete and continuous time–series of IGS satellite clock solutions.
The IGS GPS satellite clock diﬀerence prediction errors (CDPEs) were compared against
a theoretical performance limit indicated by frequency stability analysis.
Conclusions
Here, the GPS satellite clock prediction errors for individual clocks are strongly inﬂuenced
by a common signal, which is the IGS Rapid Time (IGRT) versus IGS Ultra Time (IGUT)
(Tigr − Tigu) timescale oﬀset, which has a typical value of 9.2 ns across 2012. This signal
is closely related to the oﬀset between IGS Time, Tigs, and GPS Time, Tg. However,
the IGS predictions of the diﬀerence between satellite clock pairs are not aﬀected by this
timescale oﬀset quantity. Studying the IGS predictions of the GPS CDPEs, it seems that
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the performance of the IGS prediction algorithm is degraded by the mis–modelling of the
features of linear frequency drift and periodic signals, which is signiﬁcant in many cases
across the full set of GPS in–orbit clocks.
9.3.3 Enhanced relativistic time transformation modelling
This component of the project was an investigation into the impact of approximation
errors in GNSS relativistic time transformation modelling methods in the broader context
of GNSS SCTO modelling. The objective was to develop the capability to model the GNSS
RTT more rigorously, which in turns means that SCTO is modelled more rigorously, using
a detailed description of gravitational potential variations based on the Earth Gravity
Model 2008 (EGM08) up to degree and order 20.
Method
Here, the investigation was limited to GPS satellite clocks. This enhanced RTT model
requires satellite—receiver relative velocities and the Earth’s gravitational potential at the
satellite’s position as input. For the former, IGS SP3 Final GPS satellite clock data was
used, and for the latter several satellite geopotential time–series were computed (corre-
sponding to satellite orbits from the IGS SP3 ﬁnal data set) using EGM08 coeﬃcients
up to degree 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10 and 20. The RTT was computed separately using each
geopotential time–series, over a range of integration arc–lengths (15 minutes, 3 hours, 6
hours, 12 hours and 24 hours), and these results were compared.
Conclusions
In the context of SCTO modelling for the purposes of SCTO prediction, the key ﬁnding
form this component of the study was that the periodic eﬀects observed in the GPS SCTO
data sets were not caused by mis–modelling of the GPS RTT. Further, the results suggest
that there is no observable (in the best available data) improvement to be expected in
RTT modelling accuracy through the use of high–ﬁdelity Earth gravity models. Rather,
because the other inputs to the RTT models are the satellite orbit position and velocity,
it might be that a more signiﬁcant performance improvement is achieved through the use
of high–ﬁdelity orbit prediction models.
9.3.4 Performance testing of the developed SCTO prediction algorithm
In this research, a new GPS satellite clock time oﬀset prediction method was developed.
In many aspects (i.e. in terms of the inputs to the algorithm, the way in this prediction
scheme was imagined to operate, etc.), this new SCTO prediction method was based
around the IGS predictions of the GPS SCTOs. The fundamental component of this new
prediction algorithm is an extended model of the SCTO, and for this reason this method
is referred to as the extended model prediction method (EMP). The outputs of the EMP
method were compared against the outputs of the IGS prediction scheme. The predicted
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quantities compared include individual SCTO prediction errors, and also the prediction
errors of the diﬀerence between satellite clock pairs. Using the prediction of SCTO with
IGS Rapid Time as the reference timescale as a metric of performance, the EMP method
outperforms the IGS method considerably. In this case, prediction errors are typically
4 ns in the IGS case, but between 1–2 ns in the EMP case. Most of this improvement
arises from the ability of the EMP method to account for the Tigr − Tigu timescale oﬀset,
which it manages by making use of both IGS Rapid and IGS Ultra-rapid SCTO data in
the prediction model. In the case of CDPEs, in most cases the EMP method outperforms
the IGS method by between 10% to 30% with the magnitude of the perform improvement
dependent upon clock type.
9.4 Research contributions
During the course of this project, the following original work was conducted:
• An in–depth, clock–by–clock characterisation of the in–orbit behaviour of GPS and
GLONASS satellite clocks. There is no such prior study of the GLONASS satellite
clocks published in the literature, perhaps, because the data to conduct such an
analysis has only become available in recent years1. As such, the report on the
characteristics of GLONASS satellite clocks presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis
goes some way towards addressing this issue. In a frequency stability sense, the
GPS satellite clocks were found to be 3–4 times more stable than the GLONASS
clocks, but periodic signals and linear frequency drift observed in the GPS satellite
clocks are not seen in any of the GLONASS satellite clocks.
• A performance analysis of the IGS GPS satellite clock prediction scheme, the results
of which are presented in Chapter 6. This component of the work is relevant (and
original) in the context of prior studies into GNSS SCTO prediction methods because
it identiﬁes the key factors that are limiting the performance of the IGS predictions
of the GPS satellite clocks. This is important because each of these prior studies
uses the outputs of the IGS prediction scheme as a benchmark against which a
newly developed prediction method is tested2. The major factor—which these other
studies do not address—that limits the apparent quality of the IGS predictions is the
Tigr − Tigu oﬀset. Besides this, the presence of periodic signals and linear frequency
drift, in the GPS satellite clocks are also shown to be important features that the
IGS prediction methods do not fully account for.
• This project looked into relativistic time transformation (RTT) (mis)modelling as a
potential physical explanation for the periodic features observed in the GPS satellite
clock data. The results from this study indicate that RTT mis–modelling is not the
source of the periodic signals observed in the GPS satellite clock data. Nevertheless,
1The ESA GLONASS satellite clock estimates—this project’s source for GLONASS satellite clock
data—has only been published since March 2010 [Springer, 2010].
2This study also adopts the same approach.
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these results are informative in the broader context of SCTO models in GNSS, of
which the relativistic correction is a signiﬁcant component. The results validate the
conventional approach to RTT modelling in GNSS that relies upon a point mass
Earth gravity model in the RTT computation.
• The development, demonstration, testing and analysis of a prediction algorithm that
goes some way to addressing the limitations of the IGS prediction scheme for the
GPS satellite clocks.
• The development of a substantial software tool–set, which might be considered an
early prototype of a fully–operational GNSS satellite clock prediction software that
would output SCTO predictions and make them available to users. All of the pro-
cesses described in this thesis including data–fetching, data storage and manage-
ment as well as all of the experiments and data analysis were conducted within this
software. This software was developed in this way, from the ground up, because
pre–existing software did not meet the requirements of this project. This software
code base now oﬀers a good platform for any future research in this area of GNSS
satellite clock prediction to build upon.
• There are a number of classiﬁcation schemes introduced in this thesis that develop
the set of concepts that represent the fundamental principles of satellite clocks in
GNSS. It was necessary to create these classiﬁcations to communicate, to the reader,
the scope and implication of the work presented here. Examples of this include:
the classiﬁcation of satellite clock prediction schemes (to clarify the distinction be-
tween the so called real-time, or near real-time, low-latency clock prediction and the
navigation–message style, high–latency GNSS satellite clock prediction schemes);
the breakdown of the SCTS problem into the components of characterisation, mod-
elling, estimation and prediction; standard clock model vs. extended clock model;
standard clock model KF vs. extended clock model KF prediction methods.
9.5 Developments in GNSS and related technologies
This section discusses areas of on–going development in the ﬁeld of GNSS (and related
technologies e.g. space–ready atomic clocks) that are relevant in the context of the al-
gorithms and methods that relate to the problem of satellite clock time synchronisation
(SCTS) in GNSS, as it is described in Section 1.1. In concluding this thesis it is worth
reconsidering the broader context of the project in this way, because it is within this con-
text that the motivations for follow–on work based around the outcomes of this research
might arise.
Multi–constellation GNSS
Multi–constellation GNSS is a broad term for a sub–ﬁeld within GNSS that captures every-
thing from politics and economics to the science and technology challenges associated with
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the operation and exploitation of multiple, independent and fully operational GNSS’s. In
one sense, it might be considered that multi–constellation GNSS as a technology (loosely,
the ability to compute a PNT solution using a combination of measurements from two or
more (independent) GNSS’s) arrived in 2011, when GLONASS became fully operational
with a (nominally) full constellation of 24 in–orbit satellites. This meant that receivers
(with the capabilities to do so) could compute a PNT solution based on some combination
of GPS and GLONASS measurements. This is signiﬁcant because GNSS performance is
degraded in certain challenging environments where signals may be blocked (by buildings,
tree cover, the terrain etc.). The ability to receive and process measurements from multi-
ple constellations mitigates this, providing improved availability with a higher number of
satellites in view. Beidou and Galileo are continuing to develop towards full–operational
capacity, but this is still a few years away. It is estimated that Beidou will provide full
global coverage in 2020, and Galileo in 2016. Other notable developments within multi–
constellation GNSS include the ﬁrst PNT solution from a commercial Beidou receiver, and
the ﬁrst position–ﬁx from the four Galileo IOV satellites. Although these are encouraging
developments, multi–constellation GNSS is still far from mature, and there are still many
technical challenges associated with interoperability and compatibility of these systems.
Where does the issue of clock modelling and time synchronisation come into this?
Well, imagine the following scenario: a GPS receiver is located within an urban canyon,
where only two GPS satellites and only two GLONASS satellites are in view. Now al-
though this exact scenario is an unlikely one, some of the challenges associated with
GPS/GLONASS interoperability can be explained using this example. Imagine then, that
the receiver is GPS and GLONASS enabled, which means that it can track and measure
pseudoranges to GPS and GLONASS satellites. In this scenario, the receiver is only able
to compute a PNT solution if it is able to use all available GPS and GLONASS mea-
surements. One problem that arises when attempting to combine these measurements
in a PNT algorithm relates to the underlying reference timescales. Implicitly, all time–
varying parameters associated with the GPS system are time–tagged in GPS Time. In
the GLONASS case, all time–varying parameters are implicitly associated to GLONASS
Time. This suggests that there is an inter–system timescale oﬀset that must be accounted
for in some way, in order for GPS and GLONASS measurements to be correctly accounted
for in any combined GPS/GLONASS position determination algorithm. Yes, there are
various other issues (such as the inter–frequency biases among the GLONASS measure-
ments) besides the inter–system timescale oﬀset that create problems in combining GPS
and GLONASS measurements, but understanding and accounting for the behaviour of the
GPS/GLONASS timescale oﬀset is certainly an important one in this context.
GNSS modernisation
GNSS modernisation refers to the processes whereby the components of a GNSS: space
segment, operational control segment and user segment are gradually updated over time.
As far as the work in this thesis is concerned, it is the updates to the satellite clock pre-
diction systems that are used by the operational control segments that are relevant. This
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includes the complete modernisation programme of the GPS operation control segment
(hardware, software and algorithms), which is to be known as the GPS next–generation
operational control system (OCX). It is certain that new methods associated with GPS
SCTO estimation and prediction will be introduced as part of this GPS OCX roll–out
programme. Alongside this, there are on–going developments in the Galileo and Beidou
SCTO estimation and prediction systems, which are due to become fully–operational in
2020 and 2016, respectively.
The continuing development of precise clock technologies
Clock (precise time–keeping) technologies in general continue to advance. Alongside this,
motivated by the on–going modernisation of the GNSS’s and various other space missions
requiring precise time–keeping (i.e. GRACE, SBAS, TWSTFT etc.), the ﬁeld of space–
ready precise timekeeping technologies also continues to be the focus of major research
and development (R&D) eﬀorts.
Some examples that might indicate the candidate technologies on which these R&D
eﬀorts will be focussed include: the deployment of passive hydrogen masers in orbit as part
of the payload on the GIOVE–B spacecraft [Droz et al., 2006], the development work on
space–ready mercury–ion (Hg+) atomic clocks by NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory for
the purposes of deep–space navigation [Prestage & Weaver, 2007], and there is the long–
running (but still active) European project, the Atomic Clock Ensemble in Space (ACES)
experiment, which has seen the development of a variety of space–ready clock technologies
for the purpose of conducting fundamental science experiments in Earth–orbit on the
International Space Station [Bize et al., 2005].
An exciting recent development within the laboratory setting is the demonstration of
a pair of optical atomic clocks based on individually trapped aluminium ions (Al+) with
frequency stabilities reported at 8.7 × 10−18 and 2.3 × 10−17, respectively [Chou et al.,
2010]. The frequency stability of this pair of clocks is good enough that relativistic time
dilation eﬀects due to relative motion (between the pair of clocks) of less than ten metres
per second are observable in the clock measurements. Using this pair of clocks, it is
possible to detect gravitational time dilation resulting from a height diﬀerence of less than
one metre on the Earth’s surface. Comparing them to the in–orbit GPS satellite clocks,
this pair of clocks are about three orders of magnitude more stable. If such frequency
stability is ever achieved in a space–ready atomic clock this would signiﬁcantly impact
upon the way in which GNSS are operated, by potentially removing (or at least strongly
mitigating) the nuisance eﬀects of satellite clock behaviours (as a signiﬁcant source of
error) from the overall GNSS data processing chain.
In the context of precise clock technologies being deployed commercially, there has
been encouraging development work relating to the integration of low–power, chip–scale
atomic clocks (CSACs) into mobile devices such as GNSS receivers [Ucar et al., 2013].
This technology have the potential to improve the PNT performance of GNSS receivers
in GNSS–challenged environments.
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Other topics
There are other areas of research and development, within the GNSS domain, which are
closely associated with satellite clock prediction and estimation in some way, but which
were not studied in great depth within the course of this project. It would be interesting
to explore how some of the ideas developed and demonstrated within this project might
be applied within these areas. These include:
• receiver clock time oﬀset (RCTO) modelling and prediction and its inﬂuence
of GNSS performance. Traditionally, in GNSS data processing for PNT, the RCTO
is treated as a parameter to be estimated. This is because the receiver clock is
usually driven by a quartz oscillator with relatively poor frequency stability at the
intervals beyond a few seconds. But, (low–power) chip–scale atomic clocks have now
been demonstrated in GNSS receivers [Ucar et al., 2013]. A question that arises
naturally from this: is PNT possible with an algorithm that models, rather than
estimates, the RCTO? This would have the eﬀect of increasing GNSS availability
by reducing the minimum number of required satellites for a PNT solution, from 4
to 3, which would be useful in GNSS–challenged environments. Some early work in
exploring this question is presented in Weinbach & Schön [2011].
• enhanced long–term SCTO prediction and its inﬂuence of the perfor-
mance of self–assisted GNSS. In diﬃcult signal reception areas, GNSS–enabled
devices can struggle to acquire the the full set of broadcast navigation message pa-
rameters (i.e. the parameters associated with the satellite position and the satellite
clock time oﬀset) required in order to determine a position ﬁx. As an example, in
the GPS case, this requires that the receiver must maintain continuous tracking of
a satellite for up to thirty seconds in order to acquire the latest navigation mes-
sage parameters for that satellite, if it has not already done so. Self–assisted GNSS
describes a technique whereby the GNSS broadcast navigation message parameters
are predicted, independently, within the GNSS–enabled device itself, for a period
of up to several days ahead. In challenging environments for GNSS, where network
assistance is also not available, self–assisted GNSS can drastically reduce the time–
to–ﬁrst–ﬁx (TTFF) for a GNSS receiver (i.e. the time between when the GNSS
receiver ﬁrst starts tracking (or attempting to track) satellites when the receiver is
able to determine its ﬁrst set of position coordinates). As far as the self–assisted
GNSS problem is concerned, it appears there is a signiﬁcant body of work into the
orbit prediction (and orbit determination) aspect of the problem Sepännen et al.
[2012]; Stacey & Ziebart [2011]; van Diggelen [2009], but work on the satellite clock
prediction aspect of this problem appears limited. Some early work on the topic of
long–term satellite clock time oﬀset prediction in the context of self–assisted GNSS
for TTFF reduction is presented in Martikainen et al. [2012].
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9.6 Further work
In this section, ideas for follow–on work to further develop and validate the research in
this thesis are presented. These are:
• A (validation) study exploring the impact of using outputs from an EMP–like SCTO
prediction system in the applications domains (e.g. in standard GPS (or other GNSS)
point positioning, in GPS precise point positioning, in meteorology etc.). GNSS
performance and satellite clock performance are intrinsically connected. As such,
there are a wide variety of application scenarios that might be studied, each with
good justiﬁcation. The challenges associated with conducting such a study include:
choosing the application domain, development of a data processing software that (at
the very least) would enable the EMP SCTO prediction system to interface with
the application–speciﬁc data processing, and the design of experiments that would
highlight the speciﬁc eﬀects of using ideas from the developed prediction method
against conventional SCTO prediction methods.
• Further development work on the clock characterisation and prediction software that
was used to generate most of the results within this thesis. Here, a priority would
be to explore how methods from statistical inference and machine learning might
be applied to automate the processes of initialisation and conﬁguration of the rele-
vant satellite clock Kalman ﬁlter parameters. Particularly, it would be interesting
to develop an adaptive method for determining the Kalman ﬁlter process noise co-
variance matrix. In the methods used in this thesis, Kalman ﬁlter initialisation and
conﬁguration are the most time–consuming parts of the overall SCTO prediction
method.
• A study investigating the potential application of the ideas presented in this thesis
to both the Galileo and Beidou constellations. This thesis does not consider the
in–orbit characteristics of Galileo or Beidou satellite clocks in great depth. This is
because these clocks were not studied in this project as the required satellite clock
data sets for these systems were not available.
• The SCTO prediction strategy developed in this project and presented in Chapter
8 of this thesis was designed in such a way that it could operate within the frame-
work of an operational, widely–used and well–regarded SCTO prediction system:
the IGS prediction system for the GPS satellite clocks. At this stage, it would be
interesting to engage directly with the IGS, considering whether the methods de-
veloped could actually be incorporated into the IGS operational framework and the
challenges associated with this. As a ﬁrst step in this task (of engaging directly with
the IGS), a poster entitled "A performance analysis of the IGS predictions of the
GPS satellite clocks" will be presented on 26 June 2014 at the IGS Workshop 2014:
Celebrating 20 years of service (1994–2014), which is being hosted by the Califor-
nia Institute of Technology (Caltech) in Pasadena, California, USA. This poster is
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broadly based around the methods and results of the IGS satellite clock prediction
system performance analysis study that is the topic of Chapter 6 of this thesis.
169Appendix A
The power law noise processes
A random or stochastic process is a time-varying phenomenon, continuous or discrete,
that is represented at each instance in time by a random variable, X(t), whose probability
density function, fX(t), may or may not be known. In precise time and frequency metrol-
ogy (PTFM), these are usually referred as noise processes. The power-law noise processes
are stochastic processes whose frequency and phase noise power spectral densities vary as
a power of the Fourier1 frequency. Power, in this case, is usually denoted by the symbols
α or β, and both α and β are restricted to the domain of the integers. Here, α corresponds
to a power-law description of frequency noise, and similarly β corresponds to a power-law
description of phase noise.
The power-law noise processes are usually expressed in the form [Riley, 2008]
Sy(f) ∝ fα (A.1)




(2πf)2 ∝ fβ (A.2)
where Sx(f) is the power spectral density of the phase variations and β = α − 2.
Power–law noise processes in the time domain
Power–law noise processes can also be expressed in the time domain, in terms of the
characteristics of Allan variance type statistics, i.e. σ2
y(τ), for that power–law noise se-
quence over a range of analysis intervals, τ. In this form, power–law noise processes can
be expressed as
σ2
y(τ) = gγτγ (A.3)
1Here, the Fourier frequency refers to the independent variable in the FFT–based power spectral density
periodograms that are produced as the result of a (Fourier) frequency domain analysis of a time–series of
(normalised) frequency measurements.
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y(τ) represent the values of the Allan (or similar i.e Hadamard)
variance and modiﬁed Allan variance (or similar) variance, τ is the averaging interval, and
gγ and g0
γ0 are positive, real–valued quantities (independent of τ) that scale the component
of the power–law noise process that is dependent on τ.
Oscillator noise as a linear combination of power–law noise processes
In particular, there are ﬁve power-law noise processes, with α ranging from −2 to 2 which
are observed in the precise clock measurements. These are white phase modulation (WPM)
noise (α = 2), ﬂicker phase modulation (FPM) noise (α = 1), white frequency modulation
(WFM) noise (α = 0), ﬂicker frequency modulation (FFM) noise (α = −1) and random
walk frequency modulation noise (RWFM) noise (α = −2).
Noise type α β γ γ0
WPM 2 0 −2 −3
FPM 1 −1 ∼ −2 −2
WFM 0 −2 −1 −1
FFM −1 −3 0 0
RWFM −2 −4 1 1
Table A.1: The ﬁve power-law noise processes which are commonly observed in clock measure-
ments. Here, the α, β, γ and γ0 values correspond to the powers associated with these individual
power–law clock noise components represented in the (Fourier) frequency domain using the power
spectral densities of the frequency (α) and phase (β) variations, or in the time domain using Allan
variance (γ) or Modiﬁed Allan variance (γ0) type statistics.
In table A.1, the α and β values of the ﬁve common power–law clock noise processes are
listed. In general, the power spectral density of a clock’s noise is well described as a linear





where the hα are positive, real–valued, scalar quantities that indicate the inﬂuence of the
corresponding power–law noise process on the overall clock noise. The power spectral
density description of clock noise is a frequency domain representation of clock noise. For
a general time domain representation Allan variance or modiﬁed Allan variance statistic
and their power–law relationships with analysis (or averaging) intervals can be used. The
γ and γ0 values of the third and fourth columns of table A.1 represent the values of the
powers in the power–law relationships of the ﬁve–power law noise processes between the
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Allan variance, σ2






and between the modiﬁed Allan variance, modσ2








respectively. Again, the coeﬃcients, gγ in equation A.6 and g0
γ0 in equation A.7 are positive,
real–valued, scalar quantities that indicate the inﬂuence of the corresponding power–law
noise process on the overall clock noise. They are related to the hα coeﬃcients in equation
A.5. The relationships between (Fourier) frequency domain representation of the power
law noise and the time domain representation can be can derived using inverse Fourier
transforms; these are outlined explicitly in Stein [1985].
White Phase Modulation (WPM) Noise
White Phase Modulation (WPM) noise is a constant–mean, constant–variance random
process aﬀecting the clock time-oﬀset (or phase oﬀset) quantity as it is described in section
3.3.2. This means that a discrete WPM noise sequence can be represented as a sequence
of independent random variables with identical Gaussian probability density functions,











(a) A realisation of a WPM noise process as it would
























(b) FFT–based power spectral density periodogram of
WPM noise as it would appear in a set of of time–
oﬀset data. Each major tick on the axes represent
a single unit on a log–log scale.
Figure A.1: A (discrete) realisation of a WPM noise process as it would appear within a set of
time–oﬀset data, along with an FFT–based power spectral density periodogram for that realised
noise process. Here, the initial value for the realised WPM noise process is 0 at time t = 0.









































Figure A.2: Stability analysis of a sample realisation of a WPM noise process. Each major tick
on the axes represent a single unit on a log–log scale.
A realisation of a WPM noise process
Within this thesis, there are methods that rely upon the comparison of simulated noise
processes with noise processes that are observed in clock (time–oﬀset) data. The results
of these comparisons are used in the conﬁguration of the Kalman ﬁlter process noise
covariance matrices, as described in Section 3.5.2. The realisation (or simulation) of a
WPM noise process (or a white noise processing general) is a relatively straight–forward,
but does require a good random number generating function. In this project, the inbuilt
MATLAB random number generating function randn, which returns a scalar value from
the standard normal distribution, i.e. N(µ = 0,σ2 = 1), was used.
Here, in ﬁgure A.1a, the result of a single realisation of a WPM noise process, as it
would appear within a time–oﬀset data set is shown. The data from this simulation of a
WPM noise sequence is transformed into the (Fourier) frequency domain, and the energy
of the WFM noise sequence over a range of (Fourier) frequencies are investigated. The
results of this are given in the form of a power spectral density (PSD) periodogram in
ﬁgure A.1b. In this ﬁgure, overall, the slope of the PSD curve is ﬂat (i.e. β = 0) on a
log–log plot, which indicates that this simulated sequence is a good representation of a
WPM noise process. In a time–domain stability analysis of the generated WPM sequence,
shown in ﬁgure A.2, the slope of the ADev and HDev–based sigma–tau curves are −1
(i.e. γ = −2) and the slope of the MDev–based sigma–tau curve is −3
2 (i.e. γ0 = −3),
on a log–log plot. This is further evidence that the simulated sequence represents a good
representation of a WPM noise process.
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Oscillator frequency noise
In many cases, the fractional frequency deviation, i.e. the quantity that represents random
ﬂuctuations in the frequency of a clock’s oscillator, can be adequately described as a
combination of a white noise process and a random walk process. In this context, the
white noise process is usually referred to as White Frequency Modulation (WFM) noise
and the random walk process is referred to as random walk frequency modulation (RWFM)
noise.
White Frequency (WFM) Modulation Noise
Mathematically, a WFM noise process can be expressed as a zero mean white noise se-
quence aﬀecting a sequence of fractional frequency measurements, such that
µk = E[k] = 0 (A.8)
and
σ2
k = E[(k − µk)2] = E[2
k] (A.9)
where k is the random variable associated with the k-th element of the WFM noise
sequence, µk is the expected value of k at epoch k and σ2
k is the variance of k.











(a) A realisation of WFM noise as it would appear in
























(b) FFT–based amplitude spectra of WFM noise re-
alised as it would appear within a set of phase
data. Each major tick on the axes represent a
single unit on a log–log scale.
Figure A.3: A (discrete) realisation of a WFM noise process as it would appear with a set of
time–oﬀset data, along with an FFT–based power spectral density periodogram for that realised
noise process. Here, the initial value for the realised WFM noise process is 0 at time t = 0.
The inﬂuence of a WFM noise sequence as it would appear in a time–series data set of
a clock’s time–oﬀset is demonstrated by the shape of the noisy curve in ﬁgure A.3a. In a
time–oﬀsets data set, WFM noise appear as a random walk (in the time–oﬀset quantity).
The example of WFM noise process shown here is a realisation of a random walk (in the
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time–oﬀset) process as a zero–mean, Gaussian process, with stationary increments. The
variance grows according to wτ, where w is a scalar constant. The results of FFT–based
power spectral density periodogram for the WFM noise sequence is plotted in ﬁgure A.3b.
Overall, the slope on the power spectral density curves falls within the −3 to −3
2 range, and
the slopes on the the sigma–tau curves in ﬁgure A.4 are −1
2 for the most part indicating
that the realised WFM noise data set approximates WFM noise reasonably well, in agree









































Figure A.4: Stability analysis of a sample realisation of a WFM noise process. The major ticks
on the axes represent units on a log–log scale.
The sigma–tau curves in ﬁgure A.4 are not −1
2 at all averaging intervals, with some "ﬂat-
tening" of the sigma–tau curves at longer intervals. This may be a caused by the random
number generating function (which is not truly random, but rather pseudo–random) that
is fundamental here in simulating the WFM noise process.
Random Walk Frequency Modulation (RWFM) Noise
Oscillator frequency noise can also be inﬂuenced by noise associated with the frequency
drift of that oscillator. In such cases, a random walk noise process (on the frequency) can
be used to represent the inﬂuence of frequency drift variations on the fractional frequency.
In this case, the random walk process is referred to as Random Walk Frequency Modulation
(RWFM) Noise. Mathematically, a discrete RWFM sequence is represented by
ζk = ζk−1 + ξk−1 (A.10)
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where ζk is the value of the random variable ζ at epoch k, ξk is the value of a zero–
mean normally distributed random variable at epoch k with variance equal to a constant
multiple of the time increment τ = tk − tk−1 (i.e. it is a stationary increment) such that
σ2
ξ = wτ (A.11)
where w is a positive constant.
A realisation of an RWFM noise process
In ﬁgure A.5a, an instance of an RWFM noise process as it would appear in a time–series











(a) A realisation of a RWFM noise process as it might
























(b) FFT–based power spectral density periodogram
of a simulation of a RWFM noise process. The
major ticks on the axes represent units on a log–
log scale.
Figure A.5: A (discrete) realisation of a RWFM noise process as it would appear with a set of
time–oﬀset data, along with an FFT–based power spectral density periodogram for that realised
noise process. Here, the initial value for the realised RWFM noise process is 0 at time t = 0.









































Figure A.6: Stability analysis of a sample realisation of a WFM noise process. Each major tick
on the axes represent a single unit on a log–log scale.
The results of FFT–based power spectral density periodogram for the RWFM noise se-
quence is plotted in ﬁgure A.5b. The slopes on the the sigma–tau curves in ﬁgure A.6 are
all +1
2 (corresponding to γ = 1, γ0 = 1 ) that the realised RWFM noise data set is a good
approximation of a RWFM noise process.
Clock noise in the standard clock model
Clock noise as a linear combination of the WFM and RWFM noise processes shown here
along with random run frequency modulation noise (RRFM) noise can be simulated in
the standard clock model Kalman ﬁlter. This process is described in Section 3.5.
The ﬂicker noise processes
The ﬂicker noise processes, ﬂicker phase modulation (FPM) noise and ﬂicker frequency
modulation (FFM) noise, are the noise processes corresponding to α = 1 and α = −1,
respectively. In this work, these ﬂicker noise processes are modelled using a combination
of Gauss–Markov processes, i.e. as the sum process of several independent stationary
Markov processes running in parallel. The development of this approach is described in
Davis et al. [2005b], where it was used to model the ﬂicker frequency modulation noise
that was dominant in NPL’s hydrogen masers.
177Appendix B
The discrete Kalman Filter
In this appendix, the Kalman ﬁlter method is introduced with a short and general pre-
sentation. The principal components of the Kalman ﬁlter technique are described. The
Kalman ﬁlter can be operated in an estimation mode or in a prediction mode. In estima-
tion mode, the KF algorithm is operated to output optimal estimates of the state–vector
parameters. In prediction mode, the KF is operated without the use of measurements—
and in this case the state error covariance matrix provides an indication of the quality of
the predicted state–vector parameters. The procedure for KF operation in either estima-
tion or prediction mode is shown. For those readers interested in a more in–depth study
of the Kalman ﬁlter technique, a good place to start would be Kalman [1960]. An intro-
ductory, but highly accessible treatment of the KF method is given in Brown & Hwang
[2012]—in presenting the Kalman ﬁlter equations here, the aim is to follow closely the
notation conventions of this book. In preparing this appendix, Groves [2013] was also
used and is recommended, particularly to those readers interested in the practicalities of
implementing the KF method.
B.1 The Kalman ﬁlter
The Kalman ﬁlter method requires a process model and a measurement model. The
process model encapsulates all assumptions and prior knowledge of both the deterministic
and stochastic properties of the system dynamics. The process model is used to optimally
estimate the state–vector, before the arrival of the latest measurement.
xk+1 = Φkxk + wk (B.1)
The measurement model describes a linear relationship between the measured quantities
(through which the process is observed) and the state–vector.
zk = Hkxk + vk (B.2)
where:
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xk (m × 1) state–vector at time tk
Φk (m × m) matrix relating the state vector at time tk to an estimate
of the state vector at time tk+1
wk (m × 1) vector of white, Gaussian random variables that describe
noise processes inﬂuencing the state vector
zk (n × 1) vector of measurements at time tk
Hk (n × m) vector relating the measurements to the state vector at
time tk
vk (n × 1) vector of white, Gaussian random variables representing
noise in the measurements
It is a strict requirement of the Kalman ﬁlter technique that the (sequence of) vectors of
random variables wk and vk are independent, white and Gaussian, (from one epoch to
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In general, the KF model components Φ, Q, H and R, are time-dependent, but in many
applications these are determined using historical data, and held constant. Once these
components have been determined, we start with an initial estimate of the state of the
process at time tk. This initial estimate may be obtained by any reasonable means—but
should be based on all knowledge of the process prior to tk. This is then known as the a
priori estimate of the state, ˆ x−
k , where theˆsymbol denotes an estimated quantity and the
superscript − denotes an estimate prior to a state–vector update using the measurement
at time tk. The estimation error, the quantity being minimised is deﬁned then as
e−
k = xk − ˆ x−
k (B.6)
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The next step, once this prior estimate ˆ x−
k is obtained, is to use the measurement zk to
improve that estimate. This is done according to
ˆ xk = ˆ x−
k + Kk(zk − Hkˆ x−
k ) (B.8)
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where Kk is a blending factor that combines that state–vector estimates with the mea-
surement. In the special case where Kk minimises the mean–square estimation error, i.e.
minimises the individual terms along the major diagonal of Pk, then Kk is known as the





k + Rk)−1 (B.9)
B.2 Estimator
In estimation mode, the Kalman ﬁlter is a recursive loop. The initial inputs to this
recursive loop are prior estimates of the state–vector, ˆ x−
0 , and the state error covariance
matrix, P−
0 . Here, the 0 subscript denotes that these are the initial prior estimates, i.e.
k = 0. With these inputs, the estimation mode Kalman ﬁlter loop (as given in page 147
of Brown & Hwang [2012]) comprises the following steps:
1. Kalman gain computation, as described in Equation B.9.
2. Update of state–vector estimate with measurement zk, according to Equation
B.8, where Kk is the Kalman gain.
3. Error covariance matrix update for updated state–vector estimate, which
in done according to
Pk = (I − KkHk)P−
k (B.10)
4. Predict one step ahead, according to
ˆ x−
k+1 = Φkˆ xk (B.11)
P−
k+1 = ΦkPkΦT
k + Qk (B.12)
5. Measurement zk+1 is collected. Increment k by one such that ˆ x−
k+1, P−
k+1 and
zk+1 are ˆ x−
k , P−
k and zk, respectively. Return to step 1.
B.3 Predictor
The Kalman ﬁlter recursive loop, presented in Section B.2, includes a one–step prediction;
this is step 4. Prediction in this way is allowed because the elements of wk, in the process
model (Equation B.1) are assumed to be white noise processes. With this same argument,
it is possible to project N steps ahead of the current measurement. In this way, the
Kalman ﬁlter is used as an N–step predictor. The equations for predicting N steps ahead
are simple variations of Step 4 in Section B.2.
ˆ xk+N|k = Φk+N,kˆ xk|k (B.13)
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Pk+N|k = Φk+N,kPk|kΦT
k+N|k + Qk+N,k (B.14)
where
ˆ xk|k state–vector estimate updated given measurements up to time tk
ˆ xk+N|k prediction of state–vector for time tk+N given measurements up
to time tk
Φk+N,k state transition matrix from step k to k + N
Pk|k error covariance matrix corresponding to ˆ xk|k (updated given mea-
surements up to tk)
Pk+N|k prediction of error covariance matrix corresponding to ˆ xk+N|k for
time tk+N given measurements up to time tk
Qk+N,k covariance resulting from the accumulation of the wk white noise
inputs from step k to step k + N
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Individual satellite clock statistics
In this appendix, statistics from the frequency stability analysis study (Chapter 5), and
from the IGS prediction algorithm performance analysis study (Chapter 6), for each clock
that was studied, are given here.
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C.1 GPS individual clock statistics
HDev (×10−14) at
PRN(SVN) diﬀerent averaging intervals (hours)
0.25 3 6 12 24
1 (63) 3.79 2.72 1.24 0.636 0.501
2 (61) 20.9 3.30 2.07 1.47 0.951
4 (34) 26.8 9.45 9.05 4.31 3.40
5 (50) 22.1 4.13 2.91 1.27 0.908
7 (48) 21.9 3.10 2.37 1.79 1.73
8 (38) 94.3 32.4 29.5 12.9 9.06
10 (40) 77.6 24.3 20.3 12.6 6.77
11 (46) 25.5 5.32 6.08 2.11 2.51
12 (58) 24.1 5.98 4.07 1.01 0.668
13 (43) 38.9 5.47 3.16 1.56 1.75
14 (41) 22.1 3.83 2.17 1.55 1.18
16 (56) 21.8 6.69 4.40 0.953 0.649
17 (53) 27.7 5.70 2.81 1.94 2.36
18 (54) 26.9 3.91 2.95 1.11 0.741
19 (59) 22.0 3.81 2.18 1.34 0.974
20 (51) 35.8 4.67 2.46 1.69 1.36
21 (45) 38.7 4.88 3.08 1.54 0.911
22 (47) 23.5 4.25 3.10 3.00 4.12
23 (60) 20.3 2.92 1.98 1.10 0.738
25 (65) 3.38 3.85 2.42 0.592 0.317
27 (37) 98.4 72.2 86.3 14.4 8.63
28 (44) 25.7 3.97 3.77 4.66 5.62
29 (57) 24.7 5.38 2.86 2.30 2.85
31 (52) 21.0 3.73 3.17 1.89 1.91
Table C.1: Statistics arising from the frequency stability analysis (HDev) of the GPS satellite
clocks at several analysis intervals.
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C.2 GLONASS individual clock statistics
PRN(SVN) ADev (×10−13) at
diﬀerent averaging intervals (hours)
0.25 3 6 12 24
1 (730) 6.01 1.62 1.18 0.865 0.588
2 (728) 5.88 1.60 1.15 0.800 0.571
3 (744) 4.47 1.26 0.910 0.650 0.480
4 (742) 4.84 1.42 1.02 0.730 0.504
5 (734) 5.83 1.58 1.07 0.721 0.473
6 (733) 7.65 2.16 1.48 0.986 0.707
7 (745) 5.35 1.34 0.924 0.694 0.418
8 (729) 11.3 3.25 2.23 1.48 1.06
9 (736) 5.66 1.65 1.15 0.778 0.516
10 (717) 8.85 2.58 1.84 1.21 0.862
11 (723) 7.44 2.10 1.52 1.01 0.687
12 (737) 7.89 2.29 1.63 1.16 0.805
13 (721) 6.96 2.06 1.38 0.964 0.634
14 (715) 13.8 3.94 2.68 1.85 1.24
16 (738) 6.71 1.84 1.29 9.43 0.678
17 (746) 4.84 1.35 0.961 0.661 0.424
18 (724) 14.7 4.13 2.80 1.86 1.28
19 (720) 5.69 1.59 1.06 0.707 0.495
20 (719) 15.2 4.35 3.18 2.15 1.50
21 (725) 6.10 1.81 1.28 0.882 0.619
22 (731) 7.97 2.29 1.58 1.04 0.650
23 (732) 6.68 1.97 1.36 0.969 0.695
24 (735) 6.53 1.93 1.37 0.943 0.713
Table C.2: Statistics arising from the frequency stability analysis (ADev–based) of the GLONASS
satellite clocks at several analysis intervals.
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C.3 GPS CDPE Bias clock–by–clock statistics
Bias (×10−10 seconds) at
PRN(SVN) diﬀerent prediction lengths (hours)
0.25 3 6 12 24
1 (63) −0.0394 −2.62 −7.08 −12.7 −30.6
2 (61) 1.34 0.0839 −0.0609 −0.188 −5.76
3 (33) 0.0773 −0.0637 −1.01 −2.67 −4.66
4 (34) −0.0613 −0.00646 −1.99 −2.35 −6.54
6 (34) −1.19 −3.91 −10.4 −17.8 −44.3
7 (48) 0.600 0.607 −0.500 −0.347 −1.11
8 (38) −0.540 −1.28 −4.04 −7.20 −6.69
9 (39) −1.32 −5.51 −4.86 −4.77 −9.18
10 (40) 1.47 −1.00 −3.30 −3.03 −6.90
11 (46) −0.124 0.230 −1.70 −2.42 −6.49
12 (58) 2.33 1.30 −0.317 −1.29 −4.61
13 (43) 1.39 0.197 −1.02 −2.51 −6.84
14 (41) 0.416 −0.150 −2.23 −3.53 −8.33
15 (55) 0.587 0.225 −1.75 −3.53 −9.48
16 (56) −0.632 −0.936 −1.75 −2.00 −2.97
17 (53) −0.628 −0.0602 −2.46 −4.31 −9.65
18 (54) −0.717 −0.353 −2.43 −2.80 −6.24
19 (59) −0.235 −0.866 −1.93 −2.71 −5.23
20 (51) −1.06 −0.475 −2.30 −2.66 −5.17
21 (45) −0.293 −1.10 −2.30 −3.20 −6.80
22 (47) −0.463 −0.614 −2.14 −1.97 −4.56
23 (60) 0.982 0.236 −1.55 −2.46 −6.69
25 (65) 0.592 0.0394 −0.552 −0.632 −1.02
26 (26) 0.739 2.21 4.31 9.88 23.9
28 (44) 1.19 0.936 −0.660 −1.55 −4.92
29 (57) 0.536 −0.201 −0.948 −1.80 −4.35
31 (52) 0.254 −0.471 −2.84 −4.95 −12.2
32 (23) −1.94 7.17 −2.07 −2.23 −2.25
Table C.3: Summary. IGS GPS CDPE Bias 2012.
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C.4 GPS CDPE RMS clock–by–clock statistics
RMS (×10−9 seconds) at
PRN(SVN) diﬀerent prediction lengths (hours)
0.25 3 6 12 24
1 (63) 0.302 0.688 1.31 2.13 4.94
2 (61) 0.344 0.616 0.759 1.11 1.92
3 (33) 1.41 3.30 4.66 6.66 10.7
4 (34) 0.696 1.28 1.88 2.49 4.00
6 (34) 0.624 1.45 2.08 3.31 7.17
7 (48) 0.334 0.692 0.915 1.42 2.48
8 (38) 1.88 3.94 5.31 7.49 11.2
9 (39) 1.87 3.87 5.02 6.86 10.8
10 (40) 1.40 3.25 4.45 6.37 10.3
11 (46) 0.370 0.742 1.13 1.79 3.48
12 (58) 0.395 0.633 0.674 0.915 1.49
13 (43) 0.362 0.618 0.843 1.22 2.28
14 (41) 0.318 0.725 1.19 1.94 3.59
15 (55) 0.285 0.531 0.659 0.929 1.63
16 (56) 0.397 0.581 0.721 0.991 1.55
17 (53) 0.377 0.812 1.33 2.19 4.32
18 (54) 0.321 0.587 0.705 0.989 1.58
19 (59) 0.339 0.602 0.772 1.04 1.66
20 (51) 0.422 0.748 1.10 1.65 3.15
21 (45) 0.374 0.738 0.843 1.16 1.85
22 (47) 0.518 1.22 2.18 3.83 8.14
23 (60) 0.298 0.515 7.03 1.00 1.64
25 (65) 0.563 1.19 1.68 2.99 6.90
26 (26) 0.563 1.19 1.68 2.99 6.90
28 (44) 0.681 1.64 2.95 4.85 8.99
29 (57) 0.362 0.691 1.11 1.93 3.72
31 (52) 0.368 0.842 1.47 2.79 5.65
32 (23) 0.724 1.02 1.42 1.94 3.23
Table C.4: Summary. RMS CDPE IGS GPS 2012.
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